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Library to pursue expansion 
TERRACE --- The city can ex- 
pect the library board to 
become more aggressive about a 
planned $1'million expansion, 
says its chairman. 
Willy Schneider said the. 
board will promote the library's 
value and service to area 
readers. 
He made the comments after 
a letter was sent to board from 
the city.: indicating councilwill 
consider holding a referendum 
next year to help finance the ex- 
pansion. The board had been 
working toward having the vote 
this fall. 
It has applied for a $333,000 
Turn ban 
coming 
TERRACE - -  Although the ci- 
ty plans to prohibit left-hand 
turns on to Emerson by 
motorists eastbotlnd on 
Lakelse, it will be a while yet 
before the ban comes into ef- 
fect, 
Operations director John 
Colongard said the new regula- 
tion would be put in effect once 
the city had received and install- 
ed a new traffic light controller 
at the Lakelse/Kalum intersec- 
tion,. It Was .still waiting- for a 
delivery date on the equipment, 
he,added. 
C01ongard said thenew con- 
troller ~ it ~:eplaces the last of 
the: i! City!S!.i/eldctr0.mechanical 
sysiems' =:will include an ad- 
vance:~reen~ light • for :eastb0und 
Lake|se t/affiC intending to turn 
left on to Kalum. 
:!The.,ne~v light system and 
Emerson-Lakelse r gulation -= 
effective from 9 a.m. to 6p.m. 
- -  are: intended;to relieve the 
' iraffiC~a(~g'-"~PS:~"caused by 
vehides,waiting.:for,a ;break .in 
od~0ming ~Araffic. :befot:e ex- 
eciiting the left turns. 
~iAlthough. the n0-1eft-turn 
Sig, n.lat Emerson" and Lakelse 
will ~ apply to eastbound traffic 
only, Colongard said °the city 
will be monitoring the intersec- 
tion and '!if we have a problem 
With>we.qtbound traffiC, we'll 
Prdb-ably: add another." '-
) , :  - 
_park. fees 
increase 
TERRACE - -  Residents plann- 
ing'to camp out at Lakelse Lake 
(Furlong Bay)'this ummer will 
have to dig a little deeper. 
The provincial campground is 
one  of 51: throughout the pro- 
~ince Where fees have been in- 
creased "to reflect fees charged 
by other sectors of the camping 
ihd{~stry, .services provided and 
occupancy ~,rates,',' parks 
m']nister Ivan Messmer explain. 
din announcing the changes. 
r!:i' Lakelse visitors will now have 
t~!pay $10 a night, up $2 from 
lii~tlyear. " 
provincial lottery grant and ex- 
pects to raise up to $150,000 by 
itself with the i'est o come from 
local taxpayers through the 
referend0m; - 
'~In:'1991'..-we'll have a dif- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  it'll be 
library-friendly,-or not, who 
knows," said Schneider; 
He addedthat the letter in- 
dicatingcouiicil Would consider 
a libra~, i'eferendum next year 
left the issue undecided. 
"In essenc¢, it doesn't mean a 
thing," said Schneider. 
The letter alsb indicated the 
city 'V~ould ralse..with the 
regional.distric[ th(amount of 
money the latter contributes to 
the library's operation. 
In '1989, o f  an operatini; 
budget of $292,000, the regional 
district • contributed:' $42,000. 
That •figure represents 14 per 
cent Of the'budget yet library 
figures 'indicate approximately 
30 per cent of its"us~rs come 
from: thei'egional di~;trtct. 
The letter indicated the city 
.would :be in contact with the 
regional district ab6ut, the con- 
.trihuti0n limit: Which was cap- 
ped several years ago.. " 
And while the library board' 
ponders the referendum ques- 
tion, Schneider acknowledged 
that a city plan to build a con- 
vention centre might conflict 
with the expansion plan. 
"I would be totally naive not 
to.think it is a very competitive 
project. And i would be equally 
naive if I didn't hink a conven- 
tion centre is politically, much 
easier to sell. There's an election 
coming up and the mayor's job 
is on the line," Schneider told a 
chamber of commerce luncheon 
gathering last week. 
He said he wasn.'t criticizing 
the convention centre, idea (city 
.planners ay it would double as 
a place foi" community events 
and gt:oups) but wondered if the 
city has the infrastructre to.han. 
~TERRACE - -  ;'Very fmofficial 
discussions" have taken place 
~a~0ut moving the correctional 
centre to Kitsumkalum village, 
~h~nd chief Cliff BoRon said last 
,week. 
~;!The correctional centre's cur- 
i~nt location ~-  a former motel 
oi~ Hwyl6 --  is considered in- 
adequate. Government officials 
h~ve been Searching fo'ra site to 
other jail site suggested., 
"When that does happen - -  
i f  it does - -  the membership 
would have to get together and 
look at it," BoRon added. 
The hand won't make any 
proposals o r  bids for the: jail, 
BoRon said, adding he expects 
• parcel of land, but said it is not 
on 'the bench. The other two 
properties being negotiated for 
are also privately owned, he ad- 
ded) and no options to purchase 
have been obtained on them. 
Crown.land at Miller Bay, 
corrections branch or B ,C .  near Prince Rupert, isn't being 
Buildings Corl~0rati0n (BCBC) 
officials' to mdl~e Offers if they ~-' 
consider the reserye 'a Potent!al 
sought by negotiators, Murphy 
said.'A prince lRupert business 
organization :~had petitioned 
gover~mehtoffi¢ials to consider 
the rite. :-!-,:,: i/.:. " • • 
Once' a site lis, chosen, aseries 
of zoning he .arings are expected 
to beheld. 
die out-of-town groups. 
The city is paying $10,000 for 
a detai led convent ion-  
community centre plan and it's 
expected to be finished this 
summer. 
Schneider also said city of- 
ficials are sympathetic to the 
library expansion plan but:that 
they feel the regional district 
isn't contributing its fair share. 
The library expansion would 
add 10,000 square feet of.~pace, 
improve the art gallery's 
quarters now located in the 
basement, add air conditioning 
and improve heating and ven- 
tilation. Willy Schneider 
Watch kep,t 
on guiding. 
TERRACE --  The provincial 
fish and wildlife branch is 
monitoring applications for new 
guiding operations on nor- 
thwestern lakes following 
reports established ones aren't 
happy with what is going on, 
says the region's head biologist. 
Bob Hooton said the depart- 
ment first became aware of 
potential problems when 
guides/lodge operators com- 
plained about he appearance of 
newcomers on lakes where they 
had " t rad i t iona l ly  had 
priority." 
A subsequent check turned 
up a long list of applicants for 
leases on numerous different 
lakes resulting in similar con, 
filets. "Always it's a confronia- 
Bob Hooton 
grips with," he added. 
Any operator of an angling 
lodge or fly-in service who also 
tion.that, brings.it;to ur atten-,',intends to .offer gu!ding_must 
tion," Hooton said. . . . .  apply for an angling guide 
He added'it'is;tdb'e~iflyt6 tell licence. 'Of the 70 applications 
whether the north~,esr Will go 
through the same experience as 
seen recently in the Cariboo. 
The issue on northwest lakes 
is not one of fish conservation 
but of established operations 
want to keep what they describe 
as a wilderness experience for 
their customers, aid Hooton. 
One fish camp that has 
operated on one northern lake 
for 18 years found itself facing 
an application "virtually right 
on his doorstep," Hooton said. 
While fish stocks were suffi- 
cient to handle the extra angl- 
ing, the appearance of a second 
lodge threatened the original 
developer's ability, to continue 
marketing the wilderness ex- 
perience, he added. 
Wilderness is now a 
"marketable commodity that 
somehow we have to come to 
i'eceived so far this year, 15 were 
• for lake operations only with a 
like number for combined 
rivers/lakes guiding. 
Hooton forecast the numbers 
would double by the time all 
this year's applications were in. 
However, lodge builders in- 
tending to offer accommoda- 
tion/boats for anglers who then 
fish on their own need only app- 
ly to the lands branch to lease 
the property. 
Although the fish and Wildlife 
branch does not have jurisdic- 
tion in those cases, Hooton said 
the lease applications are for- 
warded to his department as 
part of the normal referral pro- 
cess. This allows it to keep track 
of the situation. 
Early 
deadlines 
TERRACE --  May 21 is Vic- 
toria Day and that means early 
deadlines are in effect because 
of the long weekend. 
The deadline for classified 
ads and for display advertising 
is 5 p.m. Thursday, May 17. 
The deadline for news items is 
also 5 p.m. Thursday, May 17. 
Our office will be closed 
Monday, May 21. It reopens 8
a.m., May 22. 
By the way, Queen victoria is 
the longest serving British 
monardh'i~to date. Her reign 
lasted from 183"/-1901. 
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regional dzstrzct;e a~poWer•,,t o "'TERRACE - -  Regional district 
chairman Jack Talstra expects 
to know if the province ap- 
proves of a shares-for-debt 
swap before it next meets. 
Talstra said the municipal af~ 
fairs ministry has been pressed 
to rep ly to  the proposal to 
change a• debt owed by the 
sSames Mountain SkiCorpora- 
tion :i; into shares before the 
district meets next weekend. 
The ski corporation has asked 
the district to waive repayment 
'of more than $320,000 the com- 
pany owes o~ the purchase of 
the old Kitsumkalum ski hill 
equipment dating back to 1986. 
Instead, the district would 
receive the equivalent amount in 
shares and a seat on the cor- 
poration's board. 
The corporation also wants 
the 'regional district to forgive 
nearly $100,000 in accumlated 
interest dating back to the time 
of sale. 
The district has asked the 
ministry whether it can under 
Jack Talstra 
the Municipal Act accept shares 
as repayment and also whether 
it can forgive the interest. 
Although the board would 
not note on the proposal 
without provincial approval, 
Talstra noted it was within the 
assist Shames by "extending the 
(current) debt repayment o 
whatever schedule that~would 
be deemL'd appropriate,~ Shames ~ 
could write its own tiCketbn the 
schedule." 
*****  
Although Terrace directors 
do not normally consider 
themselves bound by council 
dec~sinns when voting at the 
regional district level, Talstra 
said that would notbe the case 
with the Shames proposal. 
" In this particular instance, 
the directors asked for direction 
from council," he pointed out, 
"so in this instance it (council's 
decision) will weigh very, very 
heavily." • " 
He would therefore expect 
Terrace representatives to sup- 
port the swap deal whether or 
not they personally agreedwith 
it. Talstra is one of two Terrace 
members of the district board. 
Alderman Bob .Cooper is the 
other. 
Teachers' jobs at stake 
30. teacher strikes and job action, who say the membership re- 
The contract between the 
teachers' union and the school 
district requires all distri,., 
teachers • to join the union oy 
that deadline as a condition of 
employment. Three teachers 
have so far asked the Industrial 
Relations Council for exemp- 
tion from the union on religious 
grounds. "One succeeded, one 
failed, and another is yet to be 
But school board chairman 
Edna Cooper said last week the 
school district is bound to the 
contract and cannot ignore the 
clause requiring membership. 
Likewise, she said, it would be 
futile to try to renegotiate the 
clause in the current round of 
talks. 
"Although they feel we 
should renegotiate it, they're 
only seven per cent of the 
Trial adjourned 
TERRACE - -  The trial of "a 
Terrace man charged with 
second-degree murder in the 
1988 death of 17-year-old 
Crystal Hogg has been adjourn- 
ed until May 28. 
Daniel Joseph Bruneau has 
been on trial in B.C. Supreme 
Court in Prince Rupert for the 
past two weeks. 
But the jury has been out of 
the courtroom so far while 
lawyers debate whether key por- 
tions of the Crown's evidence 
can be heard. The vo i r  d i re  - -  a 
trial within a trial to determine 
Right 
figure 
TERRACE - -  In last week's 
story on the Kitimat-Stikine 
regional district's 1990 budget, 
the Thornhill fire department's 
budget was said to have risen 
from $128,000 to $198,000. The 
correct 1990 figure is $158,000. 
The $198,000 is the amount 
'the district must pay the City of 
,T:errace as its contribution to 
recreation and cemetary costs. 
THE WORLD 
IS YOURS IF 
  S/tt;PeOPLE... 
:~;r:yo:-mo~"•'the Welcome 
:W~" hostess I; the rlihfperson to 
Itelp,y~;f!nd ' eplaco in your new 
the admissibility of evidence - -  
is to.reconvene May 24 when the 
remaining arguments are to be 
heard, and a ruling made by the 
presiding justice. 
The jury is to be called back 
in for the trial's regular 
evidence starting May 28. Two 
weeks has been set aside for the 
rest of the trial. 
A security guard found 
Hogg's strangled body near the 
Terrace-Kitimat airport on 
Nov. 11, 1988. A six-month 
RCMP investigation resulted in 
Bruneau being arrested and 
charged. 
quirement violates • basic human 
rights. ~ 
"Maybe it does," she said, 
;"but it's their responsibility to 
go to the, courts and find out. 
They have to fight for their : 
fights.'": 
She said the clause was put in 
.~s one of the rmal items in the 
negotiations that ended last 
year's three-week teacher strike. 
"We tried really:hard to get a 
different formula/'  C9oper ex- 
plained. "We'did our besf, Bat  
what can you say, when iPs..a 
majority decision,'-' • ':~ : "~:~ 
Although TDT,~ predident 
Greig Houlden says he expects 
most of the teachers will jo in 
the union before the deadline, 
Cooper offered no predictions. 
" I  have no idea/They are 
among our best teachers." 
The non-member teachers 
asked the board to reconsider its 
position in a letter last week. 
"We believe that labour 
negotiations between profes- 
sionals should never impinge 
upon the delivery, of public 
education. The children of 
School District 88 should not be 
pawns in the labour/manage- 
ment chess game." 
"1 lost 39 IbM NutdlSystem I could not 
have done it without you!" 
d The Nuffi/System" Weight Loss Program includes a vadeiy of 
elicious meals and snacks, nutritional nd behavioral counseling, 
light activity, and weight maintenance. 
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TERRACE - -  The provin- 
cial government is expected 
to announce this week an 
agreement tobuild a road ifi~ 
to;the gold-rich Iskut Valley. ~ 
• It'scxpected tocontain 
agreement for the provin~:~ 
to finance large part of a 
main road leading off of Bob 
Quinn at Hwy37 into the 
Iskut. 
Mining companies would 
then be responsible for spur 
roads leading to their proper- 
ties. 
Access to the valley is now 
only by air with mining and 
mine development com- 
panies using Wrangell,  
Alaska, as a staging base . .  
The agreement should end 
a conflict between the 
government and the com- 
panies over who should pay 
for road access to the area. 
Skeena MLA Dave Parker 
and the minister esponsible 
for northern development 
said last week the cabinet did 
discuss a deal to build the 
road. He withheld further 
comment pending an official 
government release. 
. A government report 
released last fall suggested a 
72km road be built into the 
Isku't from Hwy37 at an 
estimated $12.5 million. 
Such a road, the government 
said, would increase xplora- 
tion to the Iskm and expand 
benefits from such activity. 
A second government 
study suggested mining com- 
panies pay 75~per cent of the 
cost. This drew objections 
from two of the main corn- 
parties involved - -  Skyline 
Gold Corporation which 
Operates the Johnny Moan- 
tain mine, and Cominco 
Metals which is developing 
the SNIP property. 
The companies instead 
said they should pay under: 
20 per cent of 4he cost as 
benefits from the road will 
apply to more industries than 
:.~j,ust,themselves . . . . . . . . .  
i 
UNCEMENT '  : n • 
• ~ ia , 
£ :2 /  i t  J im Coul ter  
.... ' Mr. Bob Granger Operations Manager of Caribeo Press, is pleased to 
• announce the appointment of Mr. Jim Coulter to the, position of 
: publlsherof the Terrace Standard, 
Mr. Coulter comes to Terrace from Kamloops where he has held a 
• '. senior sales position with Cariboo Press' Kamloops This Week publlca- 
tion since •that papers' first edition in August of 1988. '• 
Jim is married with 3 children, looks forward to becoming involved in 
the community and meeting many new friends. 
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[ SERVING THE TERRACE AREA 
AT LAST! HAIR CARE 
THAT'S BETTER 
THAN NATURAL 
Nature and science. Only Syst6me 
Biolagecaptures thevirtues of : 
both to create a whole new level 
of fitness for your hair and scalp. 
Come, rediscover the legendar~ b 
powers of herbal remedies. In- 
dulge in the uplifting effects of 
Aromascience'." Now y0i]r hair can 
have old-fashioned beauty.., and 
still cope with modern-day stress. 
a: ] SLAGE 
Responsive Hair Care In Harmony With Your World'" 
v g v  Ni l | l i e  ] [VV  iV  YV I I IQ  lib I I I IU  UAiJllPilgPill,i ~ 
aesthet ics  by Jan Dozzi! 
. . . . .  . . . . .   fflatrix' 
0 WORKWEI R 
WORLD VALUE 
EXPLOSION 
FLEECE TOPS 
Long sleeve tops. Assorted screens. 
Reg. $29.98. . 
,19 ,g  
LEVI'S JEANS 
501,516, 532. 
All colours, 
Reg, to $55.00 
COTTON PANTS 
Mens summer casual pants. 
Re0, to $39.96 
:,29oo 
• ,El(po9 
SPORT SHIRTS • 
Short sleeve sport sldds. Assorted 
stripes & chocks. Peg, to $27.95. 
US WEAR JEANS• 
Stonowash or black. 
Reg, to $32,96 
'1900, ,24" 
KODIAK •BOOT SOCKS ' 
or Grey. 'q  L o ,-,r .. 
Reg. $4.98. ~d I n 
T-SHIRTS 
Short sleeve shirts. Plain & stripes. 
Reg. t o $17.98. 
*12ge 
POLAR FLEECE 
Popoveror zip style, Assorted 
cotours. RoO.',to $36.98, 
• ,2900 
KODIAK 
SHORT SLEEVED 
T-SHIRTS 
6 great colours to choose from. 
Reg, $12.98. 
2!'19 oo 
COTTON 
T-SHIRTS 
Ladies cotton T.shlrts by Fox. 
Great selection of 
colours. 
Reg, $10.98. 
s79o 
HIKING BOOTS 
,49og Reg. $59.98 
SUMMER PANTS 
Ladies cotton 
2 9.0 Pink, mauve or tan. Reg. $36,98. 
t~,,~ 
Brophy decision could take • weeks 
i 
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Just like the pros 
JUST LIKE ANDY MOOG? Perhaps some day but for now winter sport and spring weather com- 
bined to make this street hockey game an enjoyable pursuit during recess last week at Veritas, 
school. More and more activities are now taking place outside now that winter has finally gone, 
the days become longer and the cold bite in the air has disappeared.. 
Publishe- named 
tunities," said Coulter. 
Coulter spent he last 11 years 
in Kamloops where he coached 
youth soccer and was involved 
in the Scouting movement. He's 
married to Marlyne and they 
have three children - -  Carey, 
12; Jesse, 9 and Angela, 6. 
Coulter is also responsible for 
The Skeena Marketplace. 
He replaces Cary Rodin who 
has left to work for Sun Life 
Assurance Co. of Canada in 
Terrace. 
Jim CouRer 
TERRACE - -  It could take 
several weeks before a discipline 
committee of the Registered 
Nurses Association of B.C. 
(RNABC) decides if a local 
uurse acted unethically for hav- 
ing conversations about abor: 
tions with hospital patients. 
The hearing for Mills 
Memorial Hospital •nurse Isobel 
Brophy took place in Van- 
couver and ended May 12'after 
five days of testimony. 
B.rophy, who is active in the 
local pro-life society, could lose 
her registered' nurse's licence 
and thus her job ,  
The committee heard of s ix  
complaints made about Brophy 
concerning conversations about 
abortion. One was dropped ur- 
ing the course of the hearing. 
Brophy doesn't deny that 
conversations did take place but 
says women are not given full 
information on the physical and 
psychological after effects of 
the procedure. 
"I heard they (the committee) 
is going to get right down to it. 
But it could take until the end of 
the month once the decL~ion is
written and distributed," said 
Brophy following the conclu- 
sion of the hearing. 
The charges were laid follow- 
ing an investigation by an 
RNABC employee into 
Brophy's actions during the 
1989 nurses' strike in which the 
nurse said she would picket nur- 
sing pickets if a scheduled abor- 
tion took place. 
Brophy told the hospital and 
her union of her intentions in 
two letters, leading the hospital 
to cancel the abortion. 
She said abortions couldn't 
be considered as one of the 
emergency medical procedures 
striking nurses and the hospital 
agreed would take place during 
the course of the strike. 
Testimony at the hearing in. 
dicated the hospital and tht 
woman's doctor were worried 
the i¢lentify Of the patient might 
be revealed should Brophy 
publicize her picket plans. 
The abortion was conducted 
later with, according to infor- 
mat ion gathered by the 
RNABC, a greater isk to the 
patient. 
It was during the investiga- 
tion of that situation that peo- 
ple came forward with informa- 
tion on the other incidents. 
Speaking after the hearing, 
Brophy said it was one of the 
r6ost intense xperiences she has 
ever been through. 
"I  was on trial, abortion was 
on trial, the right of a nurse to 
have ethical and moral beliefs 
was on trial, the right of a 
woman to be fully informed was 
on trial," she said. 
TERRACE - -  The Terrace 
Standard has a new publisher. 
Jim Coulter, 39, comes to the 
newspaper from a senior.sales 
position at Kamloops This 
Week. Both papers are part of 
Cariboo Press, a company that 
owns 18 newspapers in the in- 
terior part of the province. 
"I 've enjoyed tl~,,,first few 
weeks Eve spent in ~errace and 
area and am looking£orward to
the challenges and oppor- 
Isobel Brophy 
Brophy added that any sug- 
gestions her actions during the 
1989 strike would include doing 
anything to lead to the identity 
of the patient scheduled to have 
the abortion were wrong. 
She skid the committee was 
very interested in the source of 
the complaint made during the 
1989 strike because it didn't 
come from a patient, nurse, 
hospital employee or official at 
the hospital. 
"No one had ever brought up 
anything before," said Brophy. 
Lack of help sited 
k, 
Youth centre closes 
TERRACE - -  The Terrace 
Youth Centre has been forced 
to close its doors. 
No one has stepped forward 
to lead the centre now that 
organizer Diana Wong is mov- 
ing to Victoria. As a result, the 
centre - -  which has provided a
safe drug-free activity-filled 
haven for children and young 
adolescents --' is shutting down. 
"We're just not getting, any 
funding --. federally:~or p ovin- 
cially," Wong explained last 
week. "We just couldn't keep it 
going anymore, but it's not for 
any lack of trying." 
Until now the centre has been 
run by volunteers, and it has 
survived on donations and 
money from local service clubs 
and businesses. 
"The centre's just been hang- 
ing by a thread for a while 
because of the lack of money 
and Committed volunteers," 
secretly Betty Ruksys added. 
" I  don't know what the pro- 
blem is. 1 ~guess people ,.0nly 
have limited time that the'y're 
able or willing to give. It (clos- 
ing) was a really hard decision, 
but we just couldn't go on." 
Although the board of direc- 
tors is still in place and there 
still is some money left, Wong 
said committed volunteers 
would be needed -- and par- 
ticularly a coordinator to take 
on a leadership role - -  before it 
could reopen. I f  the centre did 
get more money, she said so- 
meone could be hired to run it. 
"I  guess we'll just have to 
wait a while and pray for a 
"~ miracle," Ruksys said. " 
Wong said the centre closed 
its doors May I and is planning 
a g6odbye party for May 27 at 4 
p.m. 
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PEPSI or 
7-UP 
Regular or Diet or Orange 
Crash or Hires ROOt Beer. 
SSS mL Tin. PluS Deposit. 
Case of 12. • 
4.n .  
HOt 
BUNS 
Or Hamburger. Skylark. 
Pkg. of 12 Sliced Buns• 
Limit 2 with Family " 
Purchase• Over Limit Price 
1.29 each. 
.99, 
i~-  • r 
Potato 
CHIPS 
Old Dutch. ASSorted 
varieties. 200 g. BOX. 
1.28o, 
IILB,,, • 
Hardwood 
BRIQUETTES 
Safeway. 9.07 kg. Bag. 
6.99 EA.  
B.B,O. 
SAUCE 
Kraft. Regular or Calorie 
WiSe. ASSOrted. 455 mL. 
Squeezeable Bottle. 
1.98.  
F • 
Sliced 
BREAD 
White or 60% Whole 
Wheat. OvenJoy. 450 g. 
Loaf. Limit 4 with Family 
Purchase. Over Limit 
Price .79 each. 
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The business of building roads and 
bridges in B.C. is very important for the 
very nature of the province demands ex- 
cellent ransportation routes to unite and 
to connect. But it is also very political 
because pavement and spans mark the 
kind of material progress a government 
can take to the pol!s. 
Three years ago the provincial govern- 
ment combined these two separate yet 
combined realities by creating transpor- 
tation committees for each of the pro- 
vince's economic development regions. 
The goal was to provide detailed lists for 
each region of primary and secondary 
projects and a general outline of what 
issues need attention. 
By and large the report of the nor- 
thwest's transportation committee sub- 
mitted last year was excellent. As such, 
said the provincial government, the 
report would form the basis for decisions 
on what transportation projects would 
The road to... 
be undertaken i the coming years. 
But a curious thing happened between 
that report and the recent release by the 
provincial government of the list of what 
transportation projects would take place 
this year. Two projects given secondary 
ratings by the committee are now under- 
way. One, the road to the Shames Moun- 
tain ski development was d/opped into 
the lap of the highways ministry last 
year. (It'll cost an estimated $2.6 million 
- -  $1.2 million of which was spent last 
year. This 3/ear's $1.4 million expen- 
diture represents l0 per cent of 'capital 
project commitments for the area in 
1990.) The second is a design study for a 
road to what some day might be a pro- 
vincial port at Kitimat. 
This is not to suggest hat the two pro- 
jects are'not worthy of being developed, 
But it does suggest hat governments re- 
tain the right to adjust situations to their 
own benefit. 
Education- system 
found in disrepair Trucking n. = :i : along VlCTORIA - -  Canada is get- Fro / ting a very bad return on its ' ~" 
investment in education, accor- m the 
ding to a front-page story in 
Oap tal. t h e ~ n ~  the:edera l  and nrn my local daily newspaper the i . _ _ _ .  Two recent news items indicate natives ' other day. - ~ 
continue to make headway toward  self The story, datelined Edmon- by  Hub@It ~yof  ~ : , ,  
government. 1 ton, credits the Economic 
The first is the five-year, $76 million be used to develop a government system Council.of Canada with the 
agree'm6fft" 'between 
native organization and the Department 
Of Indian and Northern Affairs. This 
agreement gives the Gitksan- 
Wet'suwet'en Local Services Society con- 
trol over health, education, social ser- 
vices, roads, sewer systems and economic 
development among the bands in the 
Hazelton area. 
What's interesting is that tile society is 
the administrative arm of the Office of 
the Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en Chiefs, 
a Hazeltt~fi:based" to be in place for'the ventual settlement 
of the claim. ' - 
The second item is the possibility 
Nisga'a Tribal Council executive member 
Harry Nyce will run for the Social Credit 
nomination i  the North Coast riding. 
It doesn't matter if Mr. Nyce loses or 
wins the nomination or indeed has the 
blessing of the rest of the Nisga'a. His ef- 
fort has value as a bargaining tool. The, 
point is the Nisga'a patiently pursue any 
angle to achieve what they want. 
Jack of all trades 
What better place than in the 
Schools for condom dispensers 
if, as some say, they fall into the 
.category of preventative h alth 
care? 
For decades, we've taken ad- 
vantage of schools as a con- 
gregating point for our 
youngsters, the way ranchers 
annually herd their cattle into 
corrals for vacc!nating, de- 
horning. I suspect more preven- 
tative~health care happens in 
schools than in hospitals or 
Clinics. 
Before a child can begin 
kindergarten, he must show the 
School proof he's been vac- 
cinated for measles. Once ad- 
mitted to class, often a visiting 
nurse Checks his dental health 
and shows him the proper way 
to brush his teeth. 
:: From his first day in school, 
teachers watch him for indica- 
tion of vision problems, for 
physical or psychological scars 
of abuse, and for head lice. 
As he grows older, he's 
observed for any tendency 
teward suicide as well. always, 
i'regular classes deal with nutri- 
,tion and physical fitness. 
/ ':These are ;all preventative 
-health care - -  above the 
waistline. 
::Now the ministry of educa- 
.tt0n has gone a Step further. 
,The ministry has worked out a 
;new protocol for special-needs 
;students. Some properly-trained 
~)eachers will be called upon to 
undertake some :health pro- 
eedures, uch as management of 
seizures and administering of 
Oxygen and mgdi~ti0ns! , 
• ~ ,What~ a:~fi~:i ~,i~!f/t~td'•,,the 
Through 
Bifocals 111: 11 f
educators of my childhood. 
They were hired to teach math 
and other academic subjects, 
stoke the furnace with coal, and 
supervise planting of a single 
maple seedling on Arbour Day. 
During the intervening years, 
the teacher's role has expanded 
like yeast dough to fill every 
untended cranny of child- 
rearing. 
We depend upon teachers 
babysitting for parents who 
work, monitoring fire drills, in- 
structing in earthquake safety, 
and street-proofing our children 
against sexual perverts. 
We bank on teachers 
coaching sports teams, conduc- 
ting club activities, and tutoring 
crafts. Bands and sports teams 
pray for teachers with fundrais- 
ing abilities of a Billy Graham 
or Jim Bakker. 
In the higher grades, we want 
our counselors to be Dr. Ruths, 
unblushingly informing our 
teens about sexual awarenesss 
and AIDS, topics many parents 
are either too ignorant or too 
bashful to broach with their 
own offspring. ~: 
For students on fielcl trips out 
of town or overseas, teachers 
act as chaperons, surrogate 
parents, and valets. 
::::W,e"i/.~:iiru~t teachers !'t'O/:} 
transform our kids into canny 
consumers, versed in 
marketplace math, comfortable 
at computer keyboards, capable 
of coping with the complexities 
of life in the90s. 
Never mind our own short 
tempers. We take it as a given 
teachers will be long on pa- 
tience, time, and intuition, 
forever available to our kids to 
listen, commiserate, and 
counsel. 
All that's a tall order. But 
wait. We may soon heap on 
negotiating with hostage takers, 
dodging bullets, and looking 
cool in camouflage fatigues. 
No wonder most teachers 
aren't  aga inst ,  condom 
dispensers in school 
washrooms• 
: earth-shattedng:discoyery,.~a~i 
CanMian  kids.either.got.rotten 
teachers or don't pay:attention 
in School. ~ ~ " ' • 
Whatever' the cause, the 
results are embarrassing: 
Canada's public expenditures 
on education place it in second 
spot among industrialized na-. 
tions, but we're "not getting a
good economic return on its 
investment in education," says 
a report prepared by the coun- 
cil. 
Here are some of the distur- 
bing facts listed by the 
council's report. Close to one- 
fifth of the Canadian popula- 
tion is functionally illiterate• 
nearly 30 per cent of Canadian 
students drop out without 
finishing high school. 
Canadian students fail to 
rank above the middle level in 
mathematics and science tests. 
A "disturbingly high" propor- 
tion of those taking trade and 
vocational programs don't ap- 
pear top benefit from their 
education• 
Graduates of trade and 
vocational courses, the council 
says, experience high 
unemployment rates and low 
average arnings and most of 
them report hat they don't use 
the skills acquired in their 
studies. 
The council concludes that 
'Canadians need better educa- 
tion because poorly educated 
people are winding up in bad 
jobs. And keep in mind that 
we're talking about Canada, 
not some poor third-world 
country. 
"The job structure is becom- 
ing polarized into good jobs, 
with high pay and relative 
security, and bad job's, with• 
low pay and httle security, 
according to council chairman 
Judith Maxwell. 
When I said much the~same 
thing about British ColumSia's 
education system, the 
Honourable Tony Brummet 
declared open season on me. 
The minister, to putit mildly, 
was not amused by my sugges- 
tions that the province's educa- 
tion system could perhaps be 
improved ever so slightly. 
Hd even got sore at me for 
saying we don't spend enough 
on making our kids computer 
literate. I still got the letters to. 
the editors to show just how 
mad he got. But 1o and 
behold, less than a year later, 
a task force on computer 
literacy in B.C. schools aid 
exactly the same thing. 
Nor am I the only one 
critical of British Columbia's 
education system. Cyril 
Shelford, a commissioner with 
the Forest Resources Commis- 
sion, just got back to Victoria 
from chairing a round of hear- 
ings in northern British Col- 
umbia, and he had a few 
things to say about education. 
Sheiford told me that lack 
of education and training of' 
young people ntering the 
work force was one of the 
complaints he'd been hearing 
time and time again during the 
hearings. 
"Even some professional 
foresters have been telling me 
thay don't have the training 
they should have," said 
Shelford. he also supported the. 
council's claim that graduates 
of trade and vocational col- 
leges don't have the 
background they need to do 
the jobs they've supposedly 
been trained for. 
"That's ice~ain!y the case in 
the hotel irldustry," said 
Shelford, who has done exten- 
stve consuming work for the -, 
B.C. Hotel/and Restaurant: :'~.' 
Association. "They just can ' t  ' 
get the kind of young people 
they need," he added. 
Well, I 'm glad Pm not the ~: 
only potential target for Brum- 
met's or advanced education. 
MinisterBruce Strachan's / ..... 
scorn. It's one thing to tell 
Beyer that he's all wet, i t ' s . ,  
something else altogether to 
say that to Shelford, a former' 
Sacred cabinet minister, or tO. 
an August body such as the ' 
economic ouncil. " ' 
Examples of what the coun-L: 
cil is talking about aren't hard; 
to find. How many kids do 
you know who have at least a 
rudimentary knowledge of : 
French after supposedly having 
learned Canada's other official 
language in school for several ~,' 
years? ~ 
I've come across omebad 
writing in my time, but what: • 
passes as english compositions,~ 
in some of our gradel2 classes 
is scary. As for the high cost 
of education, take'a look at .... 
your next municipal tax bill. !': 
And that's only part of the: 
total cost of education, the {est 
• • f 
comes out of provincial cof- 
fers, In the current budget )i!::i 
year, the provincial govern-, :L!/ 
ment will be spending more /  
than $4 billion to education Yl/ 
and training. ... 
For that kind of money  one:.! 
has a right to expeci results, {~('ii 
good results, not the horror ;~:~ 
story related to us by the ::~ 
Economic Council of Canadg~i '  
1 should, of course, not lani, 
bastelthe system Without Off~. 
ing'Soifi~e constructive: ~idvice~i":. 
And I don't, I haye.somq go6d 
ideas but' they!li ha~eto walt(:-! 
for' another day a~danot'her~:{  
.. column. 
. , . . . .  - : • s i  
I ~'~1 , /ou 'u~Av~l"o~.  Ib" ' JPA  ~ ~;It~o~ATTkxr~.~^'JD / | ~  '~ ~"~'~"  " L ~1 ~:~ 
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A ROBUST field of rye is evidence of the fertile soil local farmer Bill 
Hayes is developing through various composting and organic 
gardening techniques. The rye field's deep roots rid the soil of 
weeds, and the field itself will become beneficial mulch when 
Hayes tills it under in a few weeks. Then Hayes will plant a legume 
-- probably clover --  to increase the nitrogen in the soil. 
Stories by Jeff Nagel 
 , --Greener growing 
A farmer fertilizes without the chemicals 
::OLD REMO - -  What to do 
with poD? 
*!-It's a question that's always 
been with us. Human waste has 
never been a glamourous ub- 
ject - -  find even less so in our 
20th century disposable culture. 
But with the planet's popula- 
tion and pollution problems in- 
creasing, it deserves another 
10ok. 
Local farmer Bill Hayes says 
the 400 pounds of sewage ach 
of us flushes away each year is 
actually valuable. 
"Unfortunately society is still 
treating it like a n u~'~pnce and 
not a resodr~,'"~I-~/es '~sh~:  
"And that's what 'iF i s - -  a 
potential resource." 
Hayes has installed a corn- 
posting toilet in his house as 
part of a system that keeps the 
fields around his Old Remo pro- 
perty lush without he need for 
It goes without saying all 
, Hayes' produce is organically 
grown - -  and the system works. 
The near-mature stalks of 
asparagus and green rye fields 
are testament to the fertility of 
the soil. 
" I t 's  nutritionally superior, 
in my opinion. And we're pretty 
well self-reliant. We grow 
basically all our own food," he 
says, adding the basic cost of 
running the farm is hay for the 
animals. " I  don't even know 
the price of fertilizer any 
more." 
He calls the use of chemical 
fe~rtili~e~'~Vasteful and unsus- 
tainable. 
"~l]tey're made from fossil 
fuels,  which are 
non-renewable," he notes. 
"And fertilizing that way is 
simply not sustainable over the 
long term - -  at best it's short- 
"Chemical fertilizers are made from fossil fuels, 
which are non-i'enewable. And fertilizing that way is 
simply not sustainable over the long term -- at best 
it's short term profit." 
chemical fertilizers. 
" I t ' s  called recycling - -  
recycling on the farm," he says. 
With each flush - -  one cup of 
water only, thank you - -  the 
contents are sent into the com- 
pact composting tank in the 
basement. With two scoops of 
peat moss added daily, the unit 
turns regular sewage into grow- 
ing quality manure. It also acts 
as the household garburator, 
accepting virtually everything 
organic from coffee grounds to 
vegetable peelings. 
When Hayes cleans out the 
unit every two months - -  the 
only unpleasant part - -  he piles 
the human manure in his large 
compost heap, along with 
manure from his goats and pigs, 
and any other organic vegetable 
scraps and material around the 
ald. 
term profit." 
Chemical fertilizers ~ result in 
depletion of the soil's organic 
matter; encouraging leaching of 
nutrients and eventually reduc- 
ing production, he said. When 
the nitrates of the fertilizers 
leach out they contaminate 
streams, causing algae blooms 
in water bodies, which harm 
fish stocks. 
'*What you're doing is 
polluting your water. And when 
you rob our lakes and streams 
of oxygen, you're taking away 
what our fish live on." 
But by instead composting 
and adding manure, Hayes says 
he is actually making the soil 
richer by building up the 
organic material in it. 
Building the soil is also the 
idea behind another method 
that Hayes calls green corn- 
I I i I 
Farmer's Market grows  
TERBACE - -  Based "on the 
first two weekends the farmers' 
market coul d be heading for its 
best seasonever, organizers say. 
"We've got lots more people 
selling thingsright at the begin- 
ning than last year - -  which is 
encouraging," organizer Lena 
Chapplow said last week. " I  
don't think we've ever had this 
many sellers early in the 
season."  
Saturday was the second 
market of the year, and the 
parking lot beside Lower Little 
'- P~k,, was crammed with shop- 
per s.:~¢happlow said more than 
25 Sdl~s ' tui.ned up to ply their 
Wares, 
~,!~ TheLmarketl- in its seventh 
.year~--;'is a strictly local affair. 
No l~rge commei'cial outlets are 
aH0wed inl;"We only want local 
~ i ) le  from around the area," 
she said. 
The only event of its kind in 
the Skeena valley, the market 
draws small rural farmers, ar: 
tists, beekeepers," and weavers 
fron~ throughout the noi~thwest, 
Chapplow said sellers are charg- 
ed $50 per season,'.or $5 per 
single Saturday. 
"We make a little bit of 
money-  and keep out of 
mischief," she Said. "For most 
of us it's really just' for fun."  
In addition to the wide range 
of arts and crafts available, she 
said many people come for: the'. . .. 
fruits and vegetables. 
"Peep}e: iove' to' buy .fresh :*•* 
produce, ':!she said. l f  iyoul '!. 
come here .and buy. the fruits i ~/:: 
and vegetables, it:was picked 
yesterday or/even:early today,. 
so it's very good quality. And 
people " '  like ~at. ' ~'~ ~ 
I I . I I 
PILING IT UP: Everything oes into Bill Hayes' compost pile -- both 
human and animal manure, and vegetable scraps and remains. 
The temperature in the centre soars to more than 70 degrees 
Celsius as the microorganisms at work in the pile turn it into a 
nitrogen factory. 
posting. 
By planting fields with rye - -  
which eliminates competing 
weeds - -  and then tilling it 
under, he adds organic material 
to the soil. He'll then plant 
cio~,er or some sort of legume, 
which adds nitrogen to the soil 
through the root system. 
Nitrogen - -  one of the most 
important elements to plant 
growth - -  is also the name of 
the game in the compost heap. 
Piling the material generates 
considerable heat inside the 
pile, encouraging the growth of 
nitrogen-producing bacteria. 
Temperatures in the centre can 
reach as much as 70 degrees 
Celsius, Hayes said. The key to 
composting is maintaining the 
optimum ratio of manure to 
vegetable matter in it. 
He noted the composting 
toilet system could also be a 
solution for some rural 
residents living on land too im- 
permeable to permit septic 
fields. 
Other integral parts of his 
farm include the animals, which 
eat weeds and other vegetable 
scraps, and  other methods of 
using border flowers as pest 
controls and planting com- 
plementary crops together. 
"That's a whole different art 
form or science that we know so 
little about." 
Hayes said he believes ociety 
will eventually have to redefine 
its idea of waste. 
" I  really believe we have to 
rebuild urban society," he says. 
"I  can prove this system is effi- 
c ient -  and I'll debate that with 
anyone." 
Stores can't 
buy local 
TERRACE - -  Many grocery stores can't buy organic pro- 
duce from local farmers because there's no way to 
guarantee it's organic, Safeway manager Eric Johanson 
says. 
Although many local farmers produce organic rops, the 
vegetables and fruits on most supermarket stores are ship- 
peal in from the Lower Mainland or the U.S. 
Johanson said the high prices of organic produce stems 
largely from supply problems. " I t ' s  all supply and de- 
mand," he said. "We're trying to carry as much as we can, 
but it's tough." 
• He said the store doesn't buy" organics from local 
farmers, because there's no way to tell it is organically 
',~ grown; 
.... . .,We can't unless they come in with a certificate. What 
.. we~buy comes from farms thai'are*inspected and certified 
: iB stHctlyorganic. That's the only Way we can tell." 
: Farmers note that the rules ' on*what island isn't organic 
als0 Varies in different areas. Different ime limits are set 
'-out :,defining how long land~ must be  pesticide, and 
chemical-free b fore a producer can call food grown on it 
organic. " ,,i~. ~. 
~:~:Johanson said the demand for organically grown pro- 
.; duce isn't as high in Terrace aS. ~ other parts of B.C, 
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Sunday shop p i 
decision .li.ked 
Dear sir: 
I would like to join in with 
many other Terrace area 
residents in a round of ap- 
plause for the Terrace Co-op 
for its decision to remain 
closed on Sundays. • 
This should remind some 
of us of the necessity of being 
"friendly with our friends" 
by throwing dollar support 
behind all co-operatives and 
owner-operated businesses 
who face the task of standing 
up to the multi-national nd 
B.C. corporations who have 
spent hdndreds of thousands 
of dollars in court battles in 
order to squeeze out their 
competition by opening on 
Sundays. 
It is ironic that the big 
bucks spent in this litigation 
comes from profits iphoned 
out of cities and small towns 
all over B.C. 
Apparently, these absentee 
managers cannot be persuad- 
ed that there are some very 
good reasons why business 
activity should be kept to a 
minimum on Sunday. 
Certainly our bodies need 
a day of rest and recreation. 
It is interesting that the Or- 
thodox Jews in Israel who 
keep the Sabbath enjoy a far 
less incidence of heart at- 
tacks than do secular Jews. 
Since diet and other en- 
vironmental factors were the 
same, the scientists making 
the study could only con- 
clude that keeping the Sab- 
bath is beneficial to the 
health of our hearts. 
As a former public service 
worker, I can appreciate hat 
a certain amount of essential 
service must be provided on 
Sunday. In my own ex- 
perience of working two out 
of every three Sundays, I 
missed out on a lot of family 
activity during the crucial 
years of my children's grow- 
ing up. 
For that reason, all union 
members and family.minded 
persons hould refrain from 
uneccesari ly caus ing :'a!" 
• worker to be absent from 
family togetherness on Sun- 
day. :~ 
Lastly and most impoi: ' :  
tant, I will not Su.nday shop I 
nor support corporations i* 
who open on the Lord's Day  
b~.ause I wish• to obey our 
God who told us to keep His 
day holy and separate. 
To those church goers who ÷ 
do not share my views as to 
the seriousness of breaking 
the Sabbath, I can only point 
out that God regarded this 
principle as being important 
enough to be included as one 
of the Ten Commandments: 
i i  
There are some very 
good reasons  why 
business activity should. 
be kept to a minimum 
on Sunday. 
i i  
When we Christians keep 
the Lords Days, we are pro- 
claming to the world that we 
have a God in whose word 
we trust. By our example, we 
are saying, "We don't have 
to work on Sunday became 
we have a God who provides 
us with what we need and 
like a loving Father wants us 
to rest with him on the 
seventh dayl! 
This Sunday, I'll not be 
shopping in the secular 
temples of commerce, but 
rather I'll be worshipping in- 
the church of my choice, 
hopefully part of a body of 
man and women who prefer 
the motto "born again" 
rather than "born to shbp". 
Sincerely, 
Tom Brophy 
Easy money ads 
said misleading 
Dear Sir: 
I would like to take this 
opportunity to present a war- 
ning to the good citizens of 
Terrace. 
In the latest edition of The 
Standard there appeared two 
advertisements to "stuff  
envelopes at up to $600 a 
week." 
This particular solicitation 
is representative of an inter- 
nationally recoghized "boiler 
room" type scant operation. 
Anyone who answers the 
ad will receive a carefully 
worded invitation which in- 
vites the participant to pur- 
chase the money-making 
program. 
Only upon receiving the 
progam and having been 
separated from their initial 
fee do the majority realize 
the program is merely a self. 
perpetuating advertisement 
scum designed to separate a
large number of honest in. 
dividuals from their hard 
earned money. 
There is absolutely no pro. 
duct being dealt with nor ser. 
v ice provided. A small 
minority of individuals with 
a bit of the con artist.in them 
will perpetuate his seam. 
1 trust the citizens of Ter. 
race will be wiser than certain 
people from Ontario who 
have chosen to search for the 
easy dollar at the expense of 
many. 
Sincerely, 
Gordon F. Schuss 
Terrace, B.C. 
Editor's note: The Terrace 
Standard has pulled the ads. 
It's a witch hunt 
Dear sir: 
Liberals are fond of cry- 
ing, "witch hunt", except 
when they themselves are 
conducting such trials as in 
the case of Terrace nurse 
lsobel Brophy. 
They need to be taught 
some facts. First, there have 
never been any witch hunts in 
history. At least not witch 
hunts involving real witches. 
the stake as 'witches" 
because they did not con. 
fo rm to the var ious 
authoritarian dictatorships 
that flourished 200-400 years 
ago. 
The disputes, as today, 
were ones based on dif. 
fe~ences in philosophy. The 
state run Church of England 
was fond of sending forth 
armed men to run the 
*Thousands of Reforma. Pudtans into the ground. 
iion Christians in England 
and Europe were branded as cont'd A6 
heretics and were burned at 
About letters 
The Terrace Standard 
welcomes letters to the editor 
on all topics. All letters must 
be signed and carry an ad- 
dress and local telephone 
number. Addresses or phone 
numbers won't be prinied 
with the letter, but they are 
necessary for confirmation 
of the letter's authenticity 
granted in extraordinary cir. 
cumstances. 
Thank you letters should 
be submitted to the "Card of 
Thanks' section of the 
classifieds. 
Letters containing libelous. 
or objectionable matter will 
be edited or returned to the 
writer. All letters are run on 
The writer,s name will be,. a space available*basis, with 
published. Requests for ~ shorter letters likely to be 
names to bewithheld may be published sooneK'~" 
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Nurse  s t r ia l  a,+w,t ch ,: " " " " + 
. , ,  I I  " .: ~. . . . . . . .  . rehgmn covers all of hfe, 
' on:.: a piece o f  :,  .Believifig. in God has con- 
C,ur. freedom of  . iiours a day,  
. . . . . . .  " I . :-L ~-- .:,. ,,, '°~ + sequei~c#s f, or daily+living. Of  
" + ' ;  I c~' more-tepchers, course  .' a!r'tl~l~  Christian can- 
cemsther ight to i i fe , "  got fr()m burning an t artier ~]'elinble :.,notj0in:itrlai~our;unionthat " 
• In  the same way a.~ these American patriot. Terry was. I ,~ losing their/jobs pr0motesthekill ing o f  the 
two cases the liberals ~n B.C. not loved by either the' 
liberals or the conservatives jtis['.because they ,iinbom, forinstance. + . " 
When they were caught hey ': 
were tied up, thrust into bar- 
gels which were fdled with 
faggots, tar and oil. Their 
Bibles were doust~d in oil and 
thrown in to ignite the mar- 
tyrs, 
American patriot, +Oliver+ 
North,; right-to-life activist 
Randai Terry, who heads ~ 
Operation Rescue; and 
Isabel Brophy all have one 
thing in common. The liberal 
establishment has devised il- 
legal tactics against them 
under the guise o f  
"showcase" trials. 
North, for example, was 
not allowed to introduce 
evidence into his trial that 
proved he was one link in a 
chain of command and that 
he was not guilty of the 
charges brought against him. 
A showcase trial is one where 
the courts have already 
decided the guilt of a person 
and go through the motions 
o f  a trial to give the impres- 
sion that justice has been 
served. Evidence is often 
manipulated or refused to 
prove that so-called guilt. It's 
the courts' way of saying: 
"No" to 
school 
condom 
machines 
Dear Sir: 
I tended to agree with the 
letter in the May 2 edition of 
The Terrace Standard re: the 
placement of condom ven- 
ding/nachines. 
I firmly believe our schools 
are nieant to teach "good" 
lessons and promoting 
~premarital sex is not one of 
~+: them ..... -.. • ..... 
I understand the urges of 
hormones and first love -  
['ve lived through that. I 
wonder how many of the 
young people who can't say 
"no"  truly think about the 
risks they are taking and the 
responsibility for both the 
male and female for the new 
life that might be formed by 
their actions. 
And how many of them 
realize that marriages where 
one or the other partners had 
sex before the wedding night 
result in an 80 per cent rate 
of divorce. 
For the safety of those 
adults Who need protection 
or those who defiantly want 
to do their own thing, put- 
ring vending machines in the 
malls etc. as mentioned isan 
alternative that shows there' 
are other costs to those ac- 
tions, perhaps would help 
those risking AIDS who are 
not in school anymore and 
also provide access to a 
multiplicity of other things to 
spend their time and money 
On. 
I just want to add that we 
have only lived here a short 
time but I am truly impressed 
and thankful for the loving, 
warm caring community and 
the resources Terrace offers. 
+t '  : + 
• "we've~made up our minds; 
don't confuse us with the 
- facts." 
": "In the same.way, Randal 
Terry's rights of assembly 
and to protest were violated 
under law when he was 
brought o,, a showcase trial 
for his Operation Rescue 
work. If he had served a 
liberal cause he would never 
have gone to jail since 
today's liberals advocate civil 
disobedience on all levels of 
society, except where it con- 
L 
:::! i:i i!i pl, 
~, Mrs. L. Buckle 
-.+ Terrace, B.C. 
have decided to +get rid of a 
disagreeable personthrough 
a type of  showcase trial. The 
purpose, I must assume, is to 
dissuade others fr0ni taking 
an active part it).saving un- 
born livestl~r()ughout B.C. 
hospitals, " " * 
They, got North because 
the. liberals agreed to let all 
the President's men roff.for 
the propaganda points they 
want..to*apply their Christian r'Stop/ forcing,~iyour anti- 
because he opposed abortion ~- i beliefs, in the work piace. God "beliefs"-.:through our  and had to be stopped. Mrs;',., + 
Brophy was a sitting duck I :+ i f  a person does.not live up throatsl. We to0have a right 
when it Came to getting burn. :! [o +his/he~ beliefs that person • to+work. + 
edin their barrels. ' is called'a hypocrite. If you .. Call anend to this stupid 
."do. live .Up to your convic~ .: persecution;i;of people, that 
One of the first things you. • ::r,tions yO.U are not wanted in/ dare to "stand,:up for What 
learn in Witch Hunting !Ol.is .... .r .society i either, A Christian they believe. Yes, the strug- 
that the moreit changes the . . . .  
i : + cannot:,wln it seemsl : gle goes on.  The struggle for 
more it stays + theBrianSame.oregg : ~ Is religion only. good for righteousness in Canada. 
Terrace, B.C, Sundays, one hour in Bi l lHomburg 
church?~Certainly ot! True Terrace, B.C. 
; . _ .  • . . .  
- 'nada's saving plo,"~. b @ "= ¢ . 
5 97each ~ 1  5e~ac7h 
• 10kg Bag 27-3-3 
• 2L Liquid 26-2-3 
C~.g~.:+.! 
' with 
ads 
~per 
FoldlngOarden [ 4 17 
Fence 10' x 18" ! 
2 kg. 'K Gro' 
Fertilizer 
All Season 
Garden Hose 50' x 112" 
Balcony 
Planter 
w/bracket 
A,S, 9.97 
32x6V~7" 
1117¢ 
I " ' "  
1,.o,.°. 11 i Urn Planter 47 Planter 
A.S. 10,97 as. A.S, 1,97 
: ...:.+-: . ========================= 
.o...u.,.. -° '.rw.-, + 11+4,1 
cia's saving place 
r -  
We reserve the right to limit quantities. Soot No Ralnchecka. 
m 
OPEN 
Men. & Tues. 9:30 am. 8 pm 
Wed,. Frl, 9:30 Im. 9:30 In 
Saturday 9 am • &pm 
Sunday 11 m.. ii pm 
COLD BEER and WINE STORE Tn n 
. '+ Wlih ii great gelect!0il 0i+ impori prs,::©tll+i plull qulll,+ ap? : : : :  r .+ +m w... +',++  " 84mo~ " 
~. MondaY to Friday Saturday " ~Yl -+0~nAI ~.~."  Oqk~O O~I~UU | J i l l~C l~er  
] 10a.m. lo11i!Pm:+ ; : .  9a,m. to11.P.m,{ ,ii ~:,i!/alm~t+O1 p.m. (exceptChds , }+i: . ~r l l r - I ,~+|  
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1990 
MISS TERRACE 
CONTESTANTS .... 
From left to right, Terri Ludwig, Miss Copperside 
Foods; Lorraine Phill ps, Miss Elan Travel; Lisa 
Lagace, Miss McDonald's; Suzanne Banville, Miss 
Elks; Tracey Thomas, Miss Mohawk; Mae Jir, Miss 
AM59; bottom row Janelle Iverson, Miss Terrace ~ 
Shopping Centre; Jillian Currie, Miss Kinsmen; Lara !~ 
Taylor, Miss Pizza Hut. .~L~, :
Plan to attend the Crowning Night Gala 
• Saturday, May 19, 1990 at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
'r,E#ntasyJsland,, Doors Open at 7:00 p.m. Show starts at 8:00 p.m:. 
... " Tickets: $7.5Oadvance $10.00 at the-door ' 
H AIRBUSTERS 
SKEENA MALL 635"2432 
Best Wishes to All 
Miss Terrace Contestants 
Sure Exposure 
Photographic Studio 
4617 Lazelle Avenue (beside Sears) 
• TERRACE, B.C. 635-9714 
Best Of Luck To All The 
.. Contestants! 
~AB~CLA~rD 
. . . . .  " . .  •TERRACE 
4717 Lakelse Ave; 
Between the two malls 
635-5315 
TERRACE INTERIORS 
, Good Luck to All of You! 
~ Terrace-&-~strict 
/ ~1~ Credit Union 
l (  ~ 4650 Lazelle Avenue. Terrace. B.C. 
~ ; ~  ~-~ 635-7282 
TERRACE & DISTRICT CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
I 
4511 Kelth Ave. 635-2063 
Best Wishes to All 
of You.! 
From the Staff & Management of... 
~'~I TERRACE BUILDERS CENTRE 
Good Luck & Congratulations to 
all Miss Terrace Contestants 
635-6181 
~ ~# 1 ; " I:' Best Of Luck To All : . 
• The Girls! I 
' 1 . . . .  " ~ Mi l l  
:::, : : ' :  : :  : .  ~:.. .- 
• _ _ L .  
i::, !,~i:::.' :~!": .... Best Wishes to All : . •  I ~  " " ' 
The Miss Terrace Contestants! II I I , /~ . .  -rRA~/~-E}-T-'r~ 
From the Staff& Management of the . : . .  , I ~  "_ __ _ 
I I ~ t  Of Luckt°.A. II :1::; : :~ 'T 'E ] 'G~CE STANDAR D ..... o 
'( i' " 15-2277 
GOODTIME. ~ /  
GREAT TASTE: 
MC Dona ld ,  s OvfnoTerrace 
638-8830 
Cu  Curl 
64717 Lakelse Ave., Terrace B.C. 635-3637 
Good Luck Tracey, 
• .c from _, 
Shawn and 
MOliAIW( staff at Mohawk 
100~ ¢41~ OWUl  
4760 Lakelse 635-6935 
: ,Good Luck 
• Miss Terrace Contestants 
Terrace Equipment Sales Ltd. 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
635-6384 
C.T, O~..,C 
~ /~(,  3215Eby tr , ~i. 
,~ ~ Terrace, B C.I VSGi2XS ; i 
'l !i 
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~f 
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Ske  , I Marina 
P blic about P U:)ie':!i I i project:/;i!)l l 
IXRRACE- Skeena Cellulose I ,TERRACE - -Boat owners  m m .~~. . . .~ .~) ) i  _ _ 'Tv - - , "  
thr°ugh pubh: ~:~n~s~ f~ : ~ ~  " | | today will be asking, the, .,..,,;:,., ~ What's 
 iJ/i  Cookin' .... 
at those hearings, heM earlier ~"~)~ I .  thO month  of ~ l ly  
this year, foi: its plans tolship . . . .  , at  the  Bavar ian Inn  
pany's application to the pro- to°~dorttoEthwe:?d.aSt nd!th~n up they'Want ~[0 know who" Wi l l  
i s conducting an opinion survey 
in the northwest o find out regional district how it in' 
similar pulpwood, guarantee in tends to operate the MK Bay secure a long term supply of ' ..... , the Cariboo. , ;~:~ ,,, ' Marina ~at Kitimat once it is 
pulpwood. The company' wfis r ~:riticized finished. 
:,:Information from the survey Jim Steele of  the marina 
will be' used as part of the corn- boat owners, associationsaid 
vincial government for a 
guarantee o f  623,000 cubic 
metres a year of pulpwood for 
25 years, company vice presi- 
dent Reg Lightfoot said last 
week. : : ~ 
,'What weare doing is going 
out and getting a feel for what 
the issues are," said Lightfoot. 
Skeena. :Cellulose is one of 
four Companies who have ap- 
plied for all or part of the 
623,000 cubic metre guarantee. 
All applications are subject o 
public hearings. :
That guarantee, called 
Pulpwood Agreement 17, pro- 
vides for non-competitive sales 
of pulpwood stands. The com- 
pany must first use all the wood 
it has under direct licence and Rupert o Burns Lake, the area 
then purchaseall that is offered, of the pulpwood agreement. 
Liberals 
prefer.. 
Chretien 
TERRACE --  The front runner 
in the federal Liberal Party's 
leadership race pays a visit to 
Prince Rupert May 17 for a buf- 
fet luncheon. 
It ' l l  be the first visit of the 
campaign for Jean Chretien, 
who is in front of other can- 
didates leading into the June 
leadership convention in 
Calgary. 
Chretien is a former cabinet 
minister, holding a variety of 
posts during the Trudeau years 
in power. 
Skeena riding delegates tothe 
convention overwhelmingly 
support frontrunner Jean Chre- 
tien, a riding association 
spokesman says. 
Twelve of the 14 Skeena 
delegates tothe June 23 conven- 
tion have said they will vote for 
Chretien~ Odd Eidsvik said. The 
other two have not stated their 
preference. 
"Everybody except two is 
supporting Chretien," he Said. 
"At the last leadership conven- 
tion When John Turner was 
picked, most of the people here 
voted for Chretien -- and they 
feel it's his turn this time." 
Eidsvik -- the party's can. 
didate in Skeena in the 1988 
federal election -- said Chretien 
is getting tremendous local sup. 
port because he opposes the 
Meech Lake constitutional c- 
cord that would bring Quebec 
into the constitution. 
"Most of us in Skeena are 
against Meech Lake as 
written," he explained, pointing 
to a vote two years ago to deter. 
Rag Lightfoot 
at a reasonable price from other 
operations, before i t  is given the 
sales. 
Skeena Cellulose wants ~ the 
pulpwood agreement to act as a 
security to obtain financing for 
a $750 million expansion of its 
Port Edward pulp mill. 
~The area of the opinion 
survey stretches from Prince 
•, Lightfoot said the decision to 
I~lt;tWUl I~ IU I IUL IU I I~  UI [I][;] 
telephone network, and the 
operation and maintenance of 
the switching and transmission 
eqIJIpment for the northern 
portion of Bdtish Columbia 
extending from 100 Mile House 
in the south to Atlin In the 
north, the Queen Charlotte 
Islands In the west to the 
Alberta border In the east. This 
appointment amalgamates 
both the Engineering and 
Network departments under 
one umbrella. 
Mr. Snazel has 24 years 
experience with B.C.Tel in 
which he has held a variety of 
technical, engineering and 
network positions in Prince 
Rupert, Kltimat, Kamloops and 
Prince George. His most 
recent position was Area 
Engineering Manager. 
Through his membership in 
the Cariboo Toastmasters Club 
of Prince George, Mr. Snazel 
has become involved with 
many public speaking activities 
in our community. He is a 
public speaking Instructor at 
the .College of New Caledonia 
Native, trapping and en- 
vironmental groups aid logging 
that could result ~ part of the 
pulpwood agreement:A, ould af- 
fect wildlife and:  ranching 
operations in,the Cafiboo.~ ii 
Lightfoot described: those 
hearings as a difficult process 
but did add they were a learning 
experience. ~ , : 
"We want to find out what 
the issues are and be better 
prepared and better able to ad- 
dress concerns," he:Said of fis 
application for the northwest 
pulpwood guarantee. 
?nblic hearings into the 
pulpwood agreement were to 
have taken pMce in early May. 
They have been put off, pro- 
bably until the fall.. 
I I I 
make decisions. ' : ': 
He said members are also 
unhappy over the time it's 
taking to improve facilities. 
"We're missing an entire 
season and we missed all .last 
winter," stud Steele of work 
which has caused the marina 
to be closed down. 
That workto puti,in a 
breakwater and 125 berths 
through $1.8 million in 
federal and provincial grants 
is expected to be completed 
this fall. 
• The meeting takes place at 
7~30 p.m..tonight in the 
Kitimat council chambers 
located in that city's public 
safety building. 
AXVoolwom.fl  
CORRECTION NOTICE 
In our "1.44 Day" ad of May 9, the 'prices of Gouda & 
Cheddar Cheese should have been "per 100 grams". 
Woolworth apologizes for any inconvenience this may have 
caused our customers. 
4647 Lekelee Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
• Transcendental Meditation is 
more than just the best scientif- 
tested ically relaxation tech- 
nique in the world today. All 
stmulta- aspects of life improve 
neously . mental, physical, so- 
!i~ cial and environmental. Inner 
: happiness unfolds, contentment 
!;:1 growsand much more ........ 
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi -Found~ of TM 
Here's what people are saying about 
Transcendental Meditation 
"Wich TM, I fed more cm~,  "The first bmefit ! gained 
patience and ~ B .  I after ~tatttng TM hu bern my 
am much hmPl~ mtd =athfied health. People often eay the 
In life." ~n~,  I lave amazea them." 
Llze Gm~hltr. Honmnak~r Harold Harman, Reth'ed 
d T M  has $lvm m¢ increased =ri~ of mind, ¢fl]dency =rod 
¢onlklence. It has mabled me 
to be inaeast.#y successful." 
Ross Mik~on, Ph.v~lon 
Attend a free publ ic  introductory lecture 
Wednesday,  May  16 at 8 pm 
Northwest  Communi ty  College, Kit imat 
Thursday, .  May 17 at 12 noon & 8 pm 
Inn of  the West,  Terrace 
Fr iday,  May  18 at 8 pm 
Room 2001, Cafeter ia Building 
Northwest  Communi ty  College, Terrace . 
Whole fresh east coast LOBSTER * ': : :i ' 
flown In weekly for your I~leaeuro. 
m ,..c,,, ( 
m WHOLE,ATLANTIC LOBSTER . ! k 
m with drawn butter $1 O :i'll g 
m , & baked potato m o • ~ ~ . 
m . LOBSTER CREPES "NEWBURO", -:  ~ ' 
1 with saffron dee $'llA @g 
I :  &freshvegetables ', m, '~ ,~ . i  
Reserve now for Mother's Day i , 
I complimentary rose for every Moml . " 
m For more Information 'and reservations call: 
m '~ll~Mon..Sun. U~Mm. .Fd .  4332LakolsoAvo' ,,,, . . . . .  
6 p.m. to 11 p.m. 11:30 a.m. to2 p.m. Terrace B.C. O~O-IrllD1 
' a t  ' 
)nLUORHS" 
Dick LaDouceur 
"At  I ronworks  we understand that you want  to 
be fit and  feel healthy.  But  you're busy l  So we 
have des igned a program that  easi ly fits into 
your  lunch hour . "  
The 
22 MINUTE 
WORKOUT 
In 22  minutes,  you' l l  
go through a 
customized f i tness  
c ircuit  des igned to 
f latten your  tummy,  
tone your  legs and 
increase your  s t rength  
and energy l  
You' l l  Feel  Greatl  
¢ONLY 
per month 
/RonmORHS 
ym & Fitness Centre 
4545 Lazelle Ave. (Formally Jezebels) 635-4130 
mine northwest Liberal support 
for the accord. "The vote was 
overwhelmingly •against Meech 
Lake in its present form -- 
something like 60 opposed to 
three or four in favour." 
Eids~,ik said he and riding 
association president Don 
Silversides -- the two non- 
and is the Prince George 
Pageant Society speech trainer 
for our Prince George Queen 
candidates. 
Wemakeitawayof life. 
elected ddegates -- also favour A T  P R I M E  R A T E ~  Chretien. 1 
It 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
McEwan GM is pleased to an. 
nounce the appointment of Dar. 
ren Bjorgaard to our profes- 
sional automotive sales team. 
Darren has worked with 
McEwan GM since 1982 in both 
sales and rental car manage- 
ment. He acquired professional 
automotive training and ex- 
perience while working On Van- 
couver island. 
Darren has" lived in Terrace 
most of his life• Some of 
l 
.~ Oarren's interests are motor. 
cycling, snowmobiling and ski- 
; 'ino..Darren 'welcomes all his 
friends and acquaintances to 
allow him to fdfull all their 
automolJve needs. Oarren BJorgaard 
McEwan 
Look for the bright spot  " ' 
on l"lw.v. 16 :West, in.,Termcel . . . . .  " "  " "  "uoo-,,a  1 . . . . .  
SCOT/A PlAN 
PERSONAL lOANS 
lfyoi re paying more somewhere lse, talk tous, 
You may have loans outstanding at another financial institution or at a department store, where interest rates 
couM be much higher. 
Now's the time to switch. 
From now until July 16th,:1990, you can apply for a Scotia Plan Loan at our Prime Rate for a six month 
term. A variety of  10ngeramortization penods are available. ' ' 
It could make quite a difference, and you don't have to be an established Scotiabank customer to apply, i 
• 6 U:: Drop into any Scotiabank branch, complete a simple applicationand give us a couple'of hours toget back t~ 
It's thateasY! 
k ..... .. ,~ .~?. ~,~;~.~.';¢£~:'~; ':e .°~' ~. 
J 
May ~, i9~o, ~d ts ~'e~ to ~a.~ ~,.ale on ~e ~ you apply U your ~ua nan Lea. ~, 
Plan Loans wttn a ~x month tem~, uDled to credit approval..- ~ ~ ;'~ 
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. . . .  ,Hard at work 
GOING UP as new retail space is an addition to Kalum Tire• 
That's Arnie Anderson of A and J Contracting in the photo. 
The new structure is on the same spot as once stood an old 
quonset hut used by the business. It's expected to be open 
this summer. 
  )UT AND ABOU T 
B.C. Hydro board 
TERRACE --  The Terrace 
District Chamber of Commerce 
has started a campaign to in- 
crease the awareness of the im- 
portance of the tourism in- 
dustry. 
: Called "Catch the Spirit," 
it'll feature local residents in TV 
and. in newspaper ads. 
The campaign is designed to 
encourage residents to be 
friendly and helpful to tourists. 
The tourism industry is 
recognized as one of the major 
businesses in the province. 
,. Skeena~.~Be~,etag6~ ~i~ing  
from its Kofoed a~i'ess ~in 
Thornhill to the former Dave's 
plumbing and He/iting space on 
Keith Ave. 
! The company needs more 
space f~ i ts  soft drink distribu- 
tionsei~ic~ which extends as far 
north as SteWart and over to 
Prince Rupert. 
The city is losing one of. the 
few places that does business in 
Used goods the end of the 
month when the Queensway 
Trading Post closes its doors. 
Jim Lalonde, who has owned 
by the business for the past five 
years, is off to Alberta where he 
has a telecommunications con- 
tract with Alberta Government 
Telephones. 
~ He does plan to return to Ter- 
race and will open a business for 
hunters. 
• ~ Lalonde said he's enjoyed the 
five years at the store. 
' B.C. Tel's Operating revenues 
for the first quarter of 1990 in- 
&eased to $435.3 million corn- 
paired to $394.7 million in 1989, 
the company says. 
, Local and long distance 
revenues were higher with the 
latter being attributed to rate 
reductions brought in in 1989. 
In the first quarter, 22,553 
phone lines were added com- 
pared to the 19,383 lines install- 
ed for the same period in 1989. 
Stewart has received Crown 
land on which to build a public 
works maintenance yard and to 
store gravel. 
The 4.5ha parcel has an 
estimated value of $54,000 and 
is located upstream from Bear 
River Bridge, approximately 
10kin north of Stewart. 
**  ** . , . , -  .. 
Repap says its first quarter 
earnings are down compared to 
the same period last year 
because of high interest rates, a 
strong Canad ian  dol lar ,  
depreciation expense and a 26 
per cent drop in pulp shipments. 
The company, which operates 
a pulp mill at Port Edward and 
sawmills in Terrace and in 
Smithers under the name 
Skeena Cellulose, reported first 
quarter earning, of $7 million 
compared to $24.7 million in 
1989. 
Repap has operations in 
Manitoba, New Brunswick and 
in Wisconsin. 
Welcome Wagon, a service 
which provides information and 
products on local businesses to 
newcomers, has a new represen- 
tative. 
Karen Farrell, a resident of 
Terrace for the past six weeks, is 
one  of more than 1,200 
Welcome Wagon represen- 
tatives who annually visit 
300,000 families in Canada. 
It also provides bridal and 
baby showers. Farrell can be 
reached at 638-0707. 
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NORTHE~'BC~ WINTER GAMES 
I I I  I I ~ I  ' "  ~ 
"-A~'DITIONS 
NORTHERN B.C. WINTER 
...... " TELETHONi :  :'.,.: ~:"~- ..... GAMES ':. "'/ 
)i~!: ~ % ., '  : i Sing? Dance? Juggle? etc. 
j~.~,:, ~I -~.:&,:~ ~' 
',*':AUditiOns are June 5th, Oth and 7th atthe Caledonia Lecture 
i ' 
,Sign up at the: 
".  Winter GamesOff ice .' 
r r , ,nA i  ' '  : .i Ith: Avenue, TO _~:_ i  !~.:. ~,.:: .~=; 
• ~ hone:. 635:1991..::: (::; !ii • ,.• ' ."~ "~",, ,~~,.•,.~",. 
~Y(~r.¢hanoe to take ,the,stage and hell[ . . . . . .  ~-,, ".,~:~-"~: .,','
, , ' i T II 
TERRACE-  One of two new 
directors from the north named 
to the boarcl.qf B;C. Hydro last 
week says he'hopes to bring a 
common sense,, approach" to his 
position.' . . . . .  
-David Lane of Terrace said 
his philosophy;agrees with the 
one now adoi~ted by the provin- 
cial crown corporation o f  con-' 
• serving energy and looking for 
ways tobec0me more energy ef- 
• f i c lent . . :  ,'.., . ' 
Lane, presld~nt of Lane Ap- 
praisals Ltd. ~ and of Dagny 
Development Corporation, a 
real estate investment company 
with a controlliiig ownership of 
~tpproximatelY •$7.5. million in 
assets, was appointed a director 
along with lumber manufac- 
turer John Whitmer of Prince 
George. 
' " I ,m really pleased with the 
direction Hydro has now taken. 
There's a new way of doing 
things," said Lane. 
He added there is potential in 
the northwest for small energy 
producting operations utilizing 
waste wood that otherwise 
might simply be burned. 
Born in Dawson Creek, Lane 
lived in Prince Rupert and 
David Lane 
Mackenzie before coming to 
Terrace 18 years ago to become 
the city's tax assessor. He 
started Lane Appraisals in 1974. 
The company now employs 10 
people. 
The appointment ofLane and 
of Whitmer from Prince George 
continues B.C. Hydro's effo~s 
to have representation from 
across the province, said cor- 
poration chairman Larry Bell. 
There are now 14 people on the 
board. 
Attendance up 
20th annual trades fair because 
Of the differing admission 
pnces. 
He said the number of  ex-* 
hibitors was down slightly,. 
from 43 in 1989 to 40 in 1990. 
The 1991 fair  will be held 
May 3-5 at the arena. 
TERRACE - -  Gate receipts for" 
the May 4-6 Terrace Jaycees 
trades fair were up 30 per cent 
compared to the year previous, 
says one of its organizers. 
James Giiham .said it is im- 
possible to tell how many peo- 
ple attended the organization's 
f ~  
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• Bally'I"N~mEJ~TJ.Ine LynnMcLay 
Date & Time of 81dh: April 29, 1990 at 3:56 pm 
WItIM: 6 Ibs. 15 oz, Six: Female 
. . . ; PamntI: Dean McLay and Karan Walsh McLay 
Baby's Name: William Henry Alrd Ross 
Date & Time of Brlh: Alxil 25, 1990 at 9:16 am 
WOfIM: 8 Ibs. 6 oz• Sex: Male 
PamofI: Laurel and Steve Ross 
Baby's Name: Andrew BWan Cha'rneskl 
Dete& Time M ~:  April 5, 1990 at 8:26 pm 
: i. ~; - W~hW- 5 Ibs• 3 oz, ~x: Males 
~".., ..~ Pmnte: Gary and Ada Charneski 
-- - Baby's Name: Gillian Fay Madeau 
i .:!: Date & Time of Birth: April 25, 1990 at 2:26 am 
', Weight: 8 Ibs. 13 oz. Sex: Female 
Panlnte: Ron and Cindy Marleau 
BaW'I NIme: Jason Ceny Ruchotzke 
Dale & Time of BIdh: April 11, 1990 at 2:58 pm 
WeigM: 6 Ibs. 15 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Brad and Bonnie 
OK~H~ I " "~; J "  " IVItlII • vvv -v~. .vv  I 
# 
B.T.S. is pleased to announce the appoint- 
ment of Roger P. Smith as Operating 
1 ~" " Manager., 
"": -"./ Coming with extensive background in the 
" "i@nSp0rtation Industry, Roger Is looking for- 
. w~d" In meeting and servicing our Valued 
• . :' :customers. 
':-' ' " nom~ ¢ 
.' ~ :'~ " I I I  I,,,lI I I F I  I I  / . , - "~  ' 
I-:,. I..~ ~!. I~= n, , .~  = = =r= ... ,,~=~,,~,..., :=dtu__smm 
I: >I,:"I.'(;T_RANSPORTA TION , ,.~,'-";,~[.~I.I'!'ED 
l:~,I..:. 311,~ Blackburn • . . :/;i-:~:.i~';: ~:,65~272e 
ABBEY ' ' ABBEY 
Mini Blinds Vertical Blinds~: 
" starting at at • 
4* !=1,99 
per square inch per inch 
eg, 48"x48"x 4¢ = $92.16 72"x84"x$1.99 = $143,25 
LINK WINDOW COVERINGS 
635-4444 
D A 411t  O ' J 'n  A - nH IIIii,~i I I~ I  U 
U m P ' m  i im J i .m I k ~  aM I W i i m  a iFm .,,,.. we.,.- ~ == =, =.m ,,, ... SINCE 1955 
TRA NS,:~OR TA TION 
=--SYSTEMS LTD. =_ 
_ :- ~ -~., . - :  
• HI BOY • LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE CHARTERS 
• VAN • SCHEDULED SERVICE ON HIGHWAY 37' N. 
FLAT DECK • DAILY SCHEDULED GENERAL FREIGHT 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE SERVICE FROM VANCOUVER 
• ONLY FREIGHT TO KITIMAT • DAILY FREIGHT SERVICE TO KITIMAT 
KITIMAT UomNr of TERRACE 
u.. 2728 
~IUNR"ED or 635-7102 "-/UNITED 
Kitimat ~,,,u... 31 11 Blackburn 
Terrace 
You don't have to go far 
to find local grown 
" quality and value. 
THIS WEEKS FEATURE. ~ l  
Mix and Match Veggles 
-- lettuce - cauliflower 
-- br~coli b . - cabbage 
- ~ro~a,~ispro?ts .--iCet~:s 
S 7s 
10, r , , ,  . 
Gardeqlaqa 
~ 3 0 9 2  Hwy 16 East. ' 635-5700~ j ]l:~. , , , ,~  ~ 
\ '% 
STARTS FRIDAY 
IF YOU CAN'r TRUST 
A CAR SALESMAN 
WHO C__AN_ YOU TRUST? ?~':x'.,,,, '[ ROBIN TIM 
WILLIAMS ROBBINS 
7IZ  
May 18- 24 7:15 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. 
May 25- 31 9:30 p.m. ONLY 
We GoDs d4Pus'r ~,' 
May 25 • 31 OE CRAZY ' 9 
7:15 p.m. ONLY 
~ NJck Nolte I 
May 25.31, 7 p.m. 0NLY 
SPACED INVADERS 
- i 
ENDS THURSDAY 
- I 
Teen Age Mutant Ninja Turtles 
The First Power 
The Guardian 
7=00 p.m. ONLY 
9:1S p.m. ONLY 
7:15 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. 
] 
l 
t 
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Nuclear, 
medicine 
contract 
:given 
TERRA(~E -- Construction of 
a nuclear medicine facility at 
Mills Memorial Hospital will 
start as soon as possible now 
that a ~:ontract has been let, says 
its administrator. 
Construction had been 
postponed because afirst set of 
bids came in over what had been 
budgeted, said Michael Lois- 
incur. 
He shid the mechanical por- 
tion of the construction work 
was then •reteadered with new 
prices coming in below the 
$300,000 that had been set 
aside. First bids were $30,000 
over that amount. 
The completed centre is to of. 
for advanced testing using 
radioactiveisotopes to detect il- 
lness and growths, and conduct 
hraln and lung scans. The nor- 
thwest is the only region of the 
province not to have such a 
facility. 
It'll be located within the I BASKETS i l l  | 
hospital by moving some other Save 
services a round and by Reg. 14.99 4,00 
renovating floor space. 
"Ideally we'd like to be open --1.i 9 - ~r 
the first week of July. Whether SEED 
that's' realistic or not given POTATOES r 
delivery of equipment and other 
factors, we don't know. It's a 
'date we're working toward," Reg. 3.99 Save 
said Leisinger. 2.00 
When completed around ~1--" RAPID 1 $500,000 worth of equipment 
wig be putin place. LIME, DOLOMITE 
Seaward Construction ofSur- 
rey is the contractor. The same U~ 
company built the extension at 20 kg. Bag. Reg. 9.99 L ' Save 
the swimming pool. 
Robbers 
sought I BARK 
Reg. 7.99 
TERRACE --  Police across the 
northwest are on the lookout 
for armed robbers who struck at DECORATIVE CEDAR 
the Northern Motor Inn in the 
early morning hours last Friday. WHEEL 
Two masked men entered the BARROWS 
hotel's office, pulled out a 
firearm and tied up the night Reg. 12.98 
clerk before fleeing with less ~v::,~ ............. 
than $500, Terrace RCMP Cpl. .*'::~,S ~::~i~;''i:: 
Don Woodhouse said. ~ ~~ ;:' 
,  ,w,roa*,emoro u, 
that was all they could get," 
Woodhouse added. 
Roadblocks were set up ...... ~.,, . 
FRIDAY :::,: 
..... / / / i  
VlAY : ,2 ~ , 
checks . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ,, i i," ,' ,, ........ , wi l l  be i ssuK  i~:~/~i~il;~i~.~ 
i PORKY PINE PEAT 
)ING PLANTS POTTING 
amNOaLS & VEGETABLES I SOIL. 
Reg. 1.99. 12 L. Bag. 
 ll'lZP.l-  Price 99. ASST.ROSE 
BUSHES 
Reg. 6.49 
~o, I BEDDING PLANTS [ 
4 9 ~  PERRENIALcS CEDA'~--~~ 
Reg. Price WINDOW 
save 1.99 each BOXES 3.00 Reg. 9.99 
~ ~  o~co~,~,w 
CEDAR 
, ~'- Saw '~'~ ," WIgHING 
4-00 ~-~.:~..~' ~ . '~  I Reg. 39.99 
YOUR 
MOSS 
KILLER 
20 kg. Bag. Reg. 12,99 Save 5.00 
Save 
4.00 
Save 
10,00 
~oro~ o.~wo,or~ ~. .. ~e,  ~ DELl ~~ .......... I~  t l  ~!' l~~ffA ~ " ~ ~  said, and although no suspects Any Fresh $1i~ed ' I ny Brand Of were caught, police are follow- 
inganumberofieads.He described the two as ~ SHAMPOO OR IlaLm / l :  : 
young aduit white males. He If" PRODUCT m- ' "  [ I~  OONDITIONER "]BIll l l~[  said investigators have virtually 
no description and no lab or ~ "  Limit 1 coupon per item i OFF i r Limit 1 coupon per item. ~ ~ J ~  Regular! 
fingerprint evidence to go on. I 1 Hegular 
"We have no getaway vehicle or I i Retail I ~ ~ ~  Retail I 
I ~ ~ . Coupon valid May 17, 18 & 19, 1990 ! [ - -  Coupon valid May 17, 18 & 19, 1990 I 
description or anything. We I ••tt•exceedr•tai•p•c••ftheitem•VVh•••st•ck••ast•Maximum•c••p•nsperfami•yv•s•t•N• ! I ~tt~exc~edretel~pric~fth~tem.V~/h~st~cks~ast~Maximum~c~ponsp~rfami~yvisit~N~ I 
. . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I I minchecks. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I don't have a suspect." I ralnchecks,. 
There were no injuries or - - - ,  . . . . .  - - - - - - - - - - - - _~_  - - ; _  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - - - "~-  . . . .  -r..~L==---- _--  . . . . . . . . . . .  
able to get free after ashort m ....... nn/ r  I DEPARTMENT " time. The incident happened ~ PRODUCE 
justbefore3a.m. May l l .  V DEPARTMENT ~/  NQ : PRODUCT 2 "Th re were no witnesses, 
but  there  were  a coup le  of r PR0c0u0pUCT OFF : 
• Woodhouse said. m. I I Retail ! 
I I mpaired - , , - - ,  . . . . . . . .  = . =____c°up°nvalldMaylT'lS&19'199°= , ' . . . .  r~'~ ~'~'m~'~" Coupon valld May1,, la &19,1990 I, 
' I Not to exceed retail price of the item. While stocks last. Maximum 6 COUl:~ns per family visit. No I I Not to exceed retell price of the item. While stocks last. Maximum 6 coupons per family visit. No I 
: rainc heck_.s~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " | ramcheck8. ~ . .= . . :~  
. . . .  . . . . .  - . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . .  --I 
numbers Any Bulk "-" ~ l l  P ~ ~[ J~rAny  Grocery I I~  ~ ~:  
FOOD [ v ~ '  [[mL b ~ DEPARTMENT " /UU:  TERRACE " Terrace RCMP 
Pr PRODUCT B " ]B  I~" PRODUCT i ' checked more than 2,700 ' vehicles in during their three- 0;  
week-long Spring Counterat- l i t  Limit1 Coupon per item. ~ l~ ~ Regulal r" Limit1 coupon per item. ' i 
tack road blitz. ~ Retail I m Thirteen drivers were charged , .- Co mild May 17; 18 & 19, 1990 I Coupon valid May 17, 18 & 19, 1990 
with ~impaired riving during I Not to exceed retail price of theltem. While stocks last. Maximum 8 coupons per family visit. No ] Not to exceed retell price of the item. While atockslast. Maximum 6 coupons per family visit. No 
the April 13 to May 4 campaign L mlnchecks, .., I relnchecke, 
against drinking and driving. 
RCMP said another 15 drivers 
were. issued 24-hour suspen- ; SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY 
sjons::Atotal of 264 written warn- OVERWAITEA FOODS I MAY 201) I1%A1Y v'°'°r"°" I I MAY 22 I ings were handee out fora HOLIDAY SHOPPING HOURS 10 am - m CLOSED 9 am - 6 pm 
Variety o f  Vehicle infractions, 
police ' said, and 728 charges 
were* laid for various motor 
vehicle offences. 
! Duritig the Counterattack 
period, t~o  people died in two 
separate ;: fatal collisions, and 
eight ~w~e injured. 
I I 
Greeney goes 
TREE STUMPS are all that remain of four. maples that once 
grew along Lazelle Ave. between Sparks and Eby. They were 
.cut last week by city crews as pa.rt of a project ~ to widen 
Lazelle Ave. 
Record i,umber 
use tax service 
TERRACE -- Nearly 400 peo- 
ple used a tax return selling ser- 
vice that gave them extra 
money, says Terrace and 
District Credit Union manager 
Dennis Brewer . . . .  ~ ,  .... 
The serv]ce~ prov[~ed i by a 
~. ,  . , , ¢ . . . . .  ~. .  ~ ' v  T ~ . 
fights SUPERIOR LINEN SUPPLY District 
~ . ....... ~.::~;~ ..... 'L' ::' . .~me cleaners. Ltd. . : ~,:~..,. , 
dump .... " ..... ' ..... :;%1:i:,;: ;),f'::.fbm ia l .  Industrial • Retail ~ " : ;;:~ ~ ~L~,~ .: , ": ' Coverall;sale'& repair "e Uniforms . .: :.- !. " "' '"~ * .. ' .~!~-:~.~ , i 
.. , '~." :~:.* Commerclal laundry * Doormats & wlpers . .::.,; :.q,~ :: ~' ; ' 
with new steps , *Cooks'whites. 
SERVING THE NORTHWEST :i!i :i~": " 
, 4404 Legion Ave., .' .. /. "i:!i;¢,i:;::," 
TERRACE - -  The regional Pointing out,fires had been Terrace, B.C. : 635-2838 ' :  
district .has restflcted hours to set at the dump on each of the - ,,,..~,~.:-: .- *, ~f: ; : : 
its dump and hired a supervisor four days preceding iniroduc,' , ' " ....... ~" " ......... ,,,~,:  
in an effort to prevent people tion of the new measures; ~ ' ! ] '  ~ . . . .  ] ' ?  ' ' ;  ' "  ::~~';':' 
from lighting fires there. " Tooms attributed the blazes to P~' t /e  I l/~c] .V~v~e~ ~ ' : fi~):~f[ . . , ' , ' ;~-  
Spokesman Roger Teems people wishing to destroy per ~ j~ ' r ' ' qJ :'' " " l " " r J ' 4 lap ~ ~p ~' j ~: ' ~" " : "  " J'q'J~ '1 " . . . .  " 
try ri CeRupert' T! *":/ said effective May 1, the dump sonal  papers  " " " ' .or  ,, I~ ' } .:"ii:;:i 
had been open only from 8 a.m. pyromaniacs." 
to 8 p.m. with asupervisor be- Although the new system up. Slum ber Lodge 
ing present throughout that peared to be working - -  no il- : ~. x, ~;.~:: 
period, legal fires have occured since - -  
Conf i rming the measures he said having so,neoneon site Motor Inn ~ 
were intended t6~pht an end to 12 hours a .day, seven days a 
week was costing the district up- D I  
the chronic  prob lem o f  proximately $3,500 a month COLIN and ANA / 
unauthorized burning, Teems However, he added, "At the inviteyo~,÷o÷r~: ÷l~eie I : :  
said inspection of the site same time it was costing us :~ 
following such fires left no several hundred dollars to put NEW DINING ROOM __ . . J  
doubt they had been inten- 
tionally lit. "The whole site was each (unauthorized) fire out." i 
Tooms also warned the en- . :~. ~ .:.~ 
on fire many t im~." he added, vironrnent ministry had in- o 11:00 n.m; 
Those burns had prompted dicated it will take action 4:00p,m. 
complaintsfrom both the public against anyone setting fires. If a 7:00 p.m. .;. 
and the waste management witness to the incident was able :~  
branch - -  it only permits the to provide sufficient informa- "' 
district to burn the wood and tion to identify the arsonist, 
bru.sh piles provided that does "they'll follow through for us TAKE,, 
not take place more than four with warnings or fines," he 
times a week. said. DVANTAGE 
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Bedding Plants 
Add a little colour to + 
your lifel Choose from s 
• large selection of spring- 
time fresh and healthy 
flowers and vegetables. 
Quality, Locally grown. 
8 c 
each 
+" : " +: : + " :, ++ r I++ + +. : ~ :~ ',~+ +1 
,i++++ :i 
0 ¸ 
~.' + ' . i+ • 
; , - ,  + 
2 
iii ~ ~ +++i + 
++'+ ,~i:~+ 
+ • +:TY  + 'e++~+++. ' : :+~ : '  ' : + 
, + + +' . '~. :  +r  + '~ ' iP:  +~ + ~t"  
% ++~++ ,; ++: ~ ~.~ + +: .  r+ 
l y•  • : ~ /  .i~.i • 
We've got s large 
assortment of 
Perennial flowers 
• for you to choose 
from. Reg. $1 .49- -  Sale 
r,~' 
29,++ Geran iums 9II l°''m"°l"° Baskets II "°'"'4 9 Perennial p!i ~ Potted Gersnlums baskets. Selection ! In+++ .__  GO+U+.  __  +o  add colour to your qlE zl~ r J l  Fuchslss. etc. ~J~ al~ ~ I !1  n quality grade  
J hO,~eFleg. $1.49 + i = £ meg. $~+.9+ / H_lt ~1~ ~1~ "prel01anled roses" 
[ ]  --Sale -. i --11" B ~ ~ + Reg. $6.99- -Sa le  i 
"~ 
+ +~+t~ i :+!  
+ ' /i': 
i I 
:+ .  
Level Head Rake 
Reg. $11.99 
=9.99  
Watedng Cans 
Reg. $3.99 
=3.33  
10" Weedeater 
No. 1210. Reg. $51.99 
+44.99 
8" Weedeater 
No. 1200. Reg. $25.99 
=19.99 
Dynamo 19" ++++~+~++++++++++++++++~+~++++?+++~ 
Lawnmower ~+~~+++++++++++++++++++++++++~+++ + + +~  32" Balcony Planter 20 Pk. Gladiolus 
m + + ~ : + ~ +  No. 2710. Reg. $13.99 Reg. $3.79 
Reg. $249.00 ~ .. 
' =9 99 =2 79 ~lo0V~. ~ee~ . . . =219.00 
2 Ply. 50 ft. 
Garden Hose 
Reg. $7/69 
+4.99  
4 Ply. 50 ft. 
Garden Hose 
$15.99 
=12.99 
Jet Nozzle, 5 PO 
Reg. $2.99 
=2.33 
~'+'++"t '~+ /~ I  Potting Soil I 10  Pk. Gladiolus 
++++.0, _~ '~~+ I 16 L. Reg. $3.39 I F;,m. $2.99 
2/=5..00 =1.99 
+" _ meOAS,,+ ~ Japanese Peonies 1 Pk. Dahlias 
~0~ ~'~o,~e'" Reg. $10.99 Reg. $2.89 
=7.99 1 99 "+ ~e+ + . VW" ~ $ 
SubzerOReo. $7.99R°ses I Oscillating$9.99Spdnkler 
=5.99 =7.99 
i+ Garden Wease' I LadiesG'°ve If I + ..,,, ,++~ +~e+. ~ 2 Pk. Roses "D" Handle Shovel MR-2 
:+ '. Reg. $44.95 Reg. $2.29 o~.~,~x",,+l~ ~ Reg. $7.99 Reg. $10.99 
/=39,95 I =1.97 =5.99 I =8.99 
~I:,FAMILY ALLOWANCE 
• i ,MONTHLY DRAW 
+The value of your famlly:aliowance 
~ cheque InmerchandlSe. 
or your FREE enVy form, just cash'y~Jr F.A, 
heq~Je with yourpurchase. Draw held Onilaal 
Ionday' Of every month. - + 
15% ' 
SENIOR'S DAY 
O N THE LAST MONDAY OF EACH MONTH 
COMING UP MAY 28, 111110 
/ " : " " '  'm 
- Rl~.,ar Pdce stated Is our + • 
WgOIW~thReg~lar Prfce. Sale Pdce ' t,+~/ PRICES EFFECTIVE ' 
$tml~l Is ~r  Woolworth Sale Price , • WHILE QUANTITIES LAST "+ 
+ , 
+.-  . 
We Can't Be Beat! 
We Can+'t Be Beat.! 
WOOLWORTH WILL MEET ANY LOCAL 
COMPETITOR'S 
ADVERTISED + PRICES 
ZVoolwoPlh ~++ 
, +p: '  . . . .  ~ + ' : 11 ~r+ . "J . '+ + '  i t  + . 
+ " +:  + ' &i r + "++=+. 5. + k . . . . .  
+ 
. , Morn. • Wee,  ~ lm~P/  " • 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT , 111 I~  9:30 *.m ,. e D.m; I tm • 6 pro. 
, TO LIMIT QUANTITIES T'mn..Fn. " + r.mm~ . 
: ,9:30+Lm.. g ~m. + 1i i+~. T'~O+m 
b 
+ , -  ~+"  .~,+ ~ . , ! , ,+ , ,~+ +:+ '.~+ 
,+ ; : +.  %'++.+. ,  ,.  ,+  
+?•  • 
i ,  +.,+ _ 
+' .  , . 
+: k~i 
( 
/ '  • 
i ,  
WHAT'  
UP 
[ The Terrace Standard offers 
What's Up m m public ~.rvlce 
to Its retden and Iho~e corn: 
reunify oqlanhmalous In the 
ar~l .  
MAY i - 24, 1990 - -  Thornhill 
• 7th Terrace Cubs & Beavers is 
having a bottle drive. You call 
us and we will pick up in the 
Thornhill, Copper Mountain,. 
Copperside, Go,sen and Klean. 
za areas. Call Randy at 
635-6685 or Coco st 635-5176. 
• k 'k t" "k.k 
MAY 8 - 27, 1990 - -  The 
Kltimat Centennial Museum 
features B.C. Young Artists 
1989. The biennia] juried show 
is organized by the Emily Carr 
College of Art and Design. The 
exhibition hours Tuesda}; 
-Sunday Noon-5 p.m. 
3k ,k ,k ~r ~ 
MAY 16, 1990 - -  Free Public 
introduction lectures on the 
Transcendental Meditation 
Program, 8 p.m., Room I at 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege, Kitimat. 
MAY 16, .:1990 - -  Terrace 
Montessori Pre-school is 
holding its Open House for 
1990/91 year at the school 
located at 4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, For more info call 
638-1259. 
MAY 16, 1990 - -  Kitsumkaium 
Ski Club will hold it's annual 
general meeting on Wed. The 
meeting will start at 7:30 p.m. 
in Re.  208 at Northwest Com- 
munity College, Terrace Cam- 
pus. 
• k 'k  'k ~" ~k 
MAY 17~ 1990 .:-- Free Public 
introduction lectures on the 
Transcendental Meditation 
Program, Noon & 8 p,m. Inn 
of The West, Terraceand Fri- 
:day, May 18 at 8 p.m. Room 
2001, Northwest . Commnhy 
College, Terrace. 
MAY 17, 1990-  "Terrace 
Child Development Centre 
presents Teleconference No. 4, 
6:45 - 8 p.m. Mills Memorial 
Hospital, doctor's 10tinge. 
..... Please register-6~$.93{i8• 
~" 'A" 'A" .'A" 
MAY.  19 1990 - -~'~errace 
District Block Parents Assc. 
will be holding an information 
and awareness day at 
MeDonalds Restaurant, 11 
a.m. - 3 p.m. There will be in- 
formation videos, free helium 
balloons and coloring sheets 
for children. 
MAY 22, 1990 - -  Tuesday at 7 
p.m. a t  the library meeting. 
room there will be a Home Bas- 
ed B~siness meeting. Join other 
small business poeple andshare 
ideas. Update on Community 
Futures and our next HBB fair. 
Refreshments served. For info 
phone 635-9415 or Lori 
635-9533. 
t..k .k "k ~. 
MAY 22, 1990 --  You're in- 
vised by Terrace Child 
Development Centre Society, 
in conjunction with School 
District No. 88 and Terrace &. 
District Community Services 
Society invites you.to an even- 
ing with Lee Bussard. Topic: 
More Alike Than Different, ac- 
ceptance of disabilities as a life 
long process. 7 p.m. at 
Caledonia Library Room, 3605 
Munroe Street, Terrace, B.C• 
Pre-register at 635-9388. 
MAY 22, 1990 - -  There will be 
a special general meeting of all 
members of the Skeena Valley 
Golf and Country Club at 8 
~.m. at the clubhouse..  
Members will be asked to vote 
o~ an offer to purchase the 
property adjoining the course. 
MAY;' 21, 1990 - -  Forest 
Rlchard;~iil' show slides and 
talk!' hbout his recent .ex- 
i~det~Ces '.in Indonesia with ~ 
Can=/da World YOuth at 7:30 
p.m4. library meeting room. 
Sponsored by Northwest 
Development Education Asst. 
Everyone welcome• Childcare 
subsidy available. More rinfo, 
Frances at 635-2436. 
Conrd Bl l  
, i  
, The Terrace Standard 
: offers What's Up us a 
public service to its 
reuders"and those com. 
m~nlty Organizations in 
the  area ;  ' 
• Items for this secllon 
are fo r  non-pro f i t  
)~ Orpniza l lons  and for 
L lhOse ~ events in which 
there Js no cost to gain 
admbsion. 
: iTOmeet  our produe. 
f inn  deadlfnes, we ask 
that all items he submit. 
!~ ted by noon on the 
i l FRIDAY preceding the' 
~,: f~llOwin8 :weeks Issue 
We also ask that Items be 
:. t3~ewritten or be printed 
i ( negUy0 
- ]1 II I I 
• P i tch ing  in 
A LITTERED LANE off Munroe St. is no longer the eyesore it was. Having selected it as one of the worst 
they could find, Carol Wilson's grade 5 class from Veritas descended on the location and soon got rid of 
the mess. The assault marked last week's Pitch-In clean up campaign. 
One up and one to go 
I went up to Terraceview . ~  
Lodge last week to have a look 
at FriedaDiesing'slatestwork. There 
a 36in.x 42in. carving of the I I ". 
beaver, a sub-crest of the Eagle 
clan of which she is a member. 
Muriel Michiel had asked 
Frieda to do the carving as a 
memorial to her late husband, 
Clarence Michiel. A 60, year 
resident of Terrace, he passed 
away in 1981. He played an im- 
portant role in developing the 
spirit and pride we feel today 
and :Clarence Michiel: elemen- 
tary school is named after him 
.Terracevzew can look for- 
ward'::fo: having another/:of 
Frieda's carvings to display in 
the ftiture - -  she is working on 
another in memory of her 
mother, Flossie Lambly. 
Other examples~pf Frieda's 
talent can be:seen~:bu~side our 
RCMP station - -  she instructed 
the carver's who made the totem 
pole - -  and on entering Prince •
Rupert hospital •where '3,ou'll 
find a 9ft. high,.24 ft. wide car- 
Ving~ The four, red cedar panels 
depict he Whale, Eagle, Raven 
, ,~,,~ .;~i ~ "~ 
t 
TERRACEVIEW LODGE now boasts an impressive carving by Frleda 
Diesing (above, left). The work, a memorial to Clarence Michiel, 
"was commissioned byhis widow Muriel Mlchlel, seen here ~elping 
Dlesing~hanl~ the carvinl~. 
and Wolf crests o f  tribesin and lodke Wail.putting on a barbecue 
around Prince Rupert. lunch for the residents and they 
Frieda works in a variety, iof also welcome everyone to join 
medi?mSolin~lUdinn~ ~[gY~lec[ : them for their Thursday teas 
' ' .  : -. -~.  . ,. ~,~;:The~i~e,qidentS Will be enter- 
'makes sutton nlanlcets using '. tained b~- the Ch'r; " - " 
abalon y lstlan t;emen 
even ~ib~t~°nSscl~ptlu9r7e61a~h: ~ n~d~cht~o!.onFriday, M. y25 
- - - • -',. ' me ~oth they will De par- competition i t;amore, pate + • ticipatin= in Sn . . . .  
And while at Ter~racevie,~i,~l  !ii~ I i~  ~;a~k was in 
visited Anellee Kh;kaldy W~o iS'~' ',,[~. ~ :~ . . . . . . . . . .  [~, ~ 
recovering frown a; bmicenlhip~' i ,~°~ ,,~Sttl .ni:~ii~ti~ :~ihe is ap- 
" ' ~ " .......... ~" ~:' usently:do|~:~'ell~~She now The gardlters were busy btflside'= ~l~,e~-it~,~Not.t~• ~:, ,, ,,,t,l, 
at the time and I must say they her son ; '  n / '  ,,vancouver ..... 
have everything l0bldi~lovel~i~:'~ ~ , ~ ' ,~  : ~i~ 
" ' 4 . . . . . . .  " '  "~:~ "" Ula you happeh ~i6 have col- 
; ~ 'Thr°Ugh°utthe~summer;the"~;l;e~'~JtW~ltty~M6e when he 
was in? And did he keep you 
entertained7 
• ~k ~ ~r ~r 
Winnie Coburn's father has 
been coming-~ to Terrace for 
seven years now to celebrate his 
birthday with daughter and~ 
family. This year he marked his 
90th whilehere. Now he and 
Winnie are off to Saskatoon. 
See you ilext week Hope you 
get out to view the lovely col. 
ours of the flowering trees and 
their beautiful blossoms. And 
remember, please try not to fit- 
ter and help k~p Tertace¢lean. 
CO cnauenge selves 
Reach for your best - that 
is the challenge offered by. 
the Duke of Edinburgh's 
• awards and the program's 
B.C./Yukon director hopes 
it is one local youth will take 
up.  
In Terrace as part of a nor- 
thwestern tour, Mark Crof- 
ton said the Duke of Edin- 
burgh awards was a non- 
academic program designed 
to encourage participants o 
become involved in com- 
munity service/volunteer 
work and "constructive 
liesure ~ time activities." 
• Open to all young people 
between the ages of 14 and Mark Crofton 
25, it offers three levels of achievement - -  bronze, silver and 
gold. To earn their award, participants must meet specified 
criteria under the headings of service, expeditions and ex- 
plorations, skills and physical fitness. 
At the bronze level, for example, that meant completing 15 
hours of community service over a minimum six month 
period, a two day expedition i cluding one night's camping, 
following a skills program for at least six months and taking 
part in a physical fitness program for a minimum of 15 weeks. 
"There's so much choice within each section," Crofton 
said, pointing out the skill chosen could range from knitting 
to woodworking to music. Similarly, community service 
hours did not have to be with a single organization only. 
Emphasizing all youth could take part in the program, he 
said that included the mentally and physically handicapped. 
"The point is to challenge yourself so different individuals 
may be pursuing the same skill but at different levels," he ex- 
plained. 
While taking part inthe program offered considerable p r- 
sonal satisfaction, Crofton suggested the awards' could also 
prove valuable when it came to seeking employment. "In- 
creasingly, when individuals of like qualifications apply for a 
job; this- type Of extra activity can make a difference; : he 
Said. . . . . . .  
For further information on the program, contact Kim 
Saulnier at 635-6511. 
Centre to act as 
health library 
The Terrace Health Care Society has created a resource 
centre for its employees. 
It's called the Alice C~hen Wing Resource Centre after a 
well-known nurse who died recently. 
"Education is a very important component of delivering 
quality health care. Creating a resource centre for staff and 
employees will help maintain and further education," said 
health care society president David Lane. 
The centre will contain educational material now assembled 
in various locations around Mills Memorial Hospital and Ter- 
raceview Lodge, he said. 
"It'll act as a library with a cataloguing system for conve- 
nient access for all," Lane added. 
He said the centre will also act as an organizer for health 
education seminars and workshops based in Terrace that will 
attract people from across northern B.C. 
The health care society has also asked its employee unions 
and professional ssociations to participate in several com- 
mittees. 
The move, said society president David Lane, gives the 
society an opportunity to have its employees more closely 
connected with the operations of Mills Memorial Hospital 
and Terraceview Lodge. 
Two of those committees concentrate on new services and 
on staff development. 
Star bakers ready 
Members of the Order of the Eastern Star will be giving 
residents a chance to satisfy their appetites and help out a 
good cause at the same time this Friday, May 16. 
The occasion is the Order's annual raffle and bake sale with 
the proceeds going towards cancer research. Confirming $974 
was raised last year, Laurie Mitchell said the organization 
hopes to beat that this time. 
The Co-op store will be the venue for the event which is 
scheduled to run from lla.m, to 3 p.m. However, Mitchell 
warned, the bakers' reputation for culinary skill has become 
well-estabfished over the years and last year's ell-out showed 
people would be best advised to get there early if they wanted 
to make a purchase. 
NWCC COLLEGE STUDENTS receiving recognition last 
week were Lily Robinson (left) of Kltimat and Esther 
Robinson (right) of Hazelton. A student in the Home Ser- 
vice Worker program, Lily was awarded the Jeff Martin 
bursary while Esther was presented with the Rhena Ger- 
diner Memorial award which goes" to an enrolee :in the' 
Early Childhood Education program. Both attend the 
Terrace campus. Making the presentations was Com- 
munity Support Worker co-ordinator Dianna Won& 
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Miss Ter 
The Miss Terrace pageant winds up this at the door or in advance. For further informs 
weekend with the moment the contestants have all ' tion, contact Irena Slavik (635-492! or 63~-9069) 
been waiting for -- the crowning of this year's 
winner. The Pageant Night finale takes place " Last week this pasefeatured five of~eYoun 
Saturday at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre with the . ladies vying for the 1990 title arid below; ii 
doors opening at 7 p.m. and the show getting aiphabefical order, the remaining fo~:~e i~ 
under way an hour later. Tickets can be obtained troduced. 
::L:f ~, 
S,. 
Terrl 
~llege 
ravel 
sd i~ 
:1 im- 
Lorraine 
Miss Elai 
Confidence and speakin~ 
tributes for a lawyer and 
pursue that career, Lo 
pageant experience will h 
- her spare time, the Cale~ 
enjoys gymnastics, athlet 
Ior 
Hut 
't Ben efi: 
: dance 
• . :Seveaty local youngsters 
will be' taking to the stage'dt 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre Fflday; 
May 2~ for Dance Re('ue '90, 
two hours of entertainment 
put on by Vikki Parviainen 
and her students. 
.As in previous years, the 
Theatre Alive society will be 
the benificiary of the event 
with all money raised going 
to support its endeavours. 
. ' The  performande will 
"feature dances tO music from 
movies both old and new, tap 
routines to a Sousa march 
and' the theme to 
Ghostbusters and a song and 
dance routine by some very 
small cowhands. 
The program will also in- 
clude ethnic and jazz dances 
before the evening closes on 
a mellow, graceful note. 
Tickets are available.at Sight 
and Sound, from the par- 
ticipants or by phoning 
635-7455. 
! . 
Tracey" 
Miss M 
Tracey,. 17, is a grade ] 
who enjoysChemistry 
Studies. Her'career aml 
health care field, either 
Child psychologist.. She 
people and greater self 
benefits of. participating i 
Sunday, Bay 27. Kiddies Day, Regular Races 
• Sunday, June 10 Regular Races 
' Saturday, June 16 Open Wheel Invitational; Regular .:~ .' 
Races ' : 
Sunday, June 17 Open Wheel Invltatl0nal,ReGular, 
Races '--'~: "~r~:'~:" :': -- 
Saturday, July 7 Regular Races r . . . .  ~ '~  : ' " "  
Sunday, July 8 Bump & Pass ...... : ~ : :":" 
Sunday, July 22 . ReGular Races . . . . .  
Tuesday, .July 24 Hell Drivers, Sponsored by T.S,C.A. 
Saturday, Aug. 4 Memorial Races • ., 
Sunday, Aug. 6 Memorial Races and BumP.& Pass 
Races 
Sunday, Aug. 19 Kiddies Day, Regular Races 
' Sunday, Sept. 9 Open Day Races and Demolition 
• Derby 
saturday', Sept. 29.Year End and Awards 
SEE YOU AT THE RACESll 
i " i  m m " m m ' • .. i i i m i 
I MOUNTLAYTO. I 
RESORT LTD. 
I 
I Slides & pools ~~.  
oV7,o O;7, ,-, 
= bring a f r iend .  ~ ! ~ ~  i ~ 
I 
for, , ]  : 
I CALL 7 9 8- 2 214 W" ! 
After 4:30 p.m. all pools 
• II end slides are 2 for I : i : : :  " . . . . . . .  I 
~r for Caledonia's 
ra plans to attend 
following gradua. 
in public relations 
Not surprisingly, 
mjoyed the effec- 
stants have taken 
 .TUALTiONS! ! 
A PAINT SALE FOR PEOPLE WHO WANT 
MORE THAN JUST A LOWER PRICE! 
Sale ends June 6, 1990 
Latex Flat Latex Flat Acrylic Latex 
Wall Palnt House Paint Semi-Gloss 
Goes on creamy smooth A durable house paint that House & Trlm Paint 
(with less roller spatter), goes on smoothly, easily. A soft sheen finish that you. 
Dries fast and withstands Keeps that "just painted look" can use on both siding and 
years of scrubbing, despite sun and weather, trim. Covers beautifully and 
braves the elements fnr vRRrg 
I 
~.'.~:~ : ~..~., , ~.q ::.'b I 
I ~ :::1!, ~'~:~!~Jl !: REG, PRICE 29.Q0 4Litres REG.PRICE !32.00 4Litres REG.PRICE *33.004Lities 
III l l ,i:.i:il NOW S!)O,51:I* NOW $I']I"701:I* NOW el'lll~41P I 
rm~:~d:i~ll~,:,.~:,~..1 M ~ ~ t : ~ i i : l  I ] ONLY'TdF-'lll]14['Itres ONLY ~ 4[itres ONLY "~-O4[ l i~es[  
~~ ~_  ~/ i ! ' J  i t . *Whlteandreedy-mixodcolorsonly, Cuatoml:oloPsslghtyhlgher. ' : / t 
• ' ,~  . . . .  : P i t t sburgh  Paints Only our best, We guarantee i .: ..~i ' 
_~ I~ 'A I I~  ~J I~ I I I~ IM~I~I (~:  II ] ;  : ; ConvoyNsoCar r les :  : ' ' '  :i:i,!~i!S:~i:i;f.!|!: 
,V  iB -~ ia  I I I  i i l i l im l  IV  I :  |~  ....  " " Roofin,~ Sldln,',and insulali,',,,, ' *: :~ !::4;:i[~M!!~'|: 
from the Terrace Jaycees and Theresa Brinkak, |: | ' "  : ' : :  :::/~:{:;::;ii:~;!/:i:i~:!i 
}seqting Marvin &ERa Baverstockof Kitimatwith II ' d l~d l~ l l l~tb /dr~b/ '  ~ , 
| . i  prize InCluoee two nights accommodation at the Inn at New Westminster II |: ~r' .c. , , I t .KIra ac . t i~n  ~ t o r"  ~:'::: :~: 
• I1:, Quw, Sunday brunch at Finns'and $250.00 spendingmoney(courtesy of .1: ;]: ~: - - - ' - - . ' - "~ ' " ' - - -v - - - ' : ' .  , -  , : / "~u ¢~. ,  !1:t11~.: 
:' the Te~a¢e Jayceee);-The travel package was ~ged by ,TP Elan Travel. I :  t 4821 K,,h ^v... T--~,, e:C. ,636~6i  
• i 
• ' . : '  :. , . { , '" i , '  
i i  
haiti. I hope this finds everyone 
in a cheerful spring frame of 
mind. I don't know how many 
others of you are up atthe crack 
of  dawn, but on a clear spring 
morning there is nothing bettei" 
than to open your window wide, 
put your feet:up and, with a :  
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  8-SAVe Welcome to Around Thor.  degrees of.sickness with Lyme, 
and no victim will h/we all of 
the symptoms. 
Stage I and 2 symptoms 
together are called "early infec- 
tion". The chronic, persistenf 
sym.ptoms of stage 3 are now 
termed " late infection". 
These classifications are only a 
sect bites or poison ivy. 
Muscles/Bones **,-- There may 
be pain joints, tendons, muscles 
and bones, particularly in the 
knee, elbow and shoulder. Jaw 
• cracking orpain iSalso possible, 
as is backache. 
good Cup,of coffee, listen to the general guideline for physicians. Neurological - -  Possible 
sounds and smell of  the spring . The disease is So variable that ~ symptoms include: severe 
mornings. I k|nda gives you a 
feeling of ' I :m'glad I live in the 
north with clean fresh air". 
You know after years of  try- 
ing you have finally got a point 
across when yo~ husband is 
working on acar  and asks your 
son to fetch him a pair of 
scissors. He brings him the red- 
handled, kitchen shears and 
when dad says "these aren't 
very good"; your son replies 
"But there is only the green- 
The. original rash .may 
expand to"a bull's eye 
appearance with red 
rings inside other red 
rings. 
handled ones and they are 
Mom's  good scissors". Theft 
you know someone does listen 
to you . . ,  once in awhile. 
I thought I would give you a 
little more of an update on 
Symptoms: if not caught ear- 
ly enough, it can mount an in- 
sidious attack on every •system 
in the human body. Lyme 
comes with a veritable grab bag 
of symptoms. It's hard to 
diagnose because it can mimic 
so many other diseases, in- 
cluding, in the later stages, 
Alzheimer's disease and multi- 
ple sclerosis. There are varying 
nearly any symptom can crop 
up at/my time. 
A list of Lyme's most com- 
mon symptoms and when they 
usually occur follows: 
Stage 1 
Skin: Erythem Migran 0EM) 
(also called ECM) ,  a reddish, 
purplish or brownish rash 
around the bite. Rash could be 
as large as 12 inches across, par- 
ticularly When located on the 
back or chest.. The rash expands 
from the center out. The center 
of the rash may be white and 
resemble a spider bite. The rash 
is sometimes described as hot 
and burning. 
Lymph general: Swollen 
lymph nodes near the site of the 
bite are common. • Flu-l ike 
symptoms, headache,, fever, 
chills, stiff neck, nausea, and 
fatigue are common. In general, 
early symptoms occur from 
three to 32 days after a tick bite, 
although they may last longer 
on occasion. 
Stage 2 
The original rash may expand 
to a bull's eye appearance, with 
red rings inside other red rings. 
Another, secondary rash may 
erupt after the ECM and may 
last for several months. This 
rash may not be in proximity to, 
or even resemble, the original 
rash. Other chronic rashes may 
also develop and they could 
look like hives, chicken pox, in- 
headaches, meningitis; stiff 
neck; Bell's Palsy; facial twit- 
'ches or tics; carpal tunnel syn- 
drome (often in both hands); 
dizziness; seizures; irregular 
jerking movements; numbness; 
difficulty concentrating and fin- 
ding right words to express elf; 
disorientation or getting lo~t, 
especially if it's never happened 
before; tingling in hands and 
feet; changes in sleep patterns. 
Lymph-  May get swollen 
lymph nodes in other areas of 
the body (not near site of bite). 
Heart - -  Irregular or extra 
heartbeats are possible, as are 
conduction problems in heart. 
Eyes - -  Conjunctivitis;~ eye 
pain, wandering eye; sensitivity 
to light; blurred vision; feelings 
of pressure in eye; periodic 
blindness; double vision. 
Ears -  Buzzing; ringing; ear 
pain; hearing impairment. 
Liver Respiratory - -  Mild or 
recurrent hepatitis; sore throat; 
harsh, dry, recurrent cough; 
hoarseness. 
Gastrointest inal /other - -  
Nausea; vomiting; diarrhea; 
severe malaise and fatigue; 
fever; unexplained weight gain 
or loss; if pregnant, miscar- 
riage, stillbirth or other com- 
plications. 
Less common - -  Swollen 
cont'd B 11 
J ohn  Deere  
Undercarri 
DISCOUNTED 
PRICES 
;'. ~ ,  
L•  
COAST TRACTOR PRODUCT SUPPORT 
COAST Q 4650 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
TRACTOR 635-7131 
You ng pla ntation 
ELEMENTARY REFORESTATION. Cooper Mountain students were 
busy last week on their final Earth Day project -- planting 80 seedl- 
ings along the roadside outside their school. The year-old western 
red cedar may be tiny now, but with a little TLC they should be an 
impressive sight years from now. 
• ,• • •, .• i • ,- 
I f 
I 
FREE BLANKET 
Bundle up your water heater 
in a cosy blanket.., and save money. 
[ ~ ~ ~  Making your 
electric water 
[~] [~[~[ :~ heater more 
energy-efficient 
can save you up to 10% on your household 
water beating costs. 
That's wh~,'B.C.Hydro is making you 
a cosy offer: a free insulating blanket for 
your electric* water heater, installed free 
of charge. 
It's an offer worth $40. 
Natural gas is a convenient and econo- 
• mical way to heat water. So if you have a 
gas line intoyour house, your best option 
is to convert to gas the next ime you buy a 
water heater. To help you out, B.C.Hydro, 
new gas water heater within the next year~ 
But if you don't have gas service in 
your home, we'd still like your electric 
water heater to be as energy-efficient as
possible. So, when we install the insulating 
blanket, we'll give you a coupon that's 
good for a $20 rebate on a new Power 
Smart electric water heater. 
If for any technical reason your 
electric water heater cannot be fitted with 
an insulating blanket, we'l loffer you the 
same $20 rebate. 
So bundle up. Your water heater will 
save heat, you'll save on your electrical 
bills, and we'll all save energy. 
To arrange for a contractor to install 
along with your gas.company, will give you ,the water heater blanket, call 
a $150 cash discount if you purchase a Our Contractor Lawrence Watson 
638-O140, 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Mon.-Fri. 
gChgdro " I tu  
*For safety reasons, natund gas, propatw and oil.fired water I eaters do ~ ot qual~' fi~r this often 
App l ies  to  n .C .Hydro  customers  on ly .  
" ' -  - ' -  - - " MING. 
! . 
What makes a habit a good one? 
Predictability, of course. With everything 
just the way you want it to be. 
...... And consistency, too. Because a good habit 
!fii~: is something you appreciate. Not just once. But 
:!!~i~!~ every time out. 
And that's why we introduced the British 
Aerospace 146 Jet. 
Of course, it's n9t the same old jet that 
i the other guys fly. You'll have to get used to 
i a wider seat- -  we pt[t only 5 '~ 
across in the space of their 6. ~ ~ 
And you'll have to get used tea ~[~¢ 
more restful flight-- on the V ~ ~ l ~  
quietest commercial jet in the . . . .  • 
• world. We think this is a habit you'll get used 
to ~,ery quickly. Which is why we offer you : . :  
fill: such choice in flight times. Because the more 
opportunity you have to try AirBC, the more • : ?  
:~:: reasons you'll have to stay with us. : 
Every time out. 
~i~ Service varies by day #week .  Call yow 7ravel Ag~t or ~ :~ ~ ! ,  
~ AirBC for reservatio~ at635.~69. ' . . . .  . ' 
  irBlT, r : j : ' I l l i l  
• 4 , ' ,  " ~"  
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m m , ,  m . . . .  ~,,~,>~,,,,>m • ~: i l  ; : 
ua t t ,ng . ,  " s: ........ '$1, P l pose  . . . . .  
To bait or not to bait? The . If we fobid children bait how . : ~ system asweft as desirable as far kii lmore :fish.'.Beside~,:.iwhen 
Great Bait Debate rages on will the small fry who will be |~,~m~-" - . ' ~ l ~  as ,hatchery managers are con- you allow b~t o;h a system: you 
unabated. Nothing arouses the tomorrow's fishermen learn to ' l l ' l~A Ob, , ,~m-- :  ~ ~ . .  .4~ 
ire .of. baitcasters o r  raises the ,fish? How will you ensure the l l l l~  O l [~]] ] [ l l l [~ [ : ~ ]  i ~"  
hackles of  dedicated perpetuation of the sport? Ask ~l l~i~l l~l~. ~ < , ~ ~ '  
flyfishermen more:  than the the followers of worms and , , - , .m~mvr .  . || ~ ' ; :~] / I  ~ 
question o f  whether ~roe, eggs. I asked myself these ques- by Rob Brown ' 1.1 i 
s~p,  worms or living' insects dons and offer this in rebuttal. " =- - "  ~ : ~  
should be outlawed on '  our A few :years ago I started a 
cerned, . make it available: to:everyone 
A, good point,, says the. op- from the  bar  fisherman i who:, 
position, but chinook aren't he ~ leaves his rod unatter/ded ~othe:  
streams.. ' flyfishing :club at the school ; 
We all learned to fish:soaking : where I teach, Thanks to the : : 
worms or indulging in some 
form of baltfishing, argue the 
advocates of bait use. Sure we 
did; concede the proponents of 
spoons~ spinners, drift lures and 
flies, but most of Us shot spar- 
rows with B.B. guns, jailed 
frogs in jars, and at one time or: 
another o~"erlimited on under- 
sized fish to satisfy the primal 
urge to provide with which all 
boys seem to have been born. 
But, like short pants and yo- 
yos, say the anti-bait forces, we 
grow out of such things. 
.... only:: fish that  like to  dine on•  seasoned .triggerm~ ::~wh0:sets~ • 
roe. Ki~m~,t searun trout lore : theh0ok a,t ~e. siightestlquiver, 
• I I  m making something o f  a ton i -  of the float.: :i :i :! i . i  :/ ,,,: 
" "~- -  eback in the last two seasons,,< Aild so,'ozih,g6es:/0ne si¢ie 
• '~ and cutthroat rout :are par-"  ;accuses the 0the/ofehtisml and 
, :: ...... ticUlarly~mlfierabletoeggs~~ :i thebtliersuggests~.theuse6fba it 
steelhead before going over his the~ Stand the inevitable a t -  is unsportmg." ~ ,"~i:. ' ' ~/  ,generosity of a local tackle 
store, I was able to obtain some 
workable ffty dollar fiyfishing 
outfits for those pupils unable 
to borrow one from Uncle Bob 
or whose fathers didn't have 
one gatliering dust in the base- 
ment. ~ 
During lunch periods we tied 
flies and when the weather im- 
proved we took our rods to the 
soccer feld. When the desire is 
present children learn with 
amazing speed. After six ses- 
sions my entire troop of nine-to 
thirteen-year olds could cast 
enough line to fool a gullible 
trout, and a couple o f  them 
looked as capable, as manyof  
the adult flyfishermen I see 
onstream. , 
Wearing the sunglasses I in- ~ 
sisted on for eye protection, wb 
assaulted the upper Lakeise 
River for our  graduation 
ceremonies. Everyone of those 
aspiring Lee Wulffs caught a 
fish of some description, and' 
the most proficient caster 
hip boots: All the fish were cidentalmortality?'. : i i "  ': ' Great. : . '~ :  ; !::~ii~i~:i :': ' 
caught on barbless hooks, all , Accidental.  mortality" is. Let the 'debate continue lag  
were carefully --, well fairly another sticking point in'. the long as 'it doesn't ake:much 
carefully - -  released, ~ and ba i t  debate with the pro side": needed time 'and:, energy from 
nobod~ complained, The yen- : asserting that skillful devotees the great issues threatening the 
ture was a resounding success.-, o f  bait Cause no greater un- •sport--thin~s like commercial :
caught three trout and a dark .beneficial to the biology of the 
: But what of hatchery rivers? wanted mortality ' than the 
In a put-and-take, fishery like fishers of artificials: But, says 
that" in. the Kitimat, why not,  .the i other side, over, the long 
open the river to chinook and ,.haul, the best baitfisher will 
increase sportfishing opportuni, ..catch more fish than the best  
ty? After all, harvesting hat-, lure or fly man, so even if the 
chery salmon is certainly ratio of accidental kill is equal, 
the baltfisher will inadvertently, 
PORTS NE 
overfishing and habitat destrUc: 
tion. : As long  as .it,' doesn't 
poison friendships and cause 
dissention among the sportsmen 
who. now, more than ever; need 
cohesion." : : i 
As long as it doesn't become 
acan of worms. : 
'JEFF NAGEL 638-7283 TERRACE STANDARD 
League 
starts 
TERRACE --  More than 100 
players are signed up for men's 
soccer action this year. 
Terrace Men's Soccer League 
president Joe Duben said six 
teams were formed for the 
league kickoff last week• There 
are four teams of 16 players and 
two of 20. ' 
The teams are: Skeena Hotel, 
Terrace Inn, North Coast Road 
Maintenance, Western 
Seaboard, NTC, and Sinjur 
Masonry Brickmen. 
The first two games last Tues- 
day night saw Terrace Inn 
defeat NTC by a 3-1 score, 
while North Coast Road 
Maintenance edged Sinjur 
Masonry Brickmen 5-4. 
All games are being played 
Tuesdays and Thursdays a t  7 
p.m., Duben said. The games 
take place at Caledonia Sr. See. 
and Thornhill Primary fields 
Tuesday nights, and at Skecna 
Jr. Sec. and Thornhill on 
Thursday nights. 
Play 
ball! 
Contributed 
Terrace Minor Baseball open- 
ed its regular season on Mon- 
day, May 7th. Five- and six- 
year-old teams are playing 
T-ball at Cassie Hall fields 
Mondays, Wednesdays and 
Fridays. Rookie division teams 
(7-9) are playing the same nights 
at Elks Park along with the 
lO-to 12-year-old Bambinos. 
Junior Babe Ruth teams 
(13-15) are playing on the full 
regulation size baseball fields. 
Other divisions include the 
16-18-year-o!d Senior Babe 
Ruth, and a new addition --  the 
Junior Men's division (19-22). 
Last Monday saw Junior 
Babe Ruth teams Spee Dee 
Printers edging Kinsmen by an 
8-2 score. Ryan Watson was the 
winning pitcher, throwing for 
one hit, with two unearned 
runs. He was relieved by Kevin 
Clarke and Mark Neeve, who 
between them allowed only two 
hits the rest of the game. Art 
Soares pitched the complete 
game for the Kinsmen, Playing 
well to hold the team to eight 
hits. 
Neeve led the Spee Dec 
Printers tealp in hitting with a 
single, a double' anda  home 
run. While the Kinsmen bats 
were- not o~vorking in ,this frst 
game of the'seas0n, some great 
Making contact 
KRRRAAAACCCCKKI!! It was artillery practiceas usual for the SKB Wreckers on Friday night, as 
the host team shelled Bill's Plumbing and Heating.by a 22- 2 score in the first game of the annual 
SKB Icebreaker men's slo-pitch softball tournament. Complete tourney results next week. 
Gym plans proceed 
TERRACE --  The Terrace Peaks Gymnastics 
Club says it hopes to start construction of its own 
building in Thornhill this year. 
Peaks representative Erika Neves aid last week 
the club has been given assurances it will soon 
receive its lottery grant for one third o f  the 
$120,000 project. 
Meanwhile, the Peaks are Celebrating the nam- 
ing of a new headc0ach for the club. 
Pat McRoberts" from Grande Prairie, Alta. 
- -  is joining the Peaks ~ coaching staff July 1. 
McRoberts has been coaching ymnastics for the 
past 13 years;and for the past seven has been 
head coach for the Grande Prairie Gymnics. 
,, But with $39,000 collected, and $40,000 from As head coach, he was in charge of their entire 
the grant, the Peaks have another $40,000 to raise operation~ and totally rebuilt he club's programs 
ihis summer. Neves said the: club hopes to raise from recreati0hal tocompetitive. He wrote a pre- 
the money through membership fees, selling school gymnasticSmanual to operate their club 
bricks, donations, and if necessary a loan. pre-school" pro~unl and, ~ built the competitive 
"We don't want to start borrowing money program ffomScratCh. Their teams are now com- 
though," she said. "We're hopilig to get some peting Yeliowknife and Inuvik.in the north to 
Northmen 
ride Camels 
TERRACE - -  The gods of 
rugby were kind in Smithers. 
The Terrace Northmen rugby 
team was there May 6 to patch 
up their egos after a season- 
opener loss to Prince Rupert he 
week before. With a little luck 
on  their side, they saddled the 
Smithers Camels to ride to  a 
14-0 victory and even their 
record at 1-1. wards. 
.'But the: Camels pressed the :~: ~!The:., Sn~hers o f fence . . :~  
Northmen hard several times -~.*;:" which .• thre~]ened often :i~i~:the' 
a credit to their offensive line, ' first half ~ was"sfiut d0w~ in: i 
which played strongly despite the :secgrid, as the Northmen 
into the game when Terrace's 
Ernie Dusdal outscrambled the 
Smithers defence tO grab a 
bouncing ball in the Camels 
zone. The unconverted try gave 
Terrace a 4-0 lead which they 
added to later in the half when 
Doug, Wilson: crossed the try 
line after a well-executed of fen-  
sive play by the Terrace for- 
missing two key players. 
Smithers had a number of of- 
fensive drives into Terrace ter- 
ritory, but they failed to 
capitalize and put it in the end 
zone. 
Scoring opened afew minutes 
forced them into defensive play. : 
Wilson, the North Coast  
Rugby Union's scoring leader, 
scored another try in the second 
half. This time Willie McCleary 
successfully converted it for the  
14-0 final sco~e. : .  ~,~: : 
defensive plays were made~ to donations of equipment and labour from local Florida inthe:SbUth ~ all theway to the national 
hold Speedee,s hot bats tO eight businesses." ' ~ • 
championships 
runs. r i The.buildlng isto be bullt as an addition to the P ,  .-!'~>~r~isa'the:arelookin f rw " 
Game two in Junior Babe Thornhill Community Centre. lt is to be a greatly eaKsorgan~./ Y y .. g ara 
saw S Dee scaled down veto are  ce • to a successful new season unaer McRoberts Ruth action pee :~ - 'on of the ! g ntr originally ni "~ce ~ ~*~ ' . . . . .  
Printers and All Seasons clash planned. : , , : . ,  g a • ~i,:i~;~,  : '  ' 
last Wednesday at Kerr/Rotary ,All we're going to do is put: upthree w~S; a One of  his ' :~  0ffici~'idutle s will be to take 
park. Spee Dee was able to stave roof, and a door," she explained.,':flt's ju t sup- :'charge of a ;~cs  Summer camp the Peaks 
off the All Seasons offence and posed to be a shell." : , ,  :::: : ~! have plann~j, iTh'e:idub has booke Skeena Jr ,  
hang on for a 4-2 victory., i She noted the lottery grant is to be given out Secondary hich is to run from July 16 through to 
Winning pitcher was Bryan only in stages. Neves aid the final working draw- August I0. Children three-years,oldand up may 
Fick, who didn'L allow a hit the • ings are~0~W being completed,:and the clul~ hopes register, for one ~ ~w~k iofl,.m0re, ano registration ' 
first three ifinings, The leadlwas~ to ~lit ithe~:i~nstruction out,to tender Within two forms can be p ick~ i~p.ati:Alfl Seasons Sporting r 
protected-'.l~y-.some fine!:relief ~- months;! .~i'~!!~i~,i  .: Goods,/~:i!pr~8!,ifrom'i!the..cemP- is togo ',~ 
pitching by Stacee Bennett and . Thedub plans to be v . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  towards con~ct iO n '0f the Club's new gym- 
Mark Neeve, i i ~ . , i  if not flnlshed it, this : • nasium, ~ ! / ' i  " i  i 
Heartfelt exercise 
JUMPING ROPE is good for the heart, as demonstrated by Luke Bevan and Lora Gogag at Thor- 
nhill Elementary School. Students there and at other city schools are skipping in groups't O raise 
money for the B.C. Heart Foundation. 
SCORE 
May 10 
Western Seaboard 2, 
Skeena Hotel 2 
Terrace Inn l,. 
North CoastRoad 1 
Terrace Men's Soccer Terrace Men's Soccer League Standings: 
League Scores: 
Team GPW L T GF GAP 
May 8 
North Coast Road Maintenance5, North Coast Road 2 ! 0 1 6 5 3 
Sinjur Masoners4 Terrace Inn 2 1 0 1 4 2 3 
Terrace Inn3, NTC l Western Seaboard 1 0 0 1 2 2 1 
SkeenaHotel 1 0 0 1 2 2 1 
SinjurMasoners ! 0 1 0 4 5 0 
NTC " ' . l 0 1 0 1 3 0 
' -  Drop off your league's Scoreboard scores and standings at 
i the Terrace Standard office on Lazelle Ave, or phone them in 
• . ...." to 6384283. 
i i 
giving 
.. thatover 1,000,000 I t ~ , ~ ~  .,,3~..¢~. y..\4 ,,~=~ ..~ Z '~  .... ~ 
Canadians have diabetes? HOLIDAY HOUSE FEATURES A 7 NIGHT CRUISE FROM NEW YORK TO 
Formorelnformation, BERMUDA FROM 8969 per person 
contactyourlocalBranchoftheCanadian board the Royal Carflbean Cruise Une: 2full days at sea; 4 days In 
Dlat~tesAssoctationortheNalionalOffice, Hamilton, Bermuda; pre and post cruise options• 
?88ond Street, Toronto, Onlado MSB 2J8, 
. . . . . . .  *~W 
. . .  * ' k* 'k  
MONTREAL UNIVERSITY HAS SUMMER ROOMS FOR JUST 822 FOR 
STUDENTS OR $30 FOR HOH-STUOEHTS: 
Call (514) 398.6367 
* -k . -k  
BUDGET CAR RENTALS CAN SAVE A FULL 69% 
on non.discounted, published room rates at more than 100 fine hotels 
, across Canada. 
• ': . * ***  
CANADIAN HOUDAYS - MIX AND MATCH HAWAIYOUR WAY! 
: The choice is yours, its all up to you, '.'Mix and Match" the holiday of 
your dreams, Your preferred hotel, selection of islands, any 
combination' and enjoy Hawaii your Way - from $069 per person plus 
taxes - Summer 1990,, 
A" * A',k 
SAN I)160 -71 NEED A VACA'nOIf 
Seven nlohts at the Mission Valley J~t $529 pei' person from 
-.- Vancouver. 
• • * 'k ' **  
:.. elSOUOJOlW '~A uamtuv 
CATCH THE SPIRIT AT 
63S'6181 
Derby   
prizes 
awarded 
Contributed ' 
The Terrace Inn has. an' 1 
nounced the prize winners in i ts  
first annual fishing derby, 
The largest chinook of the 
derby was a 62-pounder caught 
in the women's division by Ter- 
race resident Frieda Dams. She 
won a fly rod, reel and extra 
spool valued at $200. 
In the men's division, the 
largest chinook weighed ~ at 59 
lbs and was taken by Robert 
Crowley, of Terrace. He won a 
fish smoker and salmon net 
valued at $200. 
Terrace's Jeff Gillanders reel- 
ed in a 57 lb. chinook to win a 
fishing vest and net (valued at 
$100) m the children S category. 
The hidden weight prize of 
$500 cash in the chinook 
category went to Bert Haasjes i 
of Terrace. 
The largest echo taken - -  16 
lbs - -  earned A. Thelitz of Ter- 
race a tackle box and tackle 
valued at $200. The largest 
steelhead weighed in at 10.5 lbs 
and was taken by Hugli 
Christoph, of Switzerland. He 
won a steelhead rod and reel 
valued at $200. 
I~  Sp.lrl.tof i 
g vmg i 
. . . .  . i Te~ceS~n?rd, Wednesday;May 16 ,19g0; - i~BS i  ". 
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' "vVl;HES TO ANNOUNCE 
~: '  :'ITHE OPENING OF HISOFROE " :  ':: "i:: ;(' ~ ? 
i "Fo~ :"rile PRACTICE" OF GENERAL DEI~TISTRY ': !::: ;  i~i ' " :i::ii;; ;li :. 
l [ 
' :,:: 4610 LAZELLE AVE. 8UffE 101- . , ;  :,::,~-~,~: ....
' "' ,':.~ .,: ~ ":: TERRACE, B.C,': ~i'~t::: 
MONDAY' FRIDAY : :: " 
8:30 A•M. '  5 :00  P•M' :i 
• |~oo•  ,' 
. . . , . , ;  
TERRACE ' 
! 
. . . .  ' /  
• , ' . , : / . "  . ;= , . i  ~ 
...to assess the needs of new padems and progress ofcurrent p~ents. The:: ', 
personal care, professional service and state-of-~e-art t~o!ogy.~ : ; 
provided by Ford Laboratories n Vancouver, is now available inyour ' : 
community. No need tO travel south. Please contact your ~.: : 
d 
:~::? :r 4 
.7 : I 
, ~ I  I 
i 
i l  
CORRECTION. 
The Pure)< •bathroom tissue 
on page 8, week of May 13 
to 19, . in .  the Ovenvaitea 
Ryer should read: 8 roll 
package for $3.38, not 12 
roll pkg. Overwaitea 
apologizes for. any inconve- 
nlenoe,:this~may, have caus- 
ed. " ...... ::': ';~:~ ' . 
FOi?D laboratories 
Taking the initiative inProstherics & Orthotics Technology 
106-11400 Bridgeport R0ad :~ 
Richm6nd, B.~. V6~lT2 ,~ -': 
(604) 270-1121 
BACK-UP 
CARRIERS 
NEEDED 
NOW] 
Are you looking for ways to 
earn a little extra cash? 
We are now looking to fill 
routes throughout our 
distribution area.' 
When you deliver the 
TERRACE SATNDARD there 
is no collecting just 
straight delivery! 
If you are interested in joining 
the delivery team please fill 
out the form below and return 
it to our office. 
I,D LIKE TO BE A TERRACESTANDARD CARRIER 
I 
NAME: 
" .¢  
ADDRESS: 
PHONE:' '. , AGE: 
-: ~:: , : , '  PLEASE DROP,OFE, OR 8END TO: ,,, ~ 
,~ : TERRACE STANDAR D AttnlTERRY MILLER 
.... , , ;  4047 U~.ELLE AVE:, ~TER~CE, B.C. VOG 158 
~.~-~ql-k-l-~'.,tt~.~,II,~,~4~J~ . . . .  ~ - ~ , . , 4 - ~ . ~ v ~ , ~  q~-4-~- ,~,~ ~-*t~- , t - ,4"*~.~-~- i ,q .  4-,, v , 
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EAL ESTAT 
i' SALESMAN OF 
" THE MONTH 
CHRISTEL GODLINSKI 
The management ofTERRACE REALTY 
LTD. - ROVAL LEPAGE ABN recognizes. 
:CHRISTEL GODLINSKI aG the outsta.pdlng 
salesman for the month of APRIL. We. 
value her excellent performance "~l~l 
service to the public In the field of Real 
Estate. " :. ,': - ' 
. C.hdstel's determination and motivation' 
have awarded her "SALESMAN OF THE 
MONTH". 
CONGRATULATIONS1 
• TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
U BER 
~ ~ ~  L 
638-0371 
• .~; -~. • .:. ~.~ ~; i  "~ 
, .  : : ,' ' . :" : :~(~; '!:.L',:.~:~" "i"';~. 
tl 
Turning off a paved road, 
only minutes from town, you 
have country living at its 
best. 
This 1800x2 sq. ft., 6 
bedroom, log home is ideally 
situated in a beautiful treed 
setting, on l0  acres of land. 
An adjoining 33.12 acres is 
also available. This would be 
an ideal location for a small 
farm, guest ranch or a home 
for an active family. 
Through the large enclosed 
porchway you enter into a 
sensational livingroom, with 
hardwood floors, massive 
river rock f i rep lace ,  
greenhouse windows and 
vaulted ceilings. 
The kitchen is truly a 
country kitchen. The dining 
area overlooks your back 
yard with a view of  trees and 
mountain tops. A cooks 
dream with ample cupboards 
and counter tops. 
Overlooking the kitchen is 
a loft area with a small room 
off to ~ the side. A perfect 
location for office or sewing 
room. 
3 bedrooms are on 'the 
main floor, the master 
bedroom features a 3 piece 
ensuite. The main bathroom 
is a 5 piece bath with double 
sinks. 
The full basement, with all 
kinds of room for develop- 
ment, presently has 3 
bedrooms, 3 pce. bath, 
workshop/laundry area, cold 
storage and space for a 
sauna. The. heat is electric 
with a Valley comfort wood 
furnace. • ~ i .... 
For the horse lover; there 
are some out-buildings and 
corrals. This home is listed at 
$148,000 with Joyce Findlay 
(exclusive) at Realty World. 
For appointment to view 
please call at home 635-2697 
or at office 638-0268. 
LOANS 
LOANS 
LOANS 
4609 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1S3 
Telephone (004) 836-2828 
F ix  (004) 038-3004 
REVENUE...ANO A RIVER 
i ,i95s'q: "ft. charmer includes a 2 
~rm. suite In the full basement': 
Separate meters, entrances, and 
driveways. Attached garage. A .41 
acre lot. Nat. Gas heat and hot 
water. New shingles. Listed at 
$77,500. MLS. 
STYLISH MEDITERRANE,'IN 
Spacious family home in ideal Ioca. 
t]on on Skngland Avenue. 3 plus 2 
bdrms., 2Vii baths family room off 
kitchen plus rec room 'down. 
Donble.sided livlngroom fireplace, 
recent carpeting and re.decorating 
are added features to enjoy. 
$99,50fl MLS. 
MEMBER 
LEPAGE - -  / @  ' 
Associate Broker Network 
• TERRACE REALTY LTD, 
4635 Lazelle Avenue 
McCONNELL AND LOOKING 
MARVELOUS 
2 storey, quality home only 7 years 
old. 2"x6'.' construcUon, 4 Ixlrms. 
upstairs and.4 downstairs, oak kit- 
chen, 21/= baths~' fireplace, spacious 
rec room. 3,044 sq. ft. on. both 
ievels. Double garage, paved 
ddveway and attractive landscap- 
ing. All together a lovely home in a 
first class neighborhood. Asking 
$146,500 EXCLUSIVE. 
DON'T BE DECBVED 
3 bedroom, Natural Gas heat, 1,386 
sq. ft., non-basement home with a 
detached 16x32 wired garage. Near 
schools and downtown. Great 
potential with some T.L.C. Asking 
only $51,900. MLS. 
638-0371 
4600 BLOCK STRAUME 
Spacious 1,250 sq. ft. home on 
concrete dngwall. Natural gas heat, 
3 bdrms., small detached shop, 
paved driveway, rear lane access 
and located In the center of the 
Horseshoe. Listed at $53,500. 
MLS. 
WORK IN YOUR YARD 
Build a shop on the property and still 
have good .living In this 3 Ixl~. 
bungalow. Nat. Gas heat, over 
1,300 sq. ft. of living area, garage, 
landscaped yard and outside 
storage shed. Asking $81,000. 
Bert Ljungh 
635-8754 
8PRJNG SPE~L~U 
Hurry and catch this feature packed 
home in time to take advantage of 
the patios, borbeque gazebo and 
strawberry boxes this summer, 3 
txlrm, rancher wilh built-in kitchen 
appliances, sunken livingroom and 
detached garage - MUST be seen. 
$72,900 EXCLUSIVE. 
1,O1,,1 ~, I[. IIOR1U II1 a ve[y qUlO[ 
area of South Terrace. 3 bdrms, up 
with a,2 Ixfrm. suite in basement. 
Natural gas heat and hot water. 
Do~,b]e paved driveway. Asking 
$84,900. EXCLUSIVE. 
,ND£r  EN~ENT L V ~WNE~ AN ~ ~pP~v~p 
' ~ ~ ~ 'r ~ ~ ~: ;:;~! ! HAVE YOUR OREAM 
HOBBY FARM 
A beautiful location, bounded b'y the 
Skeena River to the east, and a 
spectacular mountain view to the 
west; 1 SO acres, Highway 16 esat 
near Cedarvale. Approx. 40 acres 
cleared, 2 houses needing some 
finishing. , ,. 
VIEW1 ., , MOVE IN AND ENJOyi . 
1,110 sq. ft. and fully finished up 
anddownstairs. Very well nlaintaln. 
ed home With many attractive 
features: Bdck fireplace, oak floor in 
dining room, 4. bdrms., good base- 
ment development and Nat. Gas 
heat. Asking $91,500. MLS. 
WAKEN TO BiRD SONG 
Very spacious home on over 6 
acres. Finished up and downstairs 
with a total of 5 IxIrms, 2t/~ baths, 
2 fireplaces and large rec room. Gn- 
ly minutes from town in Woodland 
Park. Asking $123,000. MLS Call 
for more details. 
Horst GodlinskJ Rusty Ljungh Sylvia Gdffln 
65s.8397 §35.57R4 .638.0404 
Joe Barbo~ 
635-0804 
STEP INTO UNE.., 
to view this cathedral entrance 
home. Centrally located in the 
HorseshOe area. 1,172 sq. 11.,6 
IxIrms., full basemen( with suite, 2 
baths, and garage. All' on a 
76'x132' lot. Askin0 $82,500, 
MLS. 
Ralph Gedllnskl 
BSS-4980 
Coast to Coast Real Estate Services 
Chdstel Gndllnski 
§30.B3D7 
~ o] land. 5400 ~. it. of building with ovelheed 
COUNTRY PRIZE crane, security system, and many features 
larden space lends charm to this winner• which makes it ndaplablo to varies business 
Restored, on 1,5 acres. Fireplace glow. gas ' '4 ventures. Great Iscatl~ for asking price el 
heat, countp/ kitchen. 3 BRIt full baths, ~:  . . . . .  $289,500 MLS erenda Edckson 638.172l. 
workshop. Immediate move.in. 569,90e, . CUSTOM HOME MOUNTNN LIVAtiil.iTY 
(900091) Call Joyce Findlay EXC 635,2697 Cozy "haarth adds to this knock.out. 2 storey. SKI nESORT POTENTIAL 154 acres with highway" frontage Just waihng Bflght Thmnhill 2 storey 5 bedroom that does it 
all, Great family area, GaS heat, carpeting, patio. 
• Formal Ulrdng room, eatth kitchen, 4 eRI1 full Ior ski cabin development. Close to Shames La~e lot with large gluden area. New gas fur. 
• bath & 1 half bath, main,level laundry, finished Mountain, Only $65,000, CaJl for details today nace, "$41,500' Go~don Hamilton 635.9537 
,12 acre building lot ou cwner o' Merklay &, ~basment, circular drive. "$96,500" (89014) 635.2697 MLS (87133) Joyee Findlay (900a26) 
Johnson Roads. Lot is partially cleared. Only JOYCE FINDLAY 635.2697 EXC 
$9,e00, Call Gordon ML5 (900U42) 635.2697. . 
ECONOMICAL SMALLER HOME . VIEW.SITE SENSATION 
Special touches hllkbd with soclat~e charm. 
Bungalow, Gas heal, madnfevel luandry, Clubaroa executive custOm. 2 storey on 2.24 
workshop, fencing, winterized. 3 MR/1.4 pc. acres, only one owner, m~nlaln visws. Formal 
baths. PLUS 'Near schods. Priced So RIohn dinlnGroum't°Yar'den'walk'incl°seis'country 
Priced at $58,500. (9U0054) grands Eriokson known, circular ddve. *$124,500" (9U0089) 
638.t721. LakelssReaRy638.0268. Verne Ferguson e35.33u9, Lakelse Realty 
• e38.026s 
PRIME HORSESIIOE LOCATION I ~ 
l f~ t~S 5 ~ ,  immaculately maintained 
home. Presently bsml. rented fm $305 a month 
Could be opened up to make one home. 
U~lairs, 3 ~m, wlw catpebng and laundff , 
rooms. Fully fenced and landscaped, Must be 
v~wed to he,~,eclated Reedy to move r~ht veme Ferguson 
f~ see.Gee. Jack~ tor more dnisils. E, 636"3389 
b c~lve (000002)" • [ . 
AGAR SIREET | ' THOr~L I~ILE 
3b~roomfuilycarp4ted.homewrihfollbass. I 12xBe mohUe set Up in Pthe Park. 2 bddroorns, 
lent on EOx400 lot, Two 4 pce bathmocns, natural gas heat with Fisher wood stove for 
natural gas heat and hot water..~nola garage, hack.up. Kitchen r~ga, fr~o and wood stove 
Fruit trees and greenhouse in back yard, Ex. rncl~ledtntbdpriceol$12,SOO.MLSt900090] 
larior thm hethO upgraded, tddoe a stovelnclud, non 
ed in price of $64,500 MLS (900065) Run 
I /  
Brenda Erickson Run Redden Jackle C()lilor 
638.1721 638-1916 83§-2677 
DREAMS COME TRUE 
Now reduced. We have your dream hcxne. Only 
one year old in Terrace's nicest subdivision It 
comes with 5 bedrooms, 4 bathlacrns, family 
room. rec room, 2 fireplaces, d~Jble paved 
driveway, double garage with automatic e~ener, 
intercom and security system. Dtnln O room and 
oak kitchen have paho doors to laroe real deck, 
Quality is the key word fronl ~ skylights to 
frencJl doors. Make a move up, Call ~enda 
638,1721; MLS (900001) $149,995 
Treed vacant Iol oa Cottonwood Crescent and 
zbacktho n Laurel Street, Thornhill*s prime sub. 
division. All •services avaRlble~ Great 
nelghbourhood for yor Ismily. Garlnow MLS 
(900094) Jackle Cohiw 635.2677 
Seezcl~ng for the pedect heme?? And hodlng 
it's not out there??O ConskJer this: you pick the 
plan and stile; you choose the decor & ¢olo~ 
schemes; lind situate d in the best po~e 
Iouaoon for present enjoyment and future return 
m Inveethlent. Obilding lots in the Hofseshee 
area - OnJopo, Crescent with ed sendc~J 
underorou~, Gall' now MLS Jackle" Collier 
(90023) Reduced to $24,900 each. 
"Gordon Hamilton Joyce Flndlay 
635.9537 : . 635.2697 
~ ~ . , ~ , i  ~" 
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When you oolta' have it, We'll dldlY]l: Ht ii 
"Our expediting eervlce wifl 8ave your compen) 
CHIMO DELIVERY 638-8530 i 
i 
3846 De Jono  Crescent  : 
May 24, 1990-  6- 9 p.m,il i;,: Ji 
Rusty Ljunoh in a t tend~oi~ i l  ~ MEMBER 
- TERRACE REALTYLTD.  
4635 Lazel le Avenue;:i ~::i 
A, ssoc!a.teB!okerNe ork 638-0371 
I . 
I 
~TTSC 
UPPER FLOOR AREA=I~,62  ="  
• . home .. ~his design is loaded 
with a multitude of features. A beautiful front 
::~rch welcomes arrfulng guests and leads 
i thern into a spacious skylit foyer. 
~.; ~ ill!l I 
I ' -  "" r-n "'~,I - i 
I I 
~ ~o,,~,.-~ no I~ - .  .... ~ ,,.,~:,,-,. I 
i 'i ~¸ /• ' ¸  " •: 
House Plans Available Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Munroe, Terrace, B.C. 
635-6273 
i ii I~:! " 
EXCEPTIONALLY WELL 
DEVELOPED 
Property features a beautifugy 
linished home with a seperately 
i~oused 16'x32' swimming pool on a 
1.25 acre, landscaped and fenced. 
Situated in Kitwanga. Call for more 
inlormation today. Shaunce 
Kruisselbrink. MLS 
NEED A SHOP? 
Have a look at this 34'x70' beauty 
with 2 14'xl 6' bay doors, 18' ceil- 
ing, cement floor and 3 phase wiring 
on a'one acre parcel in Kitwanga. 
Listed at $75,000, Call Sbaunce Ior 
more Information. MLS -~ 
PRIME HOME 
A super home in a super location. 
Th[s home must be seen to be ap. 
preciated. 3 bedrooms, sunken liv- 
ing room, dining area, kitchen with 
eating area, finished rec room and 
many more great features. A must 
to see. Call today:. Shaunce 
Krulsselbdnk. ~102,000. MLS 
SECLUDED HOME 
• An in town home with plenty of 
privacy in a quiet area of town, 
Features vaulted ceilings, 4 
bedrooms, finished basement, 2 
baths, Large sundeck. Nicely finish. 
ed up. A must to see. Carl Shaunce 
• today. $97,500. MLS 
A GREAT FAMILY HOME 
In reasonable price range provides 
over 1200 sq. ft. Three bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, family room, spacious 
and open design kitchen and liv- 
ingroom, Outside provides private 
back yard with covered patio, 
12'x12'-shop, carport, paved 
ddveway. Located close to schools 
and hospital, asking $54,580. Call 
Laude for more info. 
SPACIOUS BUNGALOW 
Located on qutet street is this 1344 Get 
sq. ft. bungalow offedng spacious 
country-style kitchen, livinoreom 
! with wondstove, three bedrooms 
plus childrep's playroom. Large 
75'x200' lot. Just the home for so- 
meone starting out. Priced at 
$57,900. MLS 
~Y"A 'ND CONVENIENCE 
( - Can~ba yourg='.with this spacious 
THORNHILL DUPLEX HORSESHOE LOCATION family home located on 174'x132' 
Here is your chance to own your $1300 sq. it. -NIG Heat treed lot in the Horseshoe. This uni- 
own home and have someone else -4 bedrooms -Double carport que home. and property has $9,~ 
help pay the mortgage for you, or -3/4 basement -Paved ddveway everything Ior your family's comfort 
perhaps you are just interested in an Asking $104,000 MLS and pleasure. Living room with 
investment. Each side rents fo r -  hardwood floors and fireplace. 
$558/month. Located in Phase I' of RURAL LOCATION Modem kitchen with built.in ap. 
Thornheights ubdivision. Call Hans -1876 sq. It. -Vinyl siding pllances. Four bedrooms. 2V= baths. 
for more information or your per- -3 bedrooms -2.07 acres Plus a hot tqb room. Make your ap. 
sonal appointment to view. .Elee/Wood heat .Double carport polntment oday to view this home 
$84,900. MLS Asking $84,900 MLS ~ pdced at $119,500 MLS 
50's BUNGALOW 
.1534 sq. ft. .4 bedrooms 
• 75'x225' lot -1 fireplace 
. -1 woodstove . . . .  
• Asking $59,00() MLS .. 
,STAN PARKER. 
6354031 
/ i  
JIM DUFFY 
635-6688 
LAURIE FORBES 
636.6382 
GORDON OLSON 
638-1945 
MOVING MUST SELL 
Vendor is moving shortly and would 
like this property SOLD before he 
goes. This very well maintained 2 
bedroom trailer has a 10'x38' addi- 
tion with 3rd bedroom. Natural gas 
heat. Fddge & stove included. Set 
up on 80'x120' lot. Vendor will con- 
sider rental purchase: Asking only 
$22,900. CaO teda. MLS 
RESIDENTIAL LOT - 
LABELLE AVE. 
an early start on your new, 
home. This site has basement ai~l ~ 
sub-tioor already constructed. Plans 
for Select Home executive home in. 
cleded. Call for more details. MLS 
BEAUTIFULLY LANDSCAPED 
And private Vz acre located on the 
bench on quiet dead en d street. 
Completely landscaped and lonced. 
The cheery 1100 sq. ft. home pro- 
vides' many appealing features. Im- 
macutatoly kept inside and out. 
Reduced $94,900. Call Laurie.MLS 
This side by side two storey unit 
provides approx. 1400 sq. ft. of liv- 
ing space in each unit. Only 9 years 
old and in top notch condition. 3 
bedrooms & 1% bathrooms. 
Located In quiet area of town. Ask- 
~ing $89,000. Call Laurie 
FOR THE FIRST TIME BUYER t 
weft maintained 3 bedroom base- ; 
ment home located in the Kelth. 
Estates. This home offers lots of 
charm and character. Natural gas 
heat. Garage. Large fenced yard l 
with fruit trees. A mdst see for the I first home buyer. Asking $58,900. MLS 
GREAT FOR SIZE & PRICE 
Over 1400 sq. It. plus lull basement 
home. 4 bedrooms, 4 appliances, 2 1 
eating areas 20'x30' shop pdvate 
setting. Very well maintained inside 
and out. Asking $61,500. Call 
Laurie. 
 G.T HOUSTm  
ff you are tired of paying rent and 
need a location with excellent ex- 
posure, check out this opportunity. 
'Ideal comer lot 100'x163'~ with 
1314 Sq~ It. building and a full base- 
ment. Lots of potential: Call Gordie 
Olson for your appointment to view. 
Priced at $89,500. MLS 
IDEAL LOCATION 
Attractive 4 bedroom home only 
walking distance from downtown. 
Offers high open ceilings with cen- 
tral fireplace, large rec room and- 
natural Gas heat. Great family home; i 
For lurther information call Gordle I 
Olson. Reduced to $99,000. MLS , 
... . . ~,,~,~ ~.:~ 
HANS STACH SHAUNCE KRUISSELBRINK 
63§.5730 ~ 635-5382 
) 
"i 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
E](ECUTIVE HOME'-ON'DER 
CONSTRUCTION 
Special Features: 
• 4 levels .Jacuzzi tub 
• Walk.in closet .Dining room 
• Family room .Double garage 
• Covered deck Mounlaln view 
, Call Edka Pelletier 
THORNHEIGHTS ~ 
NEIGHBORHOOD 
'5 bedroom home, with room to 
spare, Yard is landscaped and teoo. 
:ed Ca Er ka for detslls. MLS ' , 
2 BUILDING LOTS ' :  
Located In the ,Horseshoe '~ with R2 
zoolng. Each lot is 61x146, Comer 
el' S¢ott and Kalum Streets, Call 
Edka for more Intormaton MLS i" 
I • 
Over 1300 sq ft 5 brm home on 
III. Split level with many outstanding 108x122 lot in pdme Horseshoe 
features. Asking $93,500. Call location. N,G., enclosed sunreom, 
John Evans at 638-8882. r ec room, 4.po& 3-pc bath, Must be 
. seentCall Curdle Sheddan for an 
COMPACT. I~E appt. $94,900. EXCL. 
In the qorsesho~.wlfli[ml~Y !argo 10 ACRES IN TOWN 
home~aJ~l~] J~ l i~ep lace  , Over 18 acres of Ipvel land on North 
car l l~ . .~p.p l~ l~ ln ing  area, Thmn,',s. Terrific location close to 
' Natu'~¢~mffeat and close to school & college, Could be subdivki- 
scho~Z'~;58,588. Call John Evans. ed Into 2 5-acre parcels, Asking 
EXCL ': $99,900. MLS  .Contact Gordle 
, Shertdah for detalls~ 
• . . .~  ~ , ,  
CLOSE TO TOWN 
$27,900 buys you 3 bedroomsl "2 
baths, plus basement In this Ter. sizes, some'with over.200 ft. depth, 
race condo, Large living area and. Sheridan for Copy o f  
9xl4 master bedroom, Call ,John e..last remalnlng~ 
Evans for further details; MLS .... . 
| i i | 
PRUDEN&CURRIE 119761 LTD, 
,i , John Curde 
~ i ,836-9606 
" ~ck EVans 
61~106!  
IN THE HORSESHOE 
5 brm well maintained home dose 
to schools and downtown. Natural 
gas heat, full bsmt, paved driveway 
and separate shop. Asking 
$79,900. Call Mike. MLS 
GOOD STARTER HOME 
on half acre lot in Kelth Estates. 
Three bedroom non bsmt, home 
with separate garage/shop and cold 
room. Asking $52,500. Call Mike. 
EXCLUSIVE 
DOUBLE SIZED LOT 
and lane access to the detached 
garage is Great for extra parking 
space. Finished up and down, 
natural gas heat. This charming in- 
town home Is pdced at only 
$64,500. Call Joy. 
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY 
Spaolous split level home with large 
coonby kitchen. A Great place to. 
raise a family on large lot. Only 10 
:.minutes ddve from town, Large 
MOUNTAIN VISTA LOTS [ J& MUSI: TO SEE !, "] 8araoe is a g~pat plus. $69.500. 
renovated 24x56 mobile | .Call Joy. FOUr Mountsln Vista Nicely 
from $16,080 to$19,OOO,I°tsrangingvedous i home with concrete basement. New I UP AND DOwn DUPLEX 
roof and siding in 1986, four brms, 
Contact Gordle I hoi :: natural gas heat and a 392 sq. it. i located c ose to tim hospital. Good L~ [ revenoei lnvestment at only 
map. Some of:th  .h )9 covered deck, Asking $61,900~ Call ' j  . $69 580. Call Joy to view.. 
' lots MLS ~. : . : '  ' . . . . . .  Mike, MLS ' ~: :. 
1! 
, I 
gave i i:~ ' ~John ~vans 
18141111~i-~: ~!:~:~ ~:~*" 638-868| 
JOy I)o, ver 
oae-?070 
G~le Sheridan 
035470~ 
HORSESHOE 
RENTAL INCOME Over 1,800 sq. ft. of family living 
consisting of numerous rental suites area in this 5 brm home which was 
and 17-pad mobile home park plus i renovated and enlarged 5 years 
large owner's suite. All this situated ago. Two full baths plus ensuite. 
on approx. 8.5 acre in town. For Large 90x122 lot. Paved drive & 
mum info, call Dave at 635.6142. vinyl siding. An attractive well 
EXCLUSIVE. cared for home at $89,900. Call 
pi;k Evans. .,, , MOTEL BUSINESS 
• aswell as gas & diesel pumps con-' QUALITY RURAL ACREAGE 
venience store and largo owners 9*/z acres of level land, beautifully" 
home. Showing a good return with iandscaped with a custom built 
room for expansion. Situated on 3,580 sq. ft, l th  storey home. 
2188 acres; For more details, call Spacious throughout with many 
Dave. MLS : . deluxe features: Call Dick Evans. 
/ iDEAL FOR THE HOBBY Listed at ~169,900. MLS 
~:'!, ~-~ FARMER 10.5% ASSUMABLE 
• 3 acres Of cleared land bordering on MORTGAGE 
2 streets. Small barn and Irg storage Make an appt to view this 4 brm full 
~area. 3 Iron mobile with Expando. bsmt home in the Horseshoe. Re. 
Ideal property, for. the horse' en. cent renovations to the In|odor. An 
thuslast. Asking $65 800. Call i attractive home with on attractive 
Dave NOW. MLS mortgage. Asking $84,900. 
I . . . .  I I " II l lLIIJ _ 
4650 LAKELSE AVE. •635-61 12 
. ,~  .~  ~,,~ : ~ .~,~ ~,~ : 
B 
: .... ~ :~Btka Pelletler like Richardson', 
' : ,  i la0 .411S . , Bss, seo o ;  !: i ..... 
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CALL 
638-SAVE] 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When s atot holiday falls on a 
Seturdsy, Sunday or Monday, the deadline le Thursday at 
5 p.m. for oil display and cla$slned ede. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE,, TERRACE, B,C, VSG 166 
All classified and ciassUlad display ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
visa or Msstercord. When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master- 
cord number ready. 
20 winds (first insorUon) $3.45 pl~ 5 n for addiUonal words. "(Additional Insertions) 
$2.30 plus 48 for additional wends. $6,95 for 6 weeks (not exceeding 20 words, non- 
commercial) 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIOMS! 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24. Notices 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
4, Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
5, For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 2,7. Announcements 
6, Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
7, For Rent Misc. 18. Travel 29. I~ Memoriam 
8. Cars for Sale 19, Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
9, Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
LO. Aircraft 21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
1. Recreational 22. Careers 33. Business Services 
Vehicles' 23. Work Wanted 
I ~  Tames 
The Terrace Standard reserves the rlgM to cte~y ads 
under zp~rop~to beings and to set rates ewefora and to 
detnrm~ paoe IouaUon, 
The Terrace Standard msm~es ~e right to ram,  edit, 
classify or reJucr any advonton'4nt and to reinln any answers 
diructOd to the News BOx Reply Servia, ~ to raptly 61o 
cu~to~r the sum paid f~ I h e ~ t  and I~x nm~. 
Box replies on "Hdd" InstncUan~ not Idcked up wlth~ 1 0 
days of expW of an adverILsamant w~ be destroyed uNe¢1 
maJ,n~ ~nsinx:nous are received. Those =~wno 8ox 
Nurnbe~ are requ~stod not to sord orl~ll~ls Of docucloofs to 
avoid k~s. 
All of,~s of errors in ofvortise~enis must be recblved by 
the pub4iofler wnbln 30 days after ffi4 first pubBcatl00. 
It Is agreed by the advef~ re . t in  0 space that the 
ILabUity Of the Terrace Standaxd in ~ event of hn~re to 
publish an advor t~t  or in the event of an error i~peark'Q 
in the ~vertisement as published shall be limned to the 
amounl ~ by the adverUser to( only one iuconect inn .  
for the po~lJon of the advernslr~ space oCCUlted by 01e incur. 
rant o~ omtnof hem o~dy, and that here stroll be no I~lblUly In ' .  
any event Greater than the amount p~d for such adverUsbg. 
1. Real Estate 
IDEAL THREE BEDROOM HOME. Quiet 
neighbourhood. Close to hospital and schools. 
Gas heat, garage, new carpet, renovated 
bathroom. $54,900. Cati 635-6991 6p51 
LET'S MAKE A DEALt Need a house in 
Horseshoe area. Will consider up to $80,000. 
Thinking of sellin9 soon? 635-5478 6p51 
3 BEDROOM HOME IN HORSESHOE. N/G heat, 
swimming pool, 2 baths. $96,500. Call 
1-637-5443 6p51 
MOBILE HOME PARK. Good location in out- 
skirts of Terrace. For more information call 
1.637-5443,$160,000 6p51 
3 BEDROOMS, 1 BATH. Full basement, in the 
bench area. $82,500. Also 4.6 acres en 
5200 Block Halliwell. $52,0001 Call 
635.37.28 6p51 
FURNISHED CONDO FOR SALE. New siding 
utility shed, easy walking distance to town. 
Asking $46,000. Call 638-1993 after 5 p.m. 
6p51 
COMMERCIAL LOTS FOR SALE in Terrace. 
4930 - 4942 Grelg Avenue. Call 635.4050. 
6p52 
FOUR BEDROOM 1V~ bathroom, single house. 
Many extras. $55,000 firm. Interested parties 
only, Phone 635-4083 6pl 
REVENUE HOME DUPLEX. One three bedroom 
with 2 baths and shop/storage area. One two 
bedroom with full I~lth. 635-4200 anytime. 
6pl 
HOUSE FOR SALE on a large lot. Plenty of 
privacy in a clean, quiet neiohbourhood. 3
plus bedrooms, 1Vz baths. 1955 sq. It. living 
space. Beautiful rock fireplace, Garage, 
storage shed and lovely garden area, Nat. gas 
heat. Located in Copper Estates area, Marion 
Dr. Very unique and extremely cozy. Private 
sale. 635:9497 4pl 
FORSALE 
Excellent revenue. Rental 
housing complex includes a 
mix of 1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
housing, plus trailer pads on 
2 acres in Thornhill. 
$225,000. Phone: 
635-4453 
I 
• OPEN HOUSE 
Saturday, May 19, 
1990 
from 10 a.m. to Noon at 
2710 Kenney Street 
Attended by Dave Reynolds 
of NRS Pruden & Curde 
(1976) Ltd. :i 
'89 SUNDANCE 
4 door, automat, A/C. 8Ix to 
choose from. 
=11,995 
1. Real Estate 
62.6 x'132 LOT ON CITY WATER on Cramer 
Street. Paved, dead.end road. Quiet-location. 
Must sell at reduced pdce. 635.7456 6pl 
HORSESHOE BUNGALOW, 1040 sq, ft. DoubTe 
attached garage, finished basement, l~/z 
baths. New carpet and paint. $92,500, 4725 
Tuck Avenue. 638-1481 6pl 
IF YOU WANT PRIVACY THIS IS if! Located 
within 4 km of town. 18.78 acres of forest 
park, 1388 sq. ft., 5 bdrms, 2Vz baths, 20'x 
36' storage/garage, southern exposure patio, 
electri¢lwood heat, drilled well. $119,000. 
1.692.3758 Bums Lake 4pl 
LOG HOME IN FALKLAND, B.C. 3 bedroom, full 
basement, 1120 sq. It., 4 years old. Ideal for 
home business, $25,000 down, will finance 
remaining at 10 per cent. 379.2360 4pl 
BUILDING LOTS FOR SALE in Thornheiohts 
Phase 3 Subdivision. $17,950 or best offer, 
phone 635.2148, get yours before the GST. 
6pl 
141 ACRES -- LAKE. =h FENCED. Some cross 
fencings. Approx. 80 acres in hay a.ed 
pasture. $30,000 Call 996-8379 4p2 
IN'HORSESHOE, 4 BEDROOMS, vaulted liv- 
ingroom and dining room. Eating area in kit- 
chert, electric heat and wood heater. Finished 
up and down. Assumable mortgage at 11%%. 
$87,000. Call 635-9446 between 4-6 p.m. or 
after 9 p.m. 3p2 
BEAUTIFUL 3 BEDROOM HOUSE for sale. 2,3 
acres on bench, approx. 2300 sq. ft., 2 
bathrooms, five appliances, foyer entrance, 
sunroom, gas fireplace, approx. 800 sq. ft. of 
sundeck and patio decks with hot tub. Asking 
$112,500,638-1331 after 7 p.m. 4p2 
TOWNHOUSE FOR SALE, New siding, all major 
household appliances (7) included. Assumable 
mortgage. 3 bedroom, 1% hath, $38,900. 
Call 638-1993 after 5 p,m. 6p3 
LOG HOME, 1820 sq. ft. on 230 acres;lO0 in 
production, 3 bedroom, lt/z baths, wood- 
electric heat. Ddtled well, shop, greenhouse, 
root cellar, Attractive setting just 15 miles 
west of Vanderhonf on Hwy. 16, $112,000. 
To view call 1-567.2623. 4p3 
,FOR SALE BY OWNER. Large 5 bedroom homo 
on 8.2 productive acres, seven miles north of 
Vanderhonf. Four horse barn, ~o :large 
storage shed, and a wood shed. Price for rapid 
sale. Phone 1-916-652-OO86. 4p3 
LOT 65x120 water and sewer, paved, Asking 
$16,900. Reduced to $14,500. Must sell! 
Near hospital, school, quiet area. Call 
635-3986. : . 6p3 
BRAND NEW HOUSE FOR SALE, 3 bedrooms 
plus one. Close to downtown, N.G. heat,. 
$116,000, Owner will finance mortgage, 
$50,000 down, $1,000 per month at 12%, 
635-2676. 2p3 
GREAT STARTER HOME. Gas and electric 
heat. Completely renovated. See to ap- 
preciate, 1942 Bobslen Crescent, $55,000. 
Leave message 635.5009. 2p4 
ONE ACRE LOT on Crescent Drive In'Thornhill,. 
paved road, Thornhlll water available, ex- 
cellent home site, quality housing in the area. 
Pdce $24,500. Phone Bert Ljungh, Ten-ace 
Really Ltd. 638.0371 or 635.57.54, lc4 
14x52 FT, - 1980 Monarch Trailer to be 
moved from present location, 2 bedrms., oil 
heat. $14,500, Contact Bert Ljungh Terrace 
Really Ltd, 638.0371 or 635.5754, lc4 
i i 
OPEN HOUSE 
ExBcutlve home has many 
special features. Dr, opagz~nd for 
a vJs,eti'  
2714 T reet 
M l.O 
from .1~'a.m. to Noon. 
Sponsored by Joy Dover - -  
Pruden & Curri,~. 
II 
'06 NiSSAN 200SX 
Loaded, 
: ' ' EB JCED TO 
'10,995 
 TI. O N AD 
P" BUY  SELL v 'RENT P 'TRADE 
1. Real Estate 
$88,900 - Two year old house ior sale b~, 
owner In Thomhelghts, Phase III, 3 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, oak kitchen cabinets, built.in 
dishwasher, large sundeck off diqing area, 
natural gas heat and hot water, lot backing on- 
tO parkland. Good assumabl • modgage with 2 
years remaining. Must sell, price reduced. To 
view call 635.2929 or 635.7618 or drive to 
2120 Cypress Street. lp4 
FOR SALE BY OWNER - Immaculate 2 storey 
home on the bench, 1630 sq, It. plus full 
basement. Features include: 4 bedrooms, 2 
battironms plus ensuite, roomy kitchen with 
large eating area, oak cabinets, dishwasher 
and 9arburator.~Llvlngroorn with fireplace, ad- 
~olnlng formal dining room. Large family room 
with wood stove, sundeck, carped; natural 
gas heat, BeauOf~lly andscaped lot (70x120) 
with fenced pdvate back yard abutting Tar- 
race Mountain. Possession date August 17 
Phone 638.6466 for viewing appointment. 
3p4 
FOR SALE - 3 bdnn house in hospital area, 
woodstove, paved driveway, four appliances. 
For more information. Phone 624-2891 even. 
ings. Asking $49,000. 6p3 
FOR SALE BY OWNER. 12 acre parcel on 
Dover Road. 5 minutes north of Terrace. Treed 
lot on high ground. Access on three sides. 
asking $24,000, 635-4600. 4p3 
1=/4 ACRE VIEW LOT located on Spring Creek 
Drive. Lot no. 10. For inquiries call 638.1414. 
2p3 
EXCELLENT BUILDING LOT in No. 1 residential 
area In town. Located in Caledonia'Subdivi- 
sion. Large lot (78x124), approx., $27,900, 
635.2280 or 561.94.32. 6p4 
i 
'o0 FORD 3/4 TON 
4X4 
6 cyl,, manual Vansmisslon. 
ONLY 
 14,995 
4. Wanted to Rent 
PROFESSIONAL COUPLE with one child wan. 
ling to rent beach front cottage on Lakelse. 
Lake for the summer months, Call 
1-624.6371. 6p4 
MANAGER OF TERRACE Chrysler bodyshop 
requres 3-4 bedroom house or mobile home to 
rent by July 1. Please call 635.4837. 6p4 
WANTED TO RENT. Shift mother, slbden! 
daughter require quiet private 2-3 bedroom II,).. 
ing quarters. Also possible barter helping hand 
for Block Parent presence. Phone 635-6449. 
2p4 
'81 TOYOTA CORONA 
4 door, aiqomatlc. Only 80,000 kin. 
'3,995 
2. Mobile Homes 
12 X 68 TRAILER. Fririge, stove, washer 
/dryer and dishwasher. Phone635.3428 6p51 
1974 ELMONTE MOBILE HOME. Suodeck 8'x 
20' addition, natural gas heat, 5 appliances, 
storage shed. In town, close to schools 
$1"4,500,635.797.1 8p51 
TO SETTLE AN ESTATE: 1975 three bedroom 
trailer. Unfurnished, $13,000. Fully furnished 
$14,000. Curtains N/G heat and water. No. 
77.3616Larch. 635-2679 .:~: -6p51. 
12 x 64 MOBILE HOME, Two bedroomi natural 
gas heat, woedstove, joey shack, washer, 
dwer, lddge, stove. $13,500. 635.6464. 
1970 PARKWO00 12x68, Gas furnace, new 
carpets, 4 appliances. Will pay transporting 
costs to Terrace. Asking $12,000, O.B.O. Call 
632-2674. 6p3 
VISA 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J.D. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft. house boat 
• lifetime aluminum -has everything & trailer 
• $19500. 82 lade 2~door auto - good cond. 
$1500. 14 ft. Tri-hull'speed boat. 50 horse 
mepk, trailer $2800. Clean Okanagan Camper 
• hyd. jacks, $2000. New Kubnda rite plant & 
"battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Gran!sld. Ph. 697.2474.' 19fin 
i 
I 
i 
• - / 
i I 
GET FIT, 9.. Trucks for Sale 
F IND OUT HOW AT 1909 FORD .1:250 4 X 4 "XLT LARIAT. All UP. 
Oocs. Brahma canopy, woeden bo)~ liner, 2 
MiltYRIver Books sets tire chains, 13,000 kin. $21,500 
4606':Lakelse Ave., Terrace 1.633-2542evenings 6p51. 
1982 DATSUN 4 x 4 pickup, King Cab, 5 
speed, canopy, sunroof, 1;owner, all season 
6, Wanted Misc, r~iats sound mechanical condition. Asking 
• $4,900,635.9477 , 6p52 
WANTED TO .TRADE. Tired of playing the 1987 DAKOTA AUTOMATIC with box liner, 
same old games? Trade them in. Video games . canopy like new condition. 31,000 km stilJ 
play power, Box 120, •RR2, Site 14, Williams under warranty. $9,800 firm. Phone 
Lake, B.C. V2G 2P2 6p51 635.2669 6p52 
WANTED ANTLERS OF ANY KIND, in good 1991 .WESTERN STAR DUMP TRUCK with 
condition. Will pay by the pound. '849-5260 hock up for pup. $30,000, Phone 1.567.4192 
6p2 ? 4pl 
WANTED METAL STOCK RACKS• FOR GMC 1987 JEEP CHEROKEE, excellent condition, 
lung box, 1-698-7627 4p2 4x4, 5 speed OD trans. 42,000 miles. 
$16,500 Q00. Phone 635.3136. 6p3 
1986 TOYOTA 4 runner, SR5. Excellent con. 
'08  TOYOTA CAVALIER d,lon, low mileage. Asking $14,500. Phone 
Z24 635-6535, 6p4 
25,000 Pan. 5 slxl, W6 and much more. FOR SALE 1979 FORD 3/4 T. picl~up. Engine 2 995 rebuilt, 6 cyl, std transmission, $1,600. 1 Phone 635.6161 between 8 a.m. and 4:30 
p.m. Monday through Friday. 2p4 
FOR SALE 1979 FORD 314 T pickup. New 
tires, engine and front end re'built. 6 cyl, std, 
transmission. $2,000. Phone 635.6161 bet. 
wean 8 a.m.- 4:30 p.m. Monday thru Friday. 
1967 CHEV PICKUP 283, 4 Speed possltrack. 
Call 842-5664. 6p4 
1986 CHEV 4x4, 305, Auto, new tires, runn.. 
in9 boards, dual exhaust, tilt steering, pulse 
8. Cars for Sale wipers, etc. E.C., $11,500. Leave message, 
635-3771. . 6p4 1986 SUBARU. FRONT WHEEL Drive, tilt, 
cruise, AMIFM cassette, int. wipers, hallogen 
headlights, rear window defrost. Cleani '87  TOYOTA XTRACAB 
75,000 kms. $9,000. Carl 638.0654 even- 
ings. ~n 4X4 
18 HP ARIENS GARDEN TRACTOR. 1981 BUICK SKYLARK, 4 door, auto, new Diesel pick up, three to choose from. 
Hydrostatic drive, mower deck,'dozer blade, 2 paint, 61,000 kin, reliable transportation. AT ONLY 
OBo.wheei cart' tire chains and spare tira" $3;2'5 $3 '300"c "635"9353635-3258 • e o,,, ° ' "  $12 995 
MOBILE VEHCILE MOUNTED 2 way -VHF 1-~ ~ G-o'~.condition, low mile-'~ge, 
P/S, P/B, two spare tires with rims, asking 
radios. $60 each. 637.5702 6p52 $2,500. Phone 638-0190 6p52 
SET PIONEER CAR/TRUCK SPEAKERS. 3 way, SICK OF GAS PRICES? You can double your 
lOOw per channel. Brand new. $150. Call gas mileage for under $50. For more iniorma- 
Janet 638.7238 days. 521fn tlOno call 1-694.3522 between 9a.m.. 7 p.m. 
4 x 8 UTILITY TRAILER $500. Job boxes clw 4pl 
ladder ack for pick-up $400. To view 4931 1984 NISSAN MAXIMA 4 dr., 6 cyl., auto, 
Lazelre. Cal1638-1726 after 5 p.m. 6pl exc. condition. Too many options to list. 
COMPUTER 366SX-16Mhz, 40 meg HD dual $9,500. 1977 Porsche 924 $12,000. '90 FORD 314 TON 
drives, VGA 16 bit; $2,500 comes with soft- • 635.3557 6pl 4X4 EL 
ware (approx. $1,000 value) on hard dflvo. 1985 DAYTONA, red, low mileage. Excellent 6 cyl., manual transmission. 
Plus Citizen 24 pin colour GSX140 printer; condiUon. Extras, Asking $8,700. Call Only 4,000 kin. 
$600. Phone 635-2230.. 6pl 635.3565 after 5 p.m. 6pl SALE PRCED AT 
FOOD CATERING BOX' All stainless teel' col" 19674 DOOR PONTIAC 6'000" excellent con .  619995 
fee dispenser, warming compartment. Will fit. dition. Great family car. $8,900. O.B.O. 
% or 1 ton. Very good condition. $1,200 635-9193 anytime. 6pl IJl 
Phone1-567.2823 4p2 1979 DODGE VANVB. PS, PB. Captain and 
3 'ALC' STEEL STORAGE BUILDINGS. Nay/ bucket seats, panelled, carpeted. 44,500 
• ~ never'erected: ~40 x 30 was $9,000, sell for original lady driven kilometers. E,C. $4,900 
$5,600. 40 x 60 worth $15,000 ,~w after 4 p.m. 638.8408 6p2 
$8,600, '40x12() worth $25,000 , . "  
$15,000. Heavy snow loads, Canadian price. 1976 TRB, 2 door hardtop, new tires, Alpine 
30.3-757-3107 4p? stereo, CD's. Good condition, $9,000, 
638.8849. 6p2 11. Recreational 
PASTEL MINK STOLE, $350. O.B.O., red fok 
t,¢ket, size 6, $590. O.B.O., lavender white• 1986 CHRYSLER LANCER, automatic, 4D Vehicles 
mink Jacket, Size 10.12, $595: 0.8.0, demi Sporty Sedan, 32,000 miles. Exc. condition, LUXURY MOTORHOME FOR RENT. Travel in 
1982, 14x70 Pacifica, vinyl skirtedl 5 ap- 
pliances. Vendor will carry financing. 
638.0800 or 638.1182. 6p4 
$700 firm. NEW (14k gold) wedding ring set, 
3. For Rent paid $1485.00 Asking $1050. O,B.O,, 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featudng 638.8589. 4p2 
1150-1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 1 TERRACE TO VANCOUVER return airline 
private yard, carport and satellite T.V. ticket for a female passenger, open date, 
Houston. Phone 845-3161. 311fn .: $200. Also 1978 Dodge Colt auto, in GRC, 
$500. 1 Westinghouse sell clean oven $1 GO, 
FOR RENT OR LEASE - Office space a t  Cai1632-2633 after 5 p.m. 3p2 
ground level, 1968 square feet. Localed at 
4639 Lazehe Ave. Ph. 635-2643 or FOR QUICK SALE - Muskrat Jacket, Squirrel 
1-656-0365. 6p3 Jacket, Rabbit Jacket, Hudson Seal with mink 
collar, F.L. Black Persian Lamb, white Racoon 
750 sq. ft. rental space. Suited fBr small Coat,$200each, size10.12,638.8589 6p2 
business or office. Next to AGK in Thornhill. 
Reasonable rent, 635-3535, 6p4 - CHESTERFIELD AND 6 CHAIRS. Asking $400, 
DOWNTOWN SPA'E -or I . . .  Phone638.1335 9am .Bp.mor635.7047 
u ~- ease. Lucareo ~,wt-ru 6 Is- m ' ' ' " 6p2 
upstairs on 4600 Block -- Lakelse. Good for r ' ' " ' 
office space or storage. Call 635.7939 or Ter- ONE 307 Chev. Recently rebuilt, $600. Call 
race Really (Crystal) 638.0371. 6p4  635-2789. 2p3. 
buff mink, size 12, full length, $850. O.B.O. $7,700, 635-7842, 6p4 
638-8589. 4p2 1986CHEVY SCOOTER. In GOOd running order. 
1 GOLD RING (14k gold) set with 27 gamets, New paint. Asking $4,500, OBO. Call 
635-2789. 2p3 
SMALL HOUSE. Old Remo Rd. Aoreage. 
Suitable for garden. Adult oriented. 2p~ 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
' CONNER OF KALON & SEOTT 
CLO6E TO TOWN AND 8CHOOL8 
FOR RENT 1 bedroom furnished unit In Thor- CUSTOM MADE KING SIZED waterbed with 
ahiti. Phone 635-4453. ~ 2p4 bookshelf he'adboard, $225 080. Ladies 
~ 'EDR~~t 'or  re'~. (N"N~'-w R'e'~mo) medium FITZWRIT dry Suit, $400 E,C. harvest 
for  1 gentleman. Vehicle a must. Call gold G.E. self cleaning range, $200 OBO. Call 
638.0025. i. lp4 :  638-0139. ' 3p3 
"ONE" LAZER CANOPY With slide windows ,for 
short box, small pickup $350. Men's western 
saddle, rawhide tree, full doo[n O with bddle, 
breast collar, pad, $450. 845-2417, 4p3 
FOR SALE LOVESEAT, rocking chair, stereo, 
TV, kitchen table, beds, and other misc. 
household items, 635.5198. Phone alter 3 
p.m. or drop by at 4712 Straume Ave. base. 
; ment. , 6p3 
1 room $380, 2 room $450 & 3 room 
$520. Fddge, stove, heat and hot water 
iocleded. Carpet throeghout. Laundry 
faciOUes, Storage space, References re. 
qulred for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments. 
PHONE OFFICE 835-5224 
If available 
1984 PONTIAC FIERO 2M4. Very good condi- 
tion, great summer oar. New clutch, battery, 
tune up, wheel alignment, $5,500 080. Call 
632-6357. 6p3 
FOR SALE 1987 VW Jetta GL Power steering, 
sunroof, 37,000 km. Asking $11,000. Call 
635-3434. . . . . .  6p3 
1966 BUICK SKYLARK convertible in mint 
cond. w/new ma9s. Serious Inquiries only. 
$4700, 635.3567, 6p4 
1967 CADILLAC DEVILLE convertible in GRC, 
$6,700. 635-3567. 6p4 
1988 T-BIRD turbo coupe, Like new. No 
winter miles. Call 842-5664, .6p4 
1980 OLDS STATION wagon: All options, 
$3,500. Call 635-4796. , - 6 p 4  
1985 PONI;IAC 6000 station wagon. 8 
passenger, cruise control, 63,000.km. Very 
OOnd condition. 635.3382 evenings. 6p4 
1981 CADILLAC SEVILLE Bur0und~/colour. 
Loaded, excellent cond. call 635.9084. ~ 
. . . .  . . . .  • . 204 
1986 CHEV SPRINT. Extra clean, 2 door, hat- ! 
• chback, 5 speed, AM/FM, $4,900. OBO, 
635-5576 after 5 p,m. 6p4 
.1980 OLDS OMEGA 2 door, auto, PS/PB, 
radio, good condition, $2,000. Call 635.9245. 
6p4 
1982 OLDS FERENZA SPORT COUPE; new ". 
1,25"x5'x10' slate pool table, many extras, paint; radiator; front brakes and:mufflers; 
nnedsto beseen tube appreciated. A steal at rebuilt crank & bearings with recondlUoned " 
~1,250. 0OO.638-1227, .6p4 head; • sunroof; hatchback, Asking $3,950. 
BLUE & WHITE 12 speed Kuwahara (Olympia) Phone Houston 845.2683 or 845.7059, 41)4 
Bike with suntour LX.3040 components, last 
years model, Sefal HPx4 pump & toe clips, 
Reg. $525, Asking $290,635.4529. lp4 
• '89 CHRYSLER :i 
L HoadedE TWw oY?RKERram. 
621 995 g 
4. Wanted to Rent 
WANTEO 3 BEDROOM HOUSE for responsible 
family. Excellent references from present 
landlord. Phone 635-3624 6p52 
W- - '~O~EDROOM HOUS~ 
responsible family of four. Terrase'aiea ASAP 
$750 mth. range, 635.4875 alter 4:30 p.m. 
WANTED HOUSE to rent et Lakelse.L 
thesummer'months. Call 635.7613~ ' 
WANTED TO RENT 3 bedroom house 
race for.family ol~. ASAP Call after 
638~8469. ":i~'i :~:~ ~"  "~'~ 
1 
"87 VOYAGER / 
Automaon, 6Upa.ew er e49,000 
I '12,595 
'89 VOLKSWAGON JETTA 
4 door, NC. Only 25,000 kin. 
FREED TO SELl. AT 
$15,995 
1957 CHEV BELAIRE. Body and chrome. No 
parts sold separately. Asking $3,000, 
635.6559. lp4 
ONE 307 CHEV recenUy rebuilt, $600. One 
2.8 1987 Ford VB, $800. Call 635.2789. 
FOR SALE - 1983 MAZDA RX7 GX. One 
owner. Low mileage. Maya gold. 5-speed" sun 
roof, leather seats, cruise control,: stereo, and 
more. Asking $12,000, Will consider 
reasonable offers, Call Don or Robin. at 
635-2964 evenings or Weekends. 4p4 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1987 HIGH TOP VANAMARA FORD. Only 
40,OO0 km, with extended warranty to 
105,000 k,m, Fully loaded with all extras, 
Must be seen to be appreciated. $25,000, 
Will take smaller car (1985 & up) In trade. 
1.692-7628 days 1.698.7450 eves. 4p2. 
1981 JEEP WAGONEER LTD, 4 x 4 fully load., 
ed. Tragor lowing pa¢ka0e. No rust, 65,000 
miles. 847,2301 ~ 4p2 
1978 FORD 150 4 x 4,'iooed shape 
mechanically, some rust, gocd tires.: 300 4 
speed. $1,9501-698.7389, : 4p2 
1988 CHEV. EXTENDED CAB, 4x40 1/2 ton 
and' 8 It. Skipper camper; c/W frMge, stove 
and furnace, sleeps 4 $18,900, 842.5584. 
" o ' : ' d' r ~ " ~2 
1980 CHEV 3/4 TON, 5§,000 miles, Great 
runner, $2,700 080,  1988': F360 4x4 
crewoab, 35,000 kin; 351: EFI auto, Ix~ner, 
wananty 110,700.0B0,'636.9121, : : " :~3 
comfort, shower, oven, furnace, HIC Water, 
sleeps six. Reserve now. Daily, weekly, men- 
thly. 638-1468 12p50 
1977 GMC 26' CLASS A MOTORHOME. 
$17,500. Call 635-3673 6p51 
9Vz FT. VANGUARD CAMPER. Hydraulic 
jacks, has everything, sleeps 6, excellent 
coodition. $5,500 lirm. Call 635.7859 6p52 
MOTORHOME 1985 CLASS A PACE ARROW. 
27 ft., fully loaded, top condition, 60,000 kin, 
454 char. engine. $43,000 635-2697 6pl 
1986 TRAVELAIRE 5th WHEEL. 28 It long. 
Used only once. Asking $22,000 Call 
635-5717 or after 6 p.m. 635.7017. Used on: 
ly once. 6p2 
1986 left 80NAIR TRAVEL TRAILER. Very 
easy towing. Like new condition. Comes with 
hitch. $8,000 OBO. 1.698.7327 4p2 
1975 GMC VANGUARD, 21 11. class C 
molorhsme, 47,000 miles, well malnialned, 
asking $10,500, 638.1331 alter 7 p.m, 6p2 
1979 20 it, fully sell contalded T trailer. Kit 
Compapion, 12' awning sleeps six. $6,000, 
635.3318. 2p3 
1973 21 ft. TRAVEL TRAILER, New hot water 
tank, lO01b propane tank plus 2 201bs tanks. 
Good condition, $4,500. Call 635.6790. 6p2 
WANTED A. 12' to 14' travel bailer. Phone 
632-3797. 6p2 
CAMPER FOR SAMLL pickup: Ridge, stove 
and furnace. Excellent condition, also 
fibreglass canopy for. smaU pickup In good 
• condition, 1.695-6696. ,: 4p3 
OKANAGAN CAMPER. Fits import pickup, 
stove, icebox, and furnace. Sleeps 2 adults 
and 2 chOdren $1,900,692:3276 eves, 4p3 
1979 DIPLOMAT 20" HOLIDAY TRAILER, 
sleeps 6, full bath. Hot water, 3~way fddpe, ' 
stove/oven, "13/antennae. Full awning, spare 
tire. Good coodiUon, 698.7381.. 4p3 
1978 21 ft. FRONTIER MOTORHOME. Rear 
bunk bed mndeL'Comes with awning on GMC 
chassis, 350 engine. Air co~lition. Asking 
$12,500,632.7722 Or 832-5936. 2p3 
1978 VANGUARD22 ft, Excellent condigon, 
$9 000. Call 635:2"189. 2p3 
1974 TRIPLE E class A motorhome, 41,000 
mllas, $10,500. Phone 635.2997 6p4 
FOR SALE 1985 4 wheel YFM ATV with 4 It. 
snow blade, 4 new tires and chafes, Asldng 
$2,000 080. Call 635.4552; 6p4 
1978 ,FRONTIER 23 IL motorhome, has bunk 
beds. Its on a Dedoe chassis, awning, good 
cond., $17,500, 40,O00'mlles. Call 
849.5435. .... ~ ' ;  r 8p4 i 
1978 KENWoRTH WOO0 tn~k and 1987 
i ~edeXibl.iW, te bailer, Beth one owner, Good 
condition.: Must be seen; to be appreciated. 
Phone 1-699-6480. ~ . . . . .  :4p4 
1976 Oodge 23' Mofmtlome, 440 V8, cruise, 
stereo, rOof:oh, awning, microwave, full beth. 
newly :renovated, ~ Trailer hitch. Phone 
1.690.7436. Fort Ffuer, . . .4p4 
1974 -, 19'/sit,- KUSTOM KOACH; tandem ax-. 
ic ~ ~ sk,m ~x: wy0ond co~. 
tlon. CaN Honston 845~2082 after 4:30, 4p4 
21, PARK AVE. TRAVEL Trailer, Folly s~ 
cont~a~0.mps~,~x, o.c, 835.2~1, 
/ ' . •  
638-SAVE 
21. Help Wanted 
NORTHERN MOTOR INN - We are looking for 
mature career minded Individuals who want to 
he a part of .a growing team that takes great 
pride In their work. Experience Is pre,ferred but 
will !train the right individual who has a 
positive attitude and a desire to learn. We'of. 
far ~cornpetiUve ~ wages and an exce lent. 
benefit package. We are now taking applica. " 
tlons fo r  the following positions: 
walter/waitress, atore clerks, bartenders, bar 
walter/waitresses, cooks/prep, cooks, 
chambermaids, desk clerks, No telephone in. 
quldes pleasel 14cl 
WANTED DENTALASS STANT'(part time or 
lull.6me). Are you an enthuslastic,'expedenc. 
ed dental assistant with a caring manner? Are 
21. Help wanted 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY - Nurse" for a 
office.scheduling and field sup'ervlsory posi- 
tion with agency that delivers services to 
seniors, handicapped and recuperating people 
in their homes. Hours range from 20 to 
40/week to start, Some flaxlbtiily with job. 
Starting date; June 1, 1990: For more Infor. 
mation contacl: Betty Stewart Program DIroc. 
/or, Home Support Servlces1635.5135, 2c3 
PERMANENT PART TIME OPPORTUNITY 
IDEAL for retiree, homemaker or mature stu- 
dent. Sterlvislon is looking for an outgoing, 
cheerful person to compliment our patient 
television rental service to hospital patients at 
the Mills Memorial Hospital, This position re- 
quires a commitment of 2 to 2V= hrs commen. 
you dependable and organized? If so, please :. cing at 3:30 in the afternoon on Sunday and 
send resume to Box 350, c/o Terrace Stan. Monday. Your availability during the rest of 
dan], 4647 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C, the week for the occasional vacation relief 
VSG 1S8, 3c2 . would be an asset. No experience necessary, 
MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY - Dairy Queen lust the desire and ability lO work on your own 
requires a manager for its Prince Rupert Ioua. 
tion, Expedence helpful but not necessary for 
person willing to train and learn. International 
Dairy, Oueen course mandatory with on.sits 
balnlOgln Surrey olfered. Starting salary 
$30,000 per annum. Potsntiai to own may be 
a possibility for fight person. Medical and den. 
tel plan offered.. Operations are open seven 
days a week with day and night shifts essen- 
tial. Store management will include assistant 
managers. If you are energetic and wish to ac: 
cepta challenge please mail your resume to 
Howatt Enterprises Ltd., 13345.25 Avenue, 
Surrey, B,O. V4A 9G8. Please outline your ex- 
perience and your goals with your resume.4c2 
.TWO FULLY QUALIFIED HAIRDRESSERS re- 
quirod. Duds Coiffures, 4.5 yrs, experience, 
638-1704. Needed immediately, 6p3 
in a caring professional atmosphere. This is a 
rare opportunity to supplement your income 
• and have fun dOing so. Interested parties are" 
asked to send a letter of Interest to: Box 339, 
c/o Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Avg., Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 1S8 or call our regional office 
In Vancouver at 1.467.4101 and leave your 
name and number. 2p3 
QUALIFIED JOURNEYMAN, auto body man or 
.painter. Needed immediately, Wages accor- 
ding to qualifications, BOreS Lake Auto Body, 
1.692.7065 days, 1.692-3966 evenings. 4p4 
WANTED: LIVE-IN HOUSEKEEPER, For more 
information phone 635-5916. 6p51 
WANTED SUMMER SALES AGENTS. Apply at 
Dickie Dee Icecream, The Icecream bicycle 
people, 635.3102 6pl 
Kitlmat Recreation Department presents 
Youth Camping 
Experience 
at Kin Camp, Lakelse Lake 
8- 12 Years 
Join our team of enthusiastic leaders for the first Kltimat Recreation 
Department Residential Camp at Lakelse Lake. We will be using Kin Camp 
with It's dormltorhas, kitchens and other facilities. Activities will Include hik- 
Ing, swimming, orlenteedng, sports, crafts and other activities. A fun camp 
with the opportunity to learn some new skills that will make it possible to en- 
Joy our fantastic outdoor facility. 
We will provide an opportunity for you and your child to MEET THE 
LEAOER8 on THUSDAY, JULY 12TH at RIvedodge, from 7:00 - 8:00 p.m. 
DATES: Monday, July 16 - -  ThursOay evening, July 1 9 
COST: $180.00 If you register by June 22 
$200.00 if you register after June 22 
CAMP 
DIRECTOR: ~Martin ~[ .d~.  Recreation Programmer 
;:', ] ] '~.  ' . . . . .  KiUmat ~a~o,Dgpar t~ent . .  ..... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~. 
• KmMAT RESIDENTS ~:L -  HAVE PRIORITY UNTIL JUNE 4, after that, 
• registration will be open to Northwest residents. 
Further Information available by contacting Rlvedodoo Recreation 
C~ntm st S32-3161 
I'O.N AD 
BUY : SELL RENT  "TRADE 
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m~ 
, i f " " 
l ._: , / l ancer  man be .... ' . . . . .  'i• ri_cW ' . . . . . . . . . . .  "' . . . . .  21. Help;Wanted ' "  * beaten ,~ WANT MORE QUrIOF: LIFE? Ati~e extra 
money can mean a lot of extra living, If you SD~J t  0 :" -  
are willing to work,and loam, phone for ap- -, .- .~'-'.:, 
polntmentto 635-3484;: : lc4 ~ Pleas~ ~ive generously. ~ .... ..~ 
Doris' Coiffures, 638.1704. 2p4 , -: :; ~;;~ i 
MANAGER TRAINEE 
AVCO FINANCIAL SERVICES Is looldng for an outgoing, 
career minded person to fill the posifion of ACCOUNT8 
REPRESENTATIVE and enroll In our 2 year training program 
leading to Branch Management. 
If you are the per8on we choose, we will demand quality and 
excellence ineverything you do. 
Applicants should have Grade 12 minimum, 5 years work ex- 
per ience-  preferably sales and finance related and must be 
transferable.., 
If.you enjoy working in a challenging, results odentecl at- 
moaphare, AVCO may have the opportunity you've been 
waiting for, 
For further Information, or to apply please contact our 
office at 635-2826, between 10 e.m. and 5 p.m. 
  AVCO , , o , . . . , . , ,  
F INANCIAL  SE IRV ICES Terrace, 9.0. 
o,,, ~o~,e ~k~ ~,,,= ~ i~-~ 635-2826 
,, . • . : , ,~ : )} (  
Terrace Child Development Centre ;: :"~ 
requires a ~,._ .~. 
PRESCHOOL TEACHER • , ,  
The applicant should have an E.C.E. certificate, and have'ex-~;. 
pedence teaching preschool age children. The successful 
applicant must have the ability to work with children ,with 
special needs, and be able to work within our multi- 
dlscipflnary team. 
The Centre has a staff of 18, of which 5 are preschool 
teachers. Knowledge of Sign Language an asset. , , 
Please direct resumes to: 
Julia Jacolm, Preschool Supervlsm' 
Terrace Child Development Centre ' • 
2510 ~outh Eby Street • ,.. 
Terrace, B.C. V80 2X3 . 
Resumes will be accepted until Tuesday, May 22nd, 1990;  ~,. 
Salary starts at $10.29 an hour. Position will start August 20 ;  
1990.  , :',, 
The Terrace Child Development Centre is accepting' 
applications from students for the pusHIona of 
SUMMER PLAYGROUND PROGRAM 
CO-ORDINATOR and SUMMER 
PLAYGROUND PROGRAM LEADERS 
These students should have some experience in working 
with preschool age children. The Summer Playground Pro- 
gram is open to children with special needs and their siblings, 
with the emphasis on FUN. 
Please direct resumes to: 
Margot Hayes, Program Director 
Terrace Child Development Centre 
. :2510 South Eby Street 
. ~. " .......... " , Terrbce, B.C. VSG 2X3 
Resumes will be accepted until Tuesday, May 22nd, 1990. 
City of Terrace 
Vacancy 
PLANNING 
L TERRACE J RESEARCHER •:' 
The City of Terrace has Initiated a Sfratnglc Planning process to co-ordinate the ac- 
tivities of the Rnance, Eagtheedng and Planning Departments of the City, In conjnnctlon 
with a new five-year Development Plan. 
Under the direction of the City Planner, the Planning Researcher will undertake 
research for projects related to the deity planning operations, and the sbatagic planning 
process. 
AS part of thiS process, tho Planning Department will review and revise existing 
Velopment Plans and By-laws lie. Official Community Plan, Zoning and Subdivision By. 
, etc./. 
The preferred candidate will have some undergraduate ducation (preferably in Urban 
ta~d~r~), good .rl~sea~. h s~dlls, good wdttsn and oral communication skills, the ability 
m pressnt span~, leatures, and tote~fatl.onships, experience in cartography, 
ng KneWlosge Or personal computers Lorererabty with Word Perfect and Lotus 
1-2-3 software pankag~). 
This is a Contract position with a minimum of four months' work available, with a good 
possibility of being extended to July, 1991. 
Please send your resume, along with salmy expectations, to the undersigned prior to 
May 25, 1990. 
• Personnel Director, 
City of Terrace 
3215 Eby Street, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X8 
Phone: (604) S35-3111 or Fax: (804) 635-4744 
.d 
L':' 
I 
r 
__CAREER S 
FOR ADVERT/SING CALL 638.SAVE 
Persons required with good 
SECRETARIAL/ 
CLERICAU RECEPTION 
skills for temporary and part- 
time assignments. 
Please submit resume to: 
PBS Personnel 
305-4722 Lakelae Ave. 
(TiIllcum Theatre Building) 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1R6 
JOURNEYMAN 
MECHANIC 
Northern B.C.'s largest import dealer is 
looking for a fully qualified Journeyman 
Mechanic, must be responsible and 
reliable. We offer a full benefits package 
and excellent wages. ' 
. Apply in person with resume to: 
• THORNHILL MOTORS 
Hwy 16 East, Terrace, B.C. 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION & HIGHWAYS 
SECRETARY TO REGIONAL MANAGER 
FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION 
Clerk Stenographer 3 
COMPETITION NO. TH9O: 1355 $21,610 - $23,307 
In Terrace, responsible for providing receptionist/secretaded/general support 
services for the Regional Manager and other management/professional staff. 
Receive and process requests for information Process mall. Maintain filing 
system. Compose and type confidential correspondence. Assign, schedule 
and appraise work for suppod staff. Provide odentstionand train new staff. 
Qualifications: Wordprocessing expodence in Wang, IBM or similar. Ability 
to work accurately and efficiently under pressure, pdodze work. Display tact 
and diplomacy end communicate effectively. 
Applications must be received by June 6, 1990 to Regional Personnel Of. 
tlcer, Ministry of Transports/on and Highways, 400 - -  4546 Perk Avenue. 
Terrace, B,C. VSG 1V4. Please quote competition number. 
Wanted qualified 
JOURNEYMAN MECHANIC 
For fire & automotive centre• 
New shop with latest equipment. Full benefit package & at- 
tractive salary. 
Apply in person to manager. For appointment call: 
635-4902 
Kelum Tire & Auto,~'.~ntive Supply 
/ 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 
CO-ORDINATORIADVISOR 
The Houston and Dlstdctof Chamber of Commerce seeks a Business 
Development Co-ordinaterlAdvisor. 
The person we seek will have a strong background in business, as well 
as good interpersonal skills. 
Advising duties include one on one advising to individual business 
enroled inthe program for a minimum 2hours per month. 
The incumbent will: 
-- help implement ideas & techniques received from the seminars. 
- will work with client & Staff to improve cash flow, productivity, 
team work&profts. . . . . . .  
-- will act as sounding board and resource source for clients. 
Co.ordJnator duties will include enrolment, record-keeping program 
monltedng, facilitating detalislfor the Business Development Program. 
This combined position is full time for apedod of 46 weeks. Salary will 
. becommensurate with experience to a maximum of $900.00 per 
week. Interested persons are requested te submit a resume by, May 
' ClU lkmln ,  Bi i I Inois Dov~opml l l t  TISk r.ot¢l 
, ' ; " ~ k lX lH ,  l~ l i l lM ,  B,C; VOJ 1Z0 
. . . .  ' : ...... reliqdmne: 040.7640 ~ Fax: 048.3603 i 
MATERIALS MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM COORDINATOR 
[ EQUITY SILVER MINES, a subsidiary of Placer Dome Inc., is a 9,000 
MTPD min]nglmilling complex located 39 km from the community of 
Houston. Houston has a population of approximately 4,000, is situated 
in the beautiful Bulkley Valley, and offers a large variety of year round 
recreational activities including hunting, fishing, skiing, golfing and 
boating.• 
We are currently seeking a highly motivated individual to join our team 
as the Materials Management System Coordinator. The Incumbent will 
report to the Chief Warehouseman and will be reponsible for the overall 
updating and maintenance of information for the materials manage- 
ment computer system property.wide. Also, the position is responsible 
for ensuring the efficient functioning of the warehouse accounting,,sec. 
tion and will assist from time.to.time with local purchasing. 
The candidate we seek will have 1.2 years of accounting experience 
preferably In the mining industry supplemented by applicable accoun- 
: ting or warehousing courses, In addition, computer experience and s 
valid first.aid certificate would be definite assets. 
The position offers an excellent opportunity for a motivated, aggressive 
individual 'who possesses a posifive attitude and who.wishes to pursue 
a satisfying career. We offer a competitive starting salmy ranging from 
$32,000 to $36,000 per year and a comprehensivs benefit package 
Including a stock purchase plan. 
Inlersted applicants should send a detailed resume to: Pomlmnel Ad. 
mlnlstlatw, EquiP/IHIvor Minis Umiled, P•O. Dex 1460, H~istee, B,C• 
V0J lZ0• ' . • ' 
. .  EQUITY  ' 
,, ~ . . . . .  ' SILVER MINES 
. . . .  LIMITED 
TECHNICAL ADVISOR 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 
The 16.37 Business Development Centre Society is seeking a 
Technical Advisor for its Business Development Centre (BDC). 
THE POSITION: 
The Technical Advisor will report directly to the Manager of the BDC 
and will be primarily responsible for assisting clients in counselling in 
the area of cash flow, marketing, merchandising and business plans. 
Completion of business proposals, loan applications, collections of ac. 
counts and all reports necessary for clients and the BDC's operation. 
THE PERSON: 
The person we seek must be highly self.motivated, have excellent 
communication skills, be creative and able to relate Io diverse client 
group. Applicants should have demonstrated ability in: Financial 
Management including planning and preparation of a full spectrum of 
financial statements,, preparing business proposals, demonstrated ex- 
perience in business c offnselfing and lending role. 
A Post Secondary-degree in Business Administration, Financial 
Management, a related field such as bookkeeping or an equivalent mix 
of education and expadence will descflbe our ideal candidate. Skills !n 
using business software, the ability to work with ether staff and under 
supervision of the Manager and a volunteer Board of Directors; 
demonstrated time management, planning and self.supervision ability 
as well as knowled0e of the 16-37 Region would be a definite asset, ' 
, • • • 
The position o ffersa competitive salary based upon education and ex.., 
patience. . . . .  .; 
Further infmnatim~anda complete job description may be obtained ( 
from the underslgned.,, . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Applications and resumes will be accepted by:' ' '~ 
" . . : .  : :? : ~.I:J,F,WNtmy, MineW., .~...,=.. .... ~ . . ;~:~.  
i~7  m .  ma.m'mNTCENTnE ', . . . . . . .  - - - - ,  
. NI• 101dl16O:Mml l  Avlme, T lmln ,  B•C•: VlI6 156 " :?' ;~-~!:!: 
, ~, until 4:00p;m.an Friday, J,'me~l~t;~:1990. ~: ,'~!:i!..:~.,~% 
: !i!~i:i:: " ;!:il 
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VISA 
1960 HARLEYOAVIO~ON. Low Ado, soft tail. SPA-'~'L PUPS__ ~ ' I s ~  c~'ass WAN-~E'D I I~ht  people, We pay Cal 847.4602 Or 561-0029 ' 4p2 word . . .  . . . .  . . . .  ,' WEIGHT I ou'0o'r o . ,0  son & have brother saved 'Kerry youDale Ruchotzke, May Services ' I  i VGC,$8,~OO.Fin~,635.8559, Ip4 removed. Creat dngs for those who love the you to lose10.29 fbs, lnaOdays,Cal124hrs, 12/87, age2S. ' , _ _  : outdoors, $75 firm. Ready June 15, aday, 1.250.9451. : ' ,12p2 1966 YAMAHA FJ.1200 Street bike, E.C. 635-3804. ' 6pl A mtigon times We've missed you 
weekends.ASking $3,800 OBO, 635-6271 evenings 6p4and ~ ' , A million times we've cded if love . ' - -  _ i 
Know thou, that I ha;vs, wafted unto I " Gelding; excellent mover.dressage prospect; 
thee all the fragrances of holiness, I We need 30  overwelght~ YOU never would have died ," , * I 14. Boats & Madne ,~eds experienced der; trained by J. O'Neill. have' fully revealed to. thee My I persons to lose 1 0-29  It:~. in ~ Things W e feel most deeply, are the ~ r ' j r ~ j } ] ~  I 
' i the next 30 days with the~ Our dearest one we have loved you '~1~ '. J 
79 23.50 9AYLINER NISQUALLY 305cu, 280 hardest hings to say, ~,'.4~ ~  i 
Volvo leg, VHF & CO, anchor winch, 7,500 Ib ~ "  
easy toad trailer, nice shape, $18,000. 1978 tie/horses. Licensed and bonded livestock Selected frorn~ the. Baha"l Holy I brand new Herbal i fe Diet~ In a very Special way . ' I 
We often sit and think of you " '-.'w.4L I Ford 150 4x4 ooud shape mechanically, some dealer. Will pick up. Ken Rose. 1.694.3376 Writings. J Diso ProGram. ~ and think of how you died ~ I 
rust, good Ides, 300, 4 speed, $1,950,1-698 " 4p2 
• 7_389 4p2 ~ We invite you to explore these I Totally Natural ~ To th[nk of how you dled • (~ l l l / l~D D IDPMI  
Writings further by phoning | ,, Pennchar Farms In Vanderhonf. Phone 635-3219or636-9012 I Doctor Recommended ~ To thlnk we couldn't say "good.bye" " ~-~la . .v i - r z  s ,Psazvee  I 
or. Depth Sormder, C.B. down riggers, rod 567-9323 anytime. 4p2 I Guaranteed Satisfaction ~ No ane can know our loneliness, a n d B e f ° r e  you closed your y  , .--.--.--vl¢l IC t '~ ' rD I t  ' ~ il i~ lVO~,  s'- '~ g II 
635.7842__holders' skis' trailer' like new $16'000' ~ ~ i EARN $$$ t n ° o u e c a n s e e u s w e e p l n g ' A g ° U r 6 p 3   ~L~MMI ,~,~,  'tears trom aching hearts while others ': ; ~,: ' .~'~'u~'~' . Anntl=n,-,, ~,,n,=tr Ij 8.0419. 6p3 with bridles; also three beehives; complet  
R.5RIVERKAYAKc/wtloaiationbags, Spray with brond suPpers; honey supers; base and WHILE YOU LOSE are sleeping. • t:leotrlCal wiring I 
skid and paddle. Almost new, $470, cover. Cell 845-7667. " 4p3 1-978-3059 TOLL FREE ~ If we had one lifetime wish IVAN £ MITP.I,.I i 
A dream that could come true . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
.. " ~,4~.@.4, .~4M~r We'd pray to GOd, with all our hearts _ , , .  | 
2SRPMERCURYMOTORand14ft.SpAngbok s°xs'Resdyt°o°s°°n'Cal1692"3722 I STOP j 
boat, $3,000,1-695-6419, 4p3 anytime. . 4p3 LINE ~, :REFERRAL I i For yesterday and you I 
22 FT. SANGSTER Inboard on Tandem bailer. ~ Bonnie, family, Brock, Brenda, family, Morn & I - , , , , , , - ,  - -  ~ ~ i I 
In excellent cued. $12,500,635.7674 after 6 Call 1-692-3722 anytime. 4p3 Dad. • - 
p.m Ask for Mike. 6p4 
12' SPRINGBOK ALUMINUM BOAT, 9.8 hp Rotweillerpupples, quality breeding. Excellent lD~l,4~.~,4M~,,~.~.~..e,.e,.~.~,~.~,4~e,~,.e.~,~.e.,~,e,.e.e,~ ~ 
Mercury outboard arid new EZ Loader bailer, temperment, allpups are family raised. For in- 
Extrss$2,5000B0,638-1227. 6p4 formation phoue 57ti-2068 or evenings C0NFIDENTIALITyAnSwedng " ' | CARRIERS i 847-3110. 4p4 632-4333 I I  BREAKFREE J 
14 FT. INFLATABLE, deep-V, hard.holloa, °Pen 7days a'wne gPM- 9AM I I [ .  Ne 
4-seats, stesAng, 50 hp Johnson, trailer, fast, 
safe for channel or water skiing, $6,000. 
Phone 632-4381. 8p4 G ~ "  i , eded. | 
15,  Macldnery and backspars, Also possess safety fuse and J Sa fe  E f fec t ive  I 
electrical hlasting 6cket and oPeraie tank 
1980 WESTERN STAR 400 8Cl. 15 spd. ddllsaed air tracks. Ca0637.5702 orleave i • P n!e. i 
48,000 Ibs. Eaton differentials. Certified. messa0e for Bob at 637-2249. 6p52 DIET . . . . .  .....si26 
H706 INTERNATIONAL FARM TRACTOR. Good 
rubber. Excellent allied. Front end loader, years, call 838.6619 , 6pl | STOP SMOKING ...... 847.60 I
Gorxl shape. Asking $6,000. Call 567-4035 CAN'T DO IT YOURSELF? I'll do it for you, i tF .ow~.o  ~)  i 7 
or 567-4127 4pl Painting, plumbing, carpenlnj, concrete, bdck- J CALL  TERRACE OFF ICE  AT  / o A ' 
~ laying & general maintenance. Kevin T u r n e r . .  :ill: i .  ! 
Cornplete machine sh0p. Lathe, 16' swing, 849.5888 Serving Terrace & Thomhgl 6pl J 636-9436 J 
no. 3Le Blond horizontal mlll. Ddll presses. 1 ~ J STE. N0,15- 4644 Lazelle Ave., I :! 
large, 1 small. GAnders (3), Hydraulic presses Have dictaphone, typewriter, fax and I t ,~ ,  eM~,l / 
100+ (1), 6 + (1), cuffing & welding torch, photocopier. Call Joan at 635.6257. 6p4 | CORPORATE RATES AVAILABLE / 
power hacksaw, 195 amp. welder, electric ~ .  I (have a SMOKE FREE office) / 
hoist. Track burnerabove machlnesare com- ed in all trades, reas0nahle rates. Ca, 
plete with touling and can be seen ln $15,000 complete1.692.3276 eves. 63S'6537""Wtilc°sty°°n°thln0t°chat'"tp4 It 's True,  [t's True, I=  I : o o,,=ea :: ' :  
@2 It's Really Really True, | ~ : 
peAenced in total house cleaning.' Won't you 
BID $35,000 on D7F Cat in Terrace please call is Fourty-Twof | R 0 ~ 3 ,  give me a call, 635-6537, 6p4 
1-697-2474 4p2 HAPPY  B IRTHDAY i remembered1919' died suddenly May1'1990' He will many fdends and missed by " "  
1974 HAYES, 1977 COLUMBIA TRAILER. h0usecloanlngj0b. Cal1635-3577 and ask for ELA INE!  I h[sbr0therHanyMcCallandstetersJoanBuc- % ~. . . ,~ .c , .~  I 
350 Cummins, bans, Henddckson suspen- Barbara. 6p4 manandVivienTalt, lp4 ~4~,o4.4M~4MPe.4~,o.~4,,e.4~4.e4M~,e.4,,.4~,o.~~I 
sJan. Front end, trailer suspension. All recent, 
asking $15,000.1-694.3655 4p2 
V378 ENGINES For parts. New fuel pumps, 
starters, everything Inside and out, salvage 
prices, 647-2299, 646.5980, Nell. 4p2 
ATTENTION LOGGERS & CONTRACTORS. 
Complete Machine Shop. Lathe 16" swing, 
No. 3 Le Blond horizontal mill. DAft presses, 
(1) large, (1) small. GAnders (3), Hydraulic 
presses 100 plus (1) 6 plus (1), cutting & 
weM[ng torch, power hacksaw, 195 Amp 
Welder, electric hoist. Track burner above 
machines are complete with tooling arid can 
be seen in operation $15,000. Complete 
1-692-3276 evenings. 4p3 
MASSEY FERGUSON 135. Like new $6,500, 
845.2417. 4p3 
966 C GRAPPLE clw bucket blade. New 
chains, spare parts, Good condition, with or 
without 16,000 MZ to Iosd. t.695.6446. 4p3 
1988 ARCTIC 20T log trailer c/w scales 8'6" 
spring loaded, bunks and stakes. 1988 
Peedsss jonp. 1988 Arctic 20T log trailer & 
truck rigging. C/w scales 8' spdng loaded 
bunks and stakes. 1977 Kenworth L.W. Cure• 
mins big cam 1 NTC 400 RTO, 12515 bans, 
SSHD 5:29 ratio. 1974 Columbia 40T Iowhed 
8'6" by 22' deck. 1966 Hayes H.D. gravel 
truck. Cummins NTC 335 RTOD, 95t 3 bans, 
SSHD. 5:29 ratio. 1.692.3667. 4p4 
16. Farm Produce 
HAY FOR SALE. $2 per bale. Good quality. No 
Sat. calls. 849-5395 6p52 
17. Garage Sales 
YARD SALE - Numerous building supplies, 
tools, office furniture, and a few 
miscellaneous items, Saturday, May 19 and 
Saturday, May 26 at 4823 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace. B.C. 2p4 
GARAGE SALE - LanO term residents elling 
out. Something tar everyenet May 26 & 27. 
10 a.m,- 3 p.m., 5223 Ha~gland. 2p4 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 638-SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays. 
LOST IN TOWN, 1 9old chain. Reward if chain 
returned. Call 635.3216. 2p4 
LOST 1 WHITE CBOKATIEL, tame. Answers to 
the name of Daisy, Call week 635.7234 and 
home 638-8323. 2p4 
LOST A BLACK VELVET purse with makeup. If
found phone 635.4219. Ask for Dawn. 2p4 
LOST FEMALE GRAY and white cat. Declaw. 
ed, mark behind dght ear, In 4708 Park area. 
Phone 838.1681. 2p4 
20. Pets & Livestock 
ATTENTION HORSE PEOPLE. Summer 1990 
(June, July, August) this summer Flommlng 
Lake wilderness adventures Is offedng pack 
horse'trlps Into the back counW of the 
B~lkley Valley for fishing, photography etc. 
You bdng your own:hor~eLal~ we SUpply 
rest. Limited to ten people per trlp~ So inquire 
nowl For more Iof0 call Jod1646,9128. 8c49 
TWO MALE:BLACK LAB 'PUPPIES. 7 wks. 
$200 each. One re0letcred chosolptu male 
Lab. $350. NO Saturday calls. 649.5395 
8p52 
REGISTERED BLUE TICK HOUNDS, Excellent 
for treeing bear and lynx. 6 mo, old. Ready to 
hunt. 1-694.369S 41)1 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES. Consulting, 
pdvate investigations and technical security, 
consulting services. Phone 635-4936. 6p4 
ARTIST 
AVAILABLE 
• Window painting for any 
occasion. 
= Illustrator 
• Graphics 
= Poster, Card & Invitation 
[:)eelgns 
= Reasonable rates 
For more Information please 
contact: 
K. Hicks 638-1782 
24. Notices 
PRO.LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abor- 
lion and euthanasia. Student enquiries 
welcome. Call 635-5427 or 638.0382. 5tfnc 
PREGNANT ANO NEED HELP? Bldhdght can 
assist you with free pregnancy testing, mater- 
nity and baby clothes. Many other services - 
all free and confidential. Call 635-3907 
anytime. 1.2p51 
MODERN METAPHYSICS: Progressive 
Metaphysics course starts May 22, Tuesday 
and Thursday evenings at 7:30 to pro- 
register. Phone Laurel 635-7776. 8pl 
PARENT-TEEN COMMUNICATIONS SKILLS 
WorkshoP, $35 per family. May 23 and 29, 7 
• 10 p.m. For more information cou.tact Nor• 
thwest Counselling Centre, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m., 
638-8311. 2c3 
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING 10.65 Ibs. before 
summer. We pay you for good results 
978.3009. 6p4 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
FOR SALE OR LEASE. Two restaurants in Fort 
St. James. One with lake view, tiCenced in- 
Ing room and coffee shop; one located next tO 
a motel.. 996.7510. tfn 
FOR SALE 20 unit campsite on Hwy. 37 N. 8 
• miles S of Klnaskan Lake or 80 miles S of 
Dease Lake. With convenience store, 
showers, 3 summer cabins, 2 bedroom ; kit- 
chenette unit and 4 bedroom home with 
workshoP. On 10 beautiful viewing acres. 
Come and talk to us. J. Taylor at Willow Ridge 
Resort or wdte Gen. Del. Iskut, B.C, VOJ 1KO. 
10p49 
NEW SPACE AGE RADIANT BARRIER. Slashes 
heating costs. Can eliminate need for air con. 
dltioning. Work pad.time or build your own 
safes team. Potential = ambition 
1#47.2635 4pl 
ESTABLIsHED DECORATING store In Central 
Intedor for sale. Attractive, affordable, 
business with 7 years of steady growth. 
Owner will help train. Phone 1-5S7-2626 days 
or 1.567-9692 evenings. 4p3 
"BEAUTY SALON In downtown Terrane, 
$28.000, 635.7961 or 638-8741.:, 2p4 
2B. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages In the Terrace 
:Standard, Confldentallty is an~uredo Phone ' 
838.7283 Monday to Fdday, 9a.m to 6 p.m. 
WANTEO: 85 overweight people. We pay you i 
'for losing 10.29 Ibs per month• 1"00 per cent 
guaran.teed. Carl 1;978.3018 toll free 24 hrs. ; 
.... . , ' 4p3 !: 
;; MOOERNMETAPHYSiC8 Readings available, ! 
For appolntmenti phone Laurel at 635i7776. i' 
' 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING : 
These Ads appear in the more tl~n 100 New.peru d the B.C. and Yukon ¢ommunlly Newspepem Association 
nnd ranch more then 1,500,000 homes and a potential two miglon readers, 
$165. for 25 words ($3.15 per each additional word) 
AUTOMOTIVE 
Active Auto Brokers, disposal 
agent for Active Bailiff SenAces. 
Repossessions, estate, legele, 
cars, tacks, motorhomss, boats. 
Call Mr. Pdce (only), (604)434- 
1819. D5476. 
SECURITY DECALS proted 
home/auto, Authontla looklng. 
Deter criminals. Inexpensive 
security. Proven effective. 4/ 
$6,95 I~US S.A.S.E.: 731 West 
53rd Ave., Vancouver, V6P 1K5. 
PRINCESS AUTO MAIL OR- 
DER. Fug line of hydmugca, oleo- 
IAa motors, fans, compressors, 
winches and tools. Great pddng. 
For your FREE CATALOQUE 
phone: (604)eto~191. 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
FREE booldet. Conorste or wcod 
for your basement? Before you 
deride get the facts. Cell FOUN- 
DATION FOCUS 1-800-683o 
7774, 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p,m. PDT, 
M-F. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNrlrlE8 
VENDING ROUTES. ESm h'uge 
prof., Pdme locations In your 
area. All new guaranteed equip- 
meat. Food, cioarattes, popand 
coffee machines. Investments 
from $2,800. Call fordelalta: 
Eagle Vending, (604)597-3532. 
START YOUR own ImpoNexped 
business, even spare time. No 
money or expedenco, Since 
1946. Free brochure: Wade 
World Trade, rJo Cdn. Sad  Bual- 
neu Inst.,, Dept, W1, 1140 Bel- 
tamy Rd. N. #I, Sced~orough, 
Ontario. M1H 1H4. 
investment, We supply opening 
Inventory, tools and training• 
Suc~esdd dealemhlpa os~ab- 
liehed across Canada. Phone 
collect: Mr. D. Chaissono 
(604) 860-1200. 
8TOP struggling to make ends 
meetl B[mple, step by step 
method to flnanelal fmedoml 
~Jarantned. No(~am'~ Free 
Informatlonl Write Todayl 
Parkcreet Publlel'dng, 068 Fisher.. 
mane Clrole, 1 A, Parkevti~, B.C., 
V9P 17.5. 
PANAOOPOULOS 2 for I pizza 
fmnohlees, • Pizza • Pasta " 
Chicken • Ribs • B.O,'s largest 
pizza franchise, Proven rasulta. 
Full training and supper sln,4~ 
to operate, Excellent des'stilt 
available. Call Nowl 1-659-6621 
or 1-530-661B, 
BUSINESS OPPORTUHITllEe 
TURN WATER Irdo MONEYI Our 
multlpetented water vendTno 
rnashinee turns your commuMles 
top water intothe purest, freaheM 
water you can ddnk (with recy- 
dabla contalnem). The ultimate 
"Green" omcopt with excellent 
financial ratums. Unlta plaeed In 
major grocery uterus and you cot 
lect the money. No compelillon 
and a fabulous suppod nelw~k. 
Island Vending, (604)658-2441. 
16 pad Iraller I~rkwith 8yr• okl, 3 
bedroom horne,$~.5,000. 15% 
to secure. Excellent ratkemnt 
package• Phone: (604)442- 
5352. Box 228 o, Grand Fod~, 
B.C., V0H 1HO. 
Cadl~ Investment oppe~les  
are youm for the taklnO. Private 
sales d land and raver, m proper- 
ties. Hoagentspieaeel Cd  Ron 
at (604)392-7611 or (604)243- 
2246. 
okenegan leo seat pub. L~ng 
eatabllehed family oper~on, 
highway frontage, r~xL'm, afeath 
tivlngqual~m. Noc0rn l~ 6 
year average, $300,000 gross 
~=me. Ask~gla40..O00. Homy 
Weanoyar, Tiadelarid Realty, 
3410 Coldetzeam Ave.. Vernon. 
~ .C. (604)545-5325 (days), 04) ;42-8712 (evou.), (604)545- 
~'/3 [fax).' 
BUSINESS PERSONM.8 
DIVORCE? No court appear.. 
anca or con=e~ el epou-e necee- 
Mryl  Just 5-15 weeks. $69,95 
~j~ s.c~dS. You or we type• wyer endorssd• 8end for copy 
of Canada'a new Oivorn= act and 
literature• Same eysdem since 
1970, DIvorcef~ica, 201-1252 
Burrard, Venoouver, 1-68"/'-2900• 
Franchisee avegable, 
Cemetery mad~ra by European 
craftsman manufa¢ludng zdone, 
granite, marbla mum.oriels, 
plaques, urns, flropmces, 
o~JnteAope. Tradewnan's Monu- 
menta, 10355 J ~  ~rsst, 
Mteslono B,C. V2V 4H9. 
(1~!6.9114, LowRt prlee8 
EDI~ATION 
PUBUO NOTIOE; ti b unlawful In 
without a Ik~nee tram the Asso. 
dmlon o( Pbysk~hempa~ & 
,.1~, ge Pra=ltlon=re of B.C., 
ad III (A,P.M,P•)• Only 9~du- 
tee from ac~ndltad Cdegee d 
F.xanm. "Vancouver Inetflute o~ 
Ivlam~ge Therapy" le net a~md- 
tied by A,P•MoPo Any Inq~rles 
plen~ dirl~t o: A,P.M,P• office• 
(604)736-3404. i : Nl neW product so exbaordlnary 
d~dbutom am brealdng racoroa 
' In MLM and aarnlng eatonlehtng E~IPMEm' & MA~Ifti~.RY 
Income, For Into on ~$strlbutor- 
shtp call: (4o3)939-37oo r KIEFER ~I'OGK Tndler Sale: 
(604)754-9330. 6xlS alouk IN,lgS,,~Q0 geese. 
" " ~ " -- neckS0,105., 7x20 alum_k~m 
OJ~andengmving;BaknonAnn, i~oeeneck$10.~Ki~. TwoEonee 
B.C. C~=0d Unesof~ware, lng- I ~4,1~. Brek~l~e~.Tra- 
gege, trophleaandptaqueu. Rx' J edancl ~ SenSe, Caig~, 
turee, equpm?nt, st.ockondm~ I (4o~)eo1.oTeT, 
pnes aRxoxrmatoly ~47,000. i ~' . . . .  : _ _  
Avaleble ImmediAtely Phol~: I Re~-h..m~. ,~m~mn~" 
i, (O04)a32-61e2evenln~, I:* :.. J~Imloronr~--.oo 
':~i " :  ' I  ~ . ' 
EQUIPMENT & MACHINERY HELP WANTED PEI~ & LIVESTOCK 
FOR ~M.E WOODWORKING 
EQUIPMENT. 1) Pendu Resaw- 
Rllxmw wit h 2-40 H.P. Ad0or me- 
tom; bull4n 20 H.P. blower sys- 
lem; 8"x12" culting copedly; auto 
Jnlaed complete with saws, tool- 
i,"10 and many extras. Pendu Pit 
unscrambler, auto, refll, used 
only 1900 lee. In exsellent coudl- 
6on. 2) Mershon Twin Band Ra. 
saw, 42" wit h dble•40 H.P.In very 
good conditkm. 3) ~etaon Ross 
Planer model 6-I0.A1, com- 
~A~oely rebuilt, 6 head n~chlne. 
av~b~e mbelit Stetson 
Rcas 51t Efeed table. For more 
Inlormatlon contact Mr, Tom 
Turner, Vlcadlor Lumber, 6545 
Road, ~ardte, B.C., 
Canada, V2P 1133. Phone 
(604)668-3375. Fax (604)858* 
FOB ~U.e UmO 
LlghSng lixturee. Western Cam 
ade'u targeat dlaplay. Wholesale 
and ratati. Free cetaloOm avall- 
~d~• Nod~m Llohtlng Centre, 
4600 E~ Ha~ings St., Burnshy, 
B.C., VSC 2KS. Phone: 
S& N Home Shopping dub, 
el,000 credit gne guaranteed. 
Cd  new for p re -a~d applF 
co,on. (604)Sa0-00~, S2t I Irma 
St., Victoria; B.C., VSZ 3R9. 
BOOKS- C4dl Free - Black Bond 
BOOf~ ~anned ootmoua bcok- 
uLlem I~ovldleg B.O.~ fastest 
bcok order service. Clip&Save. 
Call: 1.800..661,6161. 
GHAREWARE FOR IBM-PC and 
Thcoeande oftiOee. 
Phone/w~e for free dlak cata- 
logue to: GD ~ltwam, 619 W~y 
St,, Thunder Bay, Ontario, P7G 
3N3. P~ (807)623-e992,24 
hat7 days. 
G~OEN!NO 
THE ULTIMATE GARDENERS 
STORE, 1,000'a d pcnducta, 
full of money anvlng coupon=.~ 
Weatem Welter Farms, #103, 
20120.64th Ave., Lengiey, B,C., 
V3A4PT. 
° HEALTa 
VITAMIN DISOOUNT8. Since 
197~, offedng h~h qua~y4owem 
pdoee on Vitamin=, Mberatu, 
He~,Body Building andWelgM 
lees, ~N)ldemente. Hak Treat- 
ment, SMn CIm and Mo~, FREE 
CATAL(X3UE. Write: VITAMIN 
DISCOUNTS. BapLBC16, 260 
8.W. I~  Odve, Vanoouver, 
O,O.,VSX 2R5,1-800-663-O747. 
In Vsnonuver, 321-7000. 
HELP WANlrEO 
APARTMENT/CONDOMINIUM 
MANAeER8 ooneel~ndenm 
~ .  GovenrneM i~pmved. 
leery r~oer~d. 4ddgmdu- 
a.~ now woddng due to onr free 
Ipmn=r~nt le11,t~. RMTI, 1120- 
700W, Pendw, V~mmuver, B O•, 
WC Ira, (~04)BI.~4~, 
- Dlenkst ClecaaledAdol 
LET'S GET BIZZYI Mufll-~illon 
dollar negonal finn seeks 2 r~pre- 
nentatives in your area. Oandl. 
dataa selected can earn up to 
$2,000 woeldy. Individuals opply- 
Ing should be available Immedi- 
ately Ior placement. Call 
(416)756.2f 11 or (416)756-7796 
for your contidantlallntervlew. 
HOUSEWIVES, Mothers and In- 
terested persons needed Immedi- 
ately to sot toys and gilts for Na- 
tioneJ Home Pady Plan. No In- 
vestment, deliveAea or money 
coflactlon• Call (519)258-7905. 
CURLING CLUB MANAGER, 
Golden Earn Winter Club, Maple 
Ridge, B,C. seeks a club man- 
ager to manage & oversee the 
dally operations of an active cuA- 
lag club. Previous managerial 
experience & knowledge of cuA- 
lag pmferrad. Competitive ca]my. 
Please forward resume to:  
Golden Ears Winter Club, cto 
12330.206th St., M.R,, V2X 0M6. 
Send for FREE UST d 50 momy- 
n~ldng Home Businesses that 
ou ran stad for under $500. 
Ate C~,nadlan I atit uta of Home 
Bualness, BOx 334, Borrento, 
B.C., V0E 2WO. 
Overness poaltlons. Hundreds of 
top-paying positions. All ocGupa- 
tions• Attractive benefits, Free 
datags'. Overseas Employment 
Sendcee, Dopt, CA, Box 460,, 
Mount Royal, Quebec, H3P3C7, 
CAMELION NEW TO MOST 
AREAS. Be the flat to make 40- 
50% profit marketing sheer non- 
mn hodery & stedlng sgver jewek 
lery. Work your own houm. A 
business of youl' own=financial 
independence & tax deduntlons. 
Call oeOeot In B,C. (M-F) 604-687- 
0409/687-0510, weeksnds/eve- 
hinge 604-736-6703• 
REPORTER needed for twice 
weekly newspaper. Pleass sand 
band-wdltan letter and resume to: 
The Editor, Poweti River News, 
7030 Nbernl Street. Powall River, 
B.C., vaA 2C3. 
PAYDAY EVERYDAYtl Interna- 
tional company expanding 
throughout B.O JYukon. Flexible 
houm. Tm]dng. NOdcortodoor. 
NO telemarketlng. '$1 400 pad' 
Bme, $4,000 lull-lmelmordh. 
(604)641.6084. 
WANTED: Overweight peoplet( 
lose up to 25I~. In 30 days an( 
earn axtra $$$. 100% guarsn 
teed. 100% natural. Toll-free 
B.C• 1.978~019, 
MISCELLANEOUS 
FiJg Blood Slmmental Bugs. 14- 
16 months old. Full rnglstrsUon. 
Papers available. $1,800 - 
$2,500. Suney, 1-576,6321. Ask 
forBruno. 
REAl. ESTATE 
Kamloupa and Area Progedlae. 
Wdte for Information or Buyers 
ouldeto: Inland Realty, a22Sey- 
mour St., Ksmloope, B.C., V2G 
2G2• Attn: PropeAyCoordbator• 
Phone: (504)374~022. 
Very attmntive Mobile Home PaN 
in beautiful North Okermgen - 
Shuswep Lake area.' Oar  
would finance, For information 
write to: Box 49, Blind Bay, B.C., 
V0 E 1H0. 
Cadbeo Horsefly Ranch, 2,468 
acres, hunting,fishing, 350 head• 
Butk:lb~ 15 yearn newer. With or 
without cattle machinery• Terms. 
Box 4142, Wititsms Lake, B•C., 
V2G2V2. (604)392-2172., 
Immaculate 3Br home on 10 
fenced acres. 3/4 Ilnbhed beie- 
meat, 1,5 bath, excellent water, 
shop, wood/eleo E+, 25 minutes 
south ot Williams lake. $"/7,500• 
(604) 3~7625. 
RELAX COUNTRY LIVINe. 
1,5,10 acre lot-,. Water, hydro, 
telephone, Aver view end river 
trent. 30 mlloaweslol Kamloope. 
Callcolled: (604)373-2282. 
Thinking of a move to Kelown=? 
For complimentary copies of the 
Real Estate Review and Bual- 
ness OppoAunglee write to: Big 
Hedberg, 364 Bernard Ave., 
Kelowne, B,C., V1Y6NS. 8utlm 
Group-Slateemen Really, 1-861 -
6122. 
SERVIOES 
Major ICBC and injury claims. 
Joel A, Wener, trial lawyer for 21 
yearn, Call cogeot, (604)?36- 
5S00, Vancouver. If ne recovery, 
no lee. No YuKon enqulde.. 
• ICBC offered me ~,500. Carny 
Linde got me $190,000," G.N., 
Abbetalord. Lawofflcoa el Carey 
Llnde, Vancouver 684-7"/08. 
.serving denis througho~ B,C. 
lor 18 yeem, 
WAHTED 
W/~ITED: F.xpedencad colbct= 
wishes to purchees older 
Mcororoft petiery. Espeddy lleh, 
tree or m%hrcom de~ni and 
any tea or runner eendcee mule 
by Moororoft or l~ntyra  Od 
colleut: VlctoAu (604)6~B-28~S. 
(604)668,4312, " . 
VIDEO MUSIC LESSONS, 36 
tm~mom.nmrument,.baCnner ~ .BLANKET ..... i~ and advanced levate, For Infor- 
mation valta to: Muoldsnd Dis- I I i i  
trl)otors, 144 Templshy Drive CLASSIFIED ADs 
N.E,, Calgary, AB, TIY 5N2, I I  : 
( ' °3)" -3  ll . .,or. ly .......... ~ I O E ' .  Improved. II Reach over 1.5 : all,on 
omtou.dothd . r .  Pattern ii =i: :oo r~.~. O~ m 8/$t6.98, ship 
pthg, hand,at Included, Kke 
syllable. Wl~leeme snquin=a 
weloome, 637 CoudenayCms- 
i I 
• • f 
i 
bUl i~;~;  Y / l I J l  U | .  vv ;  ? / i JU lU  i~  
' ;  often What's Up as a-  happ), to welcome you. 
publ ic  : service to its Located at Women's Resource 
readel3 add those eonl~  Centre 4542 Park Ave, Thurs. 
day, 1:30 p.m. late contact reunify organizati0ns in • Phyllis 638.0412 or Felix 
the area. 638-1285., 
r ' Items for this section *** , ,  
are fo r  non-pro f i t  COB/TERRACE AND 
orpnizat ions and for ~ 
those evenls in which' 
them is no cost to  gain 
admission; ' - 
To  meet our produe. 
dondeadflnes, we ask 
that all items be subrait. 
ted by noon on the 
FR IDAY preeedin8 the 
, fol lowing week's Issue. 
We also ask that Items he 
typewritten or be printed 
neatly. 
*****  
JUNE l l ,  1990 - -  The Terrace 
Child Development Centre cor. 
dially invites you to our annual 
general meeting at 7:30 p.m., 
2510 S. Eby Street. Please 
come and view our displays. 
**** ' J r  
AUGUST 24 - 26, 1990 --  
Carihoo CoIlegs celebrates 20 
years of  service •with a 
Homecoming Weekend. If 
you're a former student or staff 
member, plan to visit the  
Kamloops Campus and join the 
fun. Activities will include a 
Bar-B-Q, dance, department 
sponsored events, music and 
entertainment. It's a family af- 
falrt For more into or to let us 
know you're coming, Call 
Aries at 1-800-662-2955. 
HERITAGE PARK is now 
open to the public - -  5 days a 
week. Tuesday to Saturday 10 
a.m. - 6 p.m. For information 
regarding school tours, wed. 
dings, family portraits or large 
group tours. Phone Heritage 
Park 635-4546 or 635-2508. 
DISTRICT ~ WHITE CANE 
CLUB needs volunteers to 
assist he blln0 and visually im. 
paired with crafts and recrea. 
tibhs (bowling etc.) Also need. 
ed drivers to take members in 
and around town, We would 
really appreciate it. Please con- 
tact Felix 639-1285 or Phyllis 
638-0412. 
OVEREATERS ANONY. 
MOUS support group meets 
every Wednesday evening at 
7:3(~p.m. at Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre, 7:30 p.m. 
4542 Park.  Newcomers 
welcome. For more into. call 
63~-6510 or 638-0664. 
* 'k***  
BIG BROTHERS AND BIG 
SISTERS are now underway. 
The first A.G.M. proved to be 
a success with enough people 
present to fill alt executive, and 
directors chairs. The next few 
months will be busy trying to 
get totally functional.by spring. 
But, we still can't do it without 
you. : Anyone interested in 
becoming a Big Brother or 
Sister, or if you are willing just 
to help please feel free to join 
us in this worthwhile project. 
Meetings are held every third 
Tuesday of the month 
*****  
OSTOMY SUPPORT GROUP 
for anypersons having an 
ostomy or needing one in the 
future. A chance to share pro- 
blems, concerns, information 
and receive support from 
others, in the same situation. 
Call Terrace 635-5905 nr 
Kitimat 632-5951. 
* 'k***  
from B3 
Around Thornhill 
testicles; sensitivity to sun; cold 
sweats. 
Stage 3 
Hard, leathery patches of 
skin may develop around site of 
bite. 
• Muscles/bones - - Prolorig~d 
ot chronic arthritis, most often 
knees. 
Neurological  
Encephalomyelitis; rolling or 
uncoordinated gait or walk; 
mental confusion; short-term 
memory loss; mood changes; 
partial paralysis in spastic at- 
tacks; often leads to dementia. 
Eyes - -  Inflamation of" the 
cornea; blindness. 
Other -  Fatigue. 
Late .symptoms may occur 
months to years after victim is 
infected. 
Thank you for reading 
Around Thornhili and. until 
next time, keep smiling. GK 
Winner  ...... i 
named 
Selected as the Pacific nor- 
thwest's brightest new vocalist, 
Kitimat's Kathy Hansen headed 
for Kelowna last weekend for 
the B.C. Country Association's 
1990 Talent Search contest 
regional finals in Kelowna. 
In the northwestern finals, 
Hansen edged out eight other 
heat winners including 
Terrace's Davy Armstrong, 
Christine Inkster, Monique 
Gartland, Chuck Robinson, 
Mehrzad Vahide and Dave 
Mac. 
32. Legal NoUces 
I, Don Sturt am not responsible for any debts 
incurred by anyone other than myself dated 
this day, May 4, 1990. 2p3 
PITOH-IH 
~rENDER 
A firm with vehicles In the Ter- 
race area will be inviting applica- 
tions for bids for the washing of 
these vehicles. 
Interested parties should apply 
for further information to: 
Box 282 c/o Tenece Standad, 
4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
V66 1SO. 
Closing date for Inquides is.May 
25, 1990 . . . .  : 
I 
Invitation For Proposals ' 
Ministry of Social Serv ices 
and Housing 
DAY CADRE 
SUPPORT PROGRAM 
Proposals are invited from non-profit societies to assist the 
Ministry of Social Services and Housing in establishing and 
delivering a DAY CARE SUPPORTProgram In the Terrace 
and Kltlmat area. : - . : 'i.-i 
Objectives of the DAY CARE SUPPORT ProgrsmS i~'e to 
.enhance the avallabllity~ and quality of family day care ar- 
rangemente, Including licensed, unlicensed and in own home.. 
care, and to aRSIst subsidized parents in selecting these ar-;~ 
r~ngements. The goal Is to enable subsidized clients to re-: 
main financially independent through access to dayoare er- 
rangements that meet the families needs. ' :*. 
k' . '  • . • 
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DIRECT  
I BUSINESS OF THE WEEK 
: ~:" ~ 
d * Cassettes $10 .95  
* A lbums " : $10 .75  
* Discs • i$19.95 
( " 
CALL NOW 635-6210 
and leave a message 
r g 
;~ ~ii.~(  .... . 
t : , ~ 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS -- BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION -~ GAS TANKS -- TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS -- BOX LINERS -- 10 FT. SHEAR 
" ~ 0 0  TON TERRAcE,METAL4575 (604ILowRIE JIM, BENDING635.B.c.NEIDAvENUE3478vsGPRESS3Y8 1 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Directors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE DE FRANE 
Bronze ptaquas • FA ~,,~o.."" 24 HOUR 
Answering and Pager Service 
Terrace, Kit~mat, Smnhers 
~,~e,..~ 635"2444 ~ " ~ "  
• A, '~oc ia t ton  
SPRING CLEANING 
SPECIALS 
[ - • 
'39  .... 95*  PENNY MOREI I  two r~ ~ ' i  
• " : 'Cel i  me for upholstery 
"ANY s!Z E ' '  specials! 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
635-3944 
D  ANE 
FUN L HOME 
BOXr?4.7,:SITI~'t'h~I'~B,C. • 847-2441 
: " .  .... Director A Oa~l~r~iaer  " IA  
Pro~lona~ cou.~ll,~ " / ~i--~ i fi 
Memodalmarkers ~'-"'~'" ! )~ " ,~ LL!  
Grave covers I. ~ r ~  
Cremation " " ~ ' "~..~ Mloclatlon 
let's talk* 
! i~n~t~(~peaters  
.~ ,  • Satellite Sales & Service 
" e~IDLAN~ dealer. 
Northland ' ' ,.eoo~,,~, 
' Communi.ca,tions 638-0261 .
SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS LTD~ 
Division of East End Holdings Ltd. 
NOW AVAILABLE 
• Concrete Blocks • Sand & Gravel 
• Screened Top Soil 
• Surplus 2x4 lumber (any length) 
16. per linear foot 
3751 01d Lakelse Lake Ddve 638.8477 
Auto Glass ,,, Windshields 
Specialists ,~, Glass Medic Repairs 
,,, I.C,B.C. claims 
I 
* ~J.Jreama}ar, usic, *. 
.~ * Cassettes $10.95 
* Albums $10.75 
* Discs $19 .95  
'~  CALL NOW 635-6210 .~ 
and leave a mi leage  
: This space available to advedise 
your business or service centrel 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants todayl 
 TERRACE STANDA RD 
4647Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
Weddings Custom Framing 
Portraits Mat Curdng 
Family ~ortraits Postsfs 
5 rain Passports Limited Edition Pints 
Dry Mounting 'Laminating 
4m ~ Am 
x.m UNnl 
Proposals for the DAY CARE supPORT Program imuet be I 
submitted to the Area Managers Office at: ' ~ / , :  
.o - 4., . .  .... TRaN! ,.,o.,,.c. * S CaNaDa CREDIT vie 4E1, ' ~ co..o..,,o. , , , , , ,n  . . . .  ... $t~.~ tikes ' ! 
These proposals should be submitted by May 25, 1990 and ~ ~ TRA NSPOR TA TI ON " ' 
should document the need for service; population to be sew, "lEarnlq Your Respect" -~S YS TE M S. L TD.--~ ~' :'i. '1 
ed,~ program description, adminletrsttve armngements,~and ~ . . . .  1st &2nd Mortgages Home Purchases :i'~ ; Dilly freight lendce' Ix  Vlneeu-~tf;:~,~; " '  ~ ~:  : / 
proJec! budget, ~ • ' ~ ' : ~ i *  L~: Bill Consolidation Home Improvements . ~:~' 
For morelnformatlon, pleese 'contact ihe iocal ,M;nls~ offal : :  ,,,I FLEXIBLE TERMS & COMPETmVE fiATES, ~: :  . . . . . . . . . . . .  I TEL:(@4),C,3S-27ta ' 
I S°cialServicesandH°uslngOfflceat:O38.3527;~ :: I '" ~:" "USEYOUR EQUITY"•~'/~:s:~II/:~I~ ' I F~/ (eO4)e3S.7197 , , ~ •~/ml  
,The'loweetoranypropoeals~ll notnecessarilybearcepted~:~i . ;  ::i :~i, i Darren M. Smith ' ~ ~ :"L r J;, L , i' , ~"~~1 
. . . . . .  I T RR, C .8.C. t ii ~ I i I . . . . . . . . .  .'. 2 4eqgPark Ave., Terrace 635-0310 8111BLA 
~, . j j  
,i 
.tl 
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Science fair, esults I : ,  
I 
Science Display 
(K/Grade 1) 
I. Trenton Sweeting (Kiti 
K'Shan) 
2. Michael Scott (Kiti 
K'Shan) 
3. Jennifer Clark (Thornhill 
Primary) 
Science Project 
(K/Grade 1) 
1. Tyler Montague (Veritas) 
2. Natalie Monteith (Thor- 
nhill Primary) 
3. Trina Myhr (Thornhill 
Primary) 
Project (Grade 4) 
I. Jeffrey Town (Veritas) 
2. Liza Vande Velde (Centen- 
nial) 
3. Jo Ann Penner (Centen- 
nial) 
Display (Grade 4) 
I. Jeffrey Town (Veritas) 
2. Geoff Glasspell (Centen- 
nial) 
3. Phoenix Diep (Centennial) 
Display (Grade 213) 
l. Jeffrey Bolingbroke/Jay 
Foster (Uplands) 
2. Brandy Alexander/Bobbie 
Lee Clntterbuck/Kara Myka 
(Thornhil] Primary) 
3. Ryan Lomax (Parkside) 
Project (Grade 213) 
l.. Matthew Chretien (Thor- 
nhill Primary) 
2. Jaclyn Smith (Parkside) 
3. Rebecca Boland (Thornhil] 
Primary) 
Display (Grade 6) 
I. Karla Vande Velde 
(Centennial) 
2. Jason Spyksma (Centen- 
nial) 
3. Cathy Johnston (Centen- 
nial) 
Project (Grade 6) 
I. Leah de Walle (Centennial) 
2. Chella Levesque (Copper 
Mountain) 
3. Matthew Blake/Tim 
Phillips (Veritas) 
Display (Grade 5) 
I.Bryana Stroker (Cassio 
2. Travis Casper (Thornhill 
Elementary) 
3. Ramona Gutherie (Centen- 
nial) 
Project (Grade 5) 
I. Ryan Orr (Centennial) 
2. Randy Toovey (Centen- 
nial) 
3. Alysia Zantingh (Centen- 
nial) 
Science Display (Grade 11/12) 
David George & Brian Ander- 
son (Caledonia) 
Project (Grade 11/12) 
1. Chris Grieve, David 
Shepherd, D. Edmonds 
(Caledonia) 
2, Sheldoff Bennett 
(Caledonia) 
3. Vicky Sainis (Caledonia) 
Science Display & Exposition 
-none at Jr. Sec. level 
Display (Grade 7) 
I. Ellie Higginson/Chelsea 
Henderson (Centennial) 
2. SimomFisher (Centennial) 
3. Sandra Penner/Melanie 
Wiebe (Centennial) 
Project (Grade 7) 
1. Shelley Mantel (Centen- 
nial) 
2. Matthew Ball (Cassie Hall) 
3. Scott Springer (Cassie 
Hall) 
Scavenger Hunt 
The following names are 
teams who placed first, second, 
and third in the Scavenger 
Hunt: 
(Primary) 
l. Nilton Praticante, Mathew 
Pretto and Travis Murphy 
(Veritas) 
2. Ashley Baxter, Kevin Per- 
ras and Allan Wootton (E.T. 
Kenney) 
3. Brandon Swan, Brian 
Palahicky and Christopher 
Anaka (V.efitas) 
(Intermediate) 
1. Tim Phillips, Paul Fleming 
and Matt Blake (Veritas) 
• 2 .  Joelle Walker, Edlyn 
Okana and Patrick Phillips 
(Veritas) 
3. Phillip Le Ross, Tony Le 
Ross and Shaun Oliver (Cassie 
Hall/Thornhill Elementary) 
Egg Drop 
The winners in this event 
were: 
Michael Watts (Kiti K'Shan 
grade l); J01iAnn Elkiw 
(Veritas, grade 3); Allen 
Wooten (E.T. Kenney, grade 1); 
Angela Ames (E.T. Kenney, 
Kindergarten); Jessica Harper 
(E.T. Kenney, Kindergarten); 
Sabrena Harvey (E.T. Kenney, 
Kindergarten); Justin Voogd 
(Centennial, Kindergarten); 
Melissa Hamhuis (Centennial, 
grade 3); Terry Penner (Centen- 
nial, Kindergarten) and Frank 
Gration (Cassie Hall,.grade 6). 
Paper  Br idge  
I. Chris Paziuk and John 
DeBalinharq (Cassie Hall) - -  
5 ½ kg. 6 sec, 
2. Frank Gration and Steve 
Melton (Cassie Hall) - -  5"Yz kg. 
3 see. 
3. Wilf Geier and Chris 
Woodward (Cassie Hall) - -  4 
kg. 3 see. 
Pop Can PoweP 
K/Grade 1 
1. Allen Wootton and Kevan 
S UMBER 
LODGE 
TERRACE 
4702 l.akelse Avenue 
Phone 6356302 .
-"  . . , ; -~-~.. . '7-~:n-; .  % . .  : . " "  , . . : . .  - 
~ ~. , r~)  
L icensed Premises  
HOURS: 
Weekdays  
6 :30  a.m. - 8 :30  p.m. 
Saturday 
7 :00  a.m, - 8 :00  p.m. 
Sunday 
8 :00  a.m. - 8 :00  p.m. 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASONABLE PRICES 
Perras (E:T. Kenney) 
2. Jonathan Sarsiat and Mark 
Oagnon (Kiti K'Shan) 
3. Kevin Sarsiat and Daniel 
Anaka (Ver!tas) 
Grades 213 
I: ,Grog Nutm a, and I~aniel 
Talstra (Centennial) - - 
2, Travis Murphy .  and 
Mathew Pretto (Veritas) 
3. Brian Palahicky,  
Christopher Anaka (Veritas) 
and David Wittkowski, Jeremy 
Nutma (Centennial) 
Paper Airplane 
K/Grade 1 
1. Jonathan Sarsiat 
2. Jason Kumpolt 
3. Tyler Davidson 
Grades 213 
1. Nathan Northridge 
2. David Wottkowski 
3. Teresa Fleming 
Straw Tower 
Grade 4 
I. Jeffery Town, Stephen 
Anaka and John.Will Keating 
(Veritas) 
2. Kevin Murphy, David 
Fleming and Jason Blake 
(Veritas) 
3. Katherine Davis, Katherine 
Geeraert (Veritas) 
Grade 516 
Karla VandeVelde, Christian 
Talstra and Terra Van ,Herk 
(Centennial Christian) 
2. Matthew Blake, Tim 
Phillips and Paul Fleming 
(Veritas) 
3. Ryan Orr, Fraser Dewalle 
and Darren Hamhuis (Centen- 
nial) 
baked In our oven, filled 
with a delicious mixture 
of crab meat and 
- cheeses.-, 
Stu f fed  Or leans  
Mushrooms Salad 
~Fresh mushroom caps, Grapefru i t ,  grapes ,  
oranges plneapp e, 
'bananas, pears, sewed 
on lettuce leaves cur- 
,rounded with lemon 
slices. 
/ 
New York Cut Chlcken 
Pepper  Steak . polyneslan | 
Half chicken broiled and I 
Our chefs own special basted !n a tangy fruit • 
recipe. Served with and wine sauce. Served 
vegetable and choice of with fluffy white rice and B 
potato or rice. 
All dishes are prepared fresh while 
you wait, so relax and enjoy an 
evening of fine dining at Its best In our 
elegant new dining room. 
Reservat ions  Recommended 
OPEN AT 5 :00  PM 
O MOUNT LAYTON 
HOT SPRINGS 4 
RESORT LT .D~ 
798-2214 • 
BOMBEN AUTO REPAIR 
Certified Auto Technicians 
• Automotive repair on all North American cam. 
• Spaclallzlng In fuel Injection, transmission, electrical, brakes, suspension" 
and engines. 
Open Monday-Friday 8 o .m.-  S p.m, 
Saturday  8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
4524 Gre ig  Ave .  
Ter race ,  B .C .  635-3915 
When you put your 
foot down, it'll 
blow your socks off. 
The exciting Corrado is now avail- * Air conditioned comfort  and more 
able in very limited quantities. Drop by for a test drive today. 
• 158 hp fuel-injected engine with a 
G60 intm:cooled supercharger ~.~.~,~i  ~ ' I 
• Electronic anti-lock braking system ~ 1 )  ~.or raao  
• Automatic rear spoiler " ~  
(~  Columbia Auto Haus Ltd. 
3779 RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE, 635.5717 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
McEwan GM Is pleased 
to announce the return of 
Graham Scott to our profes- 
signal automotive sales 
team. Graham is resuming 
his dut ies as sales 
representative In addition to 
filling 'the newly appointed 
position of Fleet Manager. 
Graham Invites all of hie 
friends and clientsto come 
and see him. for :all their 
automotlve(qeeds ' 
' Graham Scott 
icEwan-l  
T e r r a ¢ _ ~ l l i I  
LOok ~,r, ihe,!br!#,t spot~ 635-494! 
on Hwy.  16  W_est  ln  Ter race l  . ,  • . . . . . . . .  , . ~ 
l 
 Rivtow 
Equipment 
NoE-WoS 
BY ROBERT O. SMITH 
GENERAL MANAGER 
60 PLUS 
Join the Club. The 60 Plus Club is for seniors 60 years plus and lets 
you enjoy all of our fine facilities at special senior's discount rates. The 
Terrace Inn's 60 Plus Club has no membership fees, Just pick up a 
card atthe Front Desk, have it authorized, and then enjoy all the club 
benefits, 
1, Special discount room rates, 15% OFF regular oom rates, 
2. Food Discount. 20% OFF food in our Dining Room & Lounge. 
3. HoterPackages. 10% OFF our Golf, Fishing and Weekenders. 
Visit us soon and get your FREE 60 Rue Cardl 
NEW HOURS IN THE DINING ROOM 
Our new Kermodei Dining Room will be open from 5:00 a.m. to 
11:00 p.m. beginning Tuesday, May 22, this is Monday to Saturday. 
Our Sunday hours are 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Enjoy fine food in casual 
elegance at the Terrace Inn. 
LUNCHEON BUFFET 
Have a quick lunch with us. We feature a Daily Buffet for only $6.25, 
including soup, salads and a hot entree, Also we have our "Dashaway" 
special of soup or salad and a sandwich for $5.25. Lunch at the Ter- 
race Inn is a special treat, Monday through Friday. 
SUNDAY BRUNCH 
Every Sunday from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. take in out'famous Sun- 
day Brunch Buffet. 24' table of hot and cold items. Adults $10.95; 
Seniors $7.95 and Children $5.95. 
We also feature a Sunday Evening Buffet from 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 
p,m. Sundays are great feast days at the New Terrace Inn. 
i 
4551 Grelg Avenue, 
Terrace, B,C. VaG 1M7 
For Reservations, , 
Call (604) 635-8630 or 
IToil Free 1-800-663";81561 
Fax  (804)  636-2788 
i i 
i 
I I 
Serving you with quality equipment 
from Queen Charlottes to Burns Lake• 
SALES,  PARTS AND SERVICE  
• Komatsu •Barmac ,Gomaco 
• Timberjack •Blow-Knox ,Gormon Ru pp 
• Ingersoll-Rand •Century II (P&H) .Highway 
• JOB •Clemro .Layton 
• Athey •Eagle Iron Works •Mayco 
• •Etnyre Wylie 
Rivtow is pleased to introduce ~n l~ l~_4 i / , ! "  "~ 
LF_ . I~  ; . - s I I I~ ,  
T I M B E R J A C K S K I D D E R S  ~. . _ .  - - - . - -  _ _ -~ " 
The Right Sklddor at the Right Time ~ .- _ , .  . : _-- -: . 
With the skidding function more critical than " - :: - ..:.~ 
ever to the success of most logging operations, . ~  ~m,,im.m.-. .... ... 
Timberjack's single minded cumin Iment to ~..~ .... • ":" 
the in(lustry Is reflected in this latest upgrade of skldder line-up. 0uite simply, these are 
the finest skidders Timberjack has ever built. 
I 
PURVES RITCHIERENTALS D IV IS ION TIMBERJAOKTIMBCOFELLERBUNcHER I 
(Sub-branch of Purves Rltchle inpr lnoe Rupert) ,  . . . . . . . . . .  A Logging Machine from the ground up designed by Loggers - -  I • A r CompressorS: ' :. - ; 'Saws i~-" :~i : •0emoiltion Equipment 'for I.oogere,.,. • Levels &Transits " •POmps ' •b~andhlasting Equipment Whenyou're ready to Increase your fellinl~ productivity, to get your fallers safely off the " 
• Concrete Equipment .. •Fork!life .•~o_mpacuon~qulpment • 
• A r Too s & Aces • ': •L0aoers'~, ~• " 6.uarricaoes g!oun¢ to bunch frees for increased skidding ." 
• JackS.. " •Electrical Equipment , .Teeck Or I s ffi ency, o improve the work flow of your ~ . '  : i  ~ 
• Welders •Hoists & Electric Too s )nti re 0peration, take a good hard look at the "'--_- -" ,- - - _ "- .-'~ ":  . '~,, 
• Heaters & Fans . ~ . rim beg'jack T mbco Feller Buncher,~ ; ~ ~ , " ~  ,. 
_ ' ..... ' ' * _ . '  )he tfiat does t all so Wall' . . ' : - i l~ . "  _" - -- - - ~ .ii 
Parts • Sales -Service ~ :,y i, i ; : ~ ~ :  ~ ?':~ 
~-~R Iv tow" :   ..... •2943smithersHwy. 18 84 ' "  7' 3226 
EqUipment Box 2966 FAX 847.3484. ~ : ~  ~ 
L ~) , • 
' " • ' '  I ' i  I I I ' 
( / / 
t , ' l t -  I : . t , . t  , t 
